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Canberra, the national capital, is on track to meet its ambitious 2021 carbon emissions targets, 

according to Steffen (2019), as it progresses to net zero by 2045. To meet its population demands, 

Canberra will also build 100,000 new dwellings over a similar period (ACT Planning Strategy 

2018). To do this, ‘liveable’ medium-density compact housing (medium-density) is crucial to its 

low carbon urban consolidation and suburban renewal. Yet despite a range of social, ‘sustainable’ 

and design advantages, community and occupant concerns persist with medium-density 

quality, changing neighbourhood character, and loss of landscape (Elton Consulting 2011; et al.). 

Compounding this, medium-density is often supply-led for an unknown occupant, with its design 

and delivery inadequately reflecting available research on occupant satisfaction. Such factors 

combine to perpetuate systemic design errors in this housing type (Sarkissian et al. 2004; et al.).

This exegesis explores social research-informed design by a mid-career architect focused on the 

liveability of low-scale medium-density precincts. The title ‘Small living?’ frames inquiry for and 

through design. I developed post-occupancy evaluation (POE) techniques to reveal occupant-

use requirements, creatively addressing them through design (Figure 2, right). The chosen case 

study precinct in Canberra (the ‘Village’), provided the setting for qualitative fieldwork on a 

variety of households and compact houses (townhouses, courtyard or terrace types sized around 

125sqm. within a 19dw/ha precinct). Seeking to remedy the low take-up of POE by architects, I 

devised descriptive-depictive techniques to reveal findings. By ‘spatialising’ POE data, I distilled 

design-use patterns, opportunities and conflicts into a beneficial architectural format.1  I found 

that compact house design is complex and finely tuned; that is, how we prioritise space use and 

spatial characteristics, impacts the end-occupant. I also found that reduced house size intensifies 

the occupant experience and can adapt poorly to household change. My design responses 

sought to address these, and many other findings revealed through the research, culminating in 

several competition-winning and demonstration housing projects. The PhD contribution to new 

knowledge is an expanded definition of architectural practice to improve the design of compact 

housing, as seen through the POE research transformation of the Compass House creative artefact. 

Canberra presents a microcosm of the challenges faced by Australian cities. Compact houses 

offer one low carbon pathway, provided they are liveable. My user-centred approach offers 

techniques to reveal who will use compact houses, and how they will use them, thus adding to the 

medium-density design-use ‘knowledge frontier’ (Vischer 2008; Mjøset 2005; et al.). Therefore, 

as we strive to densify and consolidate Canberra, this research can assist policy-makers, planners, 

developers and architects, but more particularly, the occupants of compact houses.
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ABSTRACT

Figure 1: Cover page depicts the author’s medium-density 
compact housing design and research focus (Gonzalez 2013 
watercolour illustration of Molonglo Demonstration Precinct). 

1: The overview, research paradigm and method explore the concept 

of POE data in a form ‘useful’ to the architect. In particular, the 

method recognises the importance of:

•	 occupant feedback explicitly linked to design features; 

•	 ‘learning through doing’ design verification;

•	 techniques to synthesize large volumes of POE data, and

•	 emphasis on the depiction of data to reveal design-use     

      requirements, patterns and themes.
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Figure 2: Research method diagram (above). After revealing 
crucial design-use gaps, I devised a range of POE fieldwork 
techniques to improve occupant-centred compact house 
design. As research for  and through  practice, design analysis 
of occupant-use findings occurred, and data was spatialised. 
An iterative design-use feedback (or forward) loop emerged 
supported by scholarly reflection (Schön 1983). The cycle 
then repeated, adding to the medium-density design-use 
‘knowledge frontier’ (Vischer 2008; Mjøset 2005).
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TERMINOLOGY AND 

ABBREVIATIONS 
ABS    Australian Bureau of Statistics 

ACT    Australian Capital Territory

ACTPLA (now EPSDD) Environment Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate

ASBEC   Australian Sustainable Built Environment Council

Author   Refers to the ‘architect/researcher’ (refer to definition at Appendix A)

Body corporate  Resident management structures for shared or community land/titles

Chapter abbreviation Where used, abbreviations employ chapter keywords such as Findings

Compact housing  Medium-density compact housing (courtyard, terrace or townhouses)

Compass House  Creative artefact found at Design Responses and Reflection and Part B

CO2    Carbon emissions, specifically carbon dioxide

CY/SL/MF   Refers to courtyard, split-level or multi-family house types

DA    Statutory planning or Development Approval

D&C    Design and construct contract method of delivery

Dwelling   A collective term for houses, townhouses and apartments

dw/ha    Gross density measured as dwelling per hectare

GFA     Gross Floor Area house measurement    

Liveable housing  Denotes occupant satisfaction and aspects of social sustainability 

MDa    Melinda Dodson Architects provides the practice-led research setting

Medium-density  Attached compact houses (size 70–150sqm., density 12-40dw/ha)

Multi-Gen   ‘Multi-generational’ space added or subtracted from the main house

Molonglo   Molonglo Demonstration Precinct competition design

Mews-living   Mews-living Affordable Housing Series 

NEAT    New Experimental Architectural Typologies competition design

NCDC (now NCA)  National Capital Development Commission (National Capital Authority)

POE    Post-occupancy evaluation also referred to as social research 

Pre-occupancy  Pre-design occupancy evaluation

LDA (now SLA)  Land Development Authority (now Suburban Land Authority)

RZ1-5    Canberra Statutory Planning Residential Zones range in scale/density

SCD    Social contact design fostering community interaction

Spatialised data  Occupant-use data located within an electronic 3D house model 

sqm.    Size in square metres (reported as site/block or house floor area)

Sustainability  Denotes the Brundtland Commission definition (refer to Appendix A)

User-centred design  Social research-informed or ‘socio-spatial’ design (Till 2014)

Village   Setting for author POE fieldwork on household and house types
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Australia’s national capital is unique as a planned garden city (Freestone 2010; Grigg 2007; NCA 

and Wood-Bradley 2004). Canberra, the city in the landscape, presents a microcosm of the 

challenges faced by cities coming to terms with sprawling, homogenous, greenfield developments. 

Like many cities, however, Canberra has shifted its attention to medium-density compact housing 

(medium-density), to contain the outward expansion of its city boundaries and support progress 

towards its 2045 net zero carbon emissions (CO2) targets (Steffen 2019; ACT Planning Strategy 

2018; Bunker et al. 2017; O’Donnell et al. 2016; Newton et al. 2011; Freestone 2010). 

Among the contemporary urban growth challenges, however, Australian suburban house size has 

more than doubled in sixty years while household occupant numbers have fallen (Figure 3, below; 

ABS 2016; Stephan and Crawford 2016b). There is empirical research on the contribution of house 

size to energy, resource and land-use, but we know less about its links to occupant satisfaction.3

Yet despite the social, ‘sustainable’ and design advantages of medium-density compact housing, 

researchers raise a range of occupant, neighbour and community concerns (Palmer 2016; Nakanishi 

2015a; Elton Consulting 2011; Kupke et al. 2011; Easthope and Judd 2010; Howley and Scott 2009; 

Sarkissian et al. 2004; Troy 1995 et al.). As they explain, medium-density is typically supply-led for 

an ‘anonymous’ or unknown occupant; a delivery process which unwittingly perpetuates design-

use gaps, as evidenced by recurring systemic design errors described in the research (Palmer 

2016; Easthope and Judd 2010; Howley and Scott 2009; Bramley 2008; Sarkissian et al. 2004; 

Troy 1995; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986).4  

SMALL LIVING?
OVERVIEW

Introduction

Figure 3: Diagrams by year of growing house size (far left), 
contrast with shrinking households (immediate left) and 
block size (also far left). Utilising Canberra suburbs, the 1970s 
example shows house size around 100sqm. with its gross 
density at 5dw/ha (middle), while the 2010 example shows 
house size in excess of 200sqm., and a higher density of 13dw/
ha (ABS-Commsec 2018; ABS Census 2016; ACTPLA 2010).

1970s

2010s 

House and block size              Suburban form             Household size 

3: ACT Planning Strategy 2018; Byrne et al. 2018; O’Donnell et al. 

2016; Stephan and Crawford 2016a, b; ASBEC 2016; 2010; Newton et 

al. 2011; Kupke et al. 2011; Easthope and Judd 2010; ACTPLA 2010; 

Newman et al. 2009; Pullen et al. 2009; Howley and Scott 2009; 

Horne et al. 2009; London and Anderson 2008; Dodson and Sipe 

2008; Bramley 2008; Newton 2006; Buxton and Scheurer 2007; 

Metzler 2005; Williams 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Troy 1996; 1995; 

Dovey and Cooper Marcus 1990; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986; 

Newman 1983; et al.

4: Systems of housing delivery are complex, and this exegesis is not 

a panacea for over-arching industry issues. The research focus is on 

the contribution of social research-informed architecture.
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Medium-density is projected to grow to a third of the Canberra housing landscape (ACT Housing 

Choices 2018). Community concern stems, however, from perceptions of poor quality, over-

development, changing neighbourhood character and loss of landscape (Elton Consulting 2011; 

Howley and Scott 2009; Birrell et al. 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Lewis 1999; Troy 1995; Dovey 

1994). If left unchecked, community dissatisfaction will continue to grow (Figure 4, right). 

Despite the maturity of the medium-density housing market, it remains slow to learn from social 

research, and some of the described design-use errors fall within the remit of the architect 

(Sarkissian et al. 2004). Indeed, social researchers are perplexed by a consistent failure of architects 

to exploit the findings from existing post-occupancy evaluation (POE) research (Watson et al. 

2014; McNelis 2014; Vischer and Zeisel 2008; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Wulff et al. 2004). Partly 

explained by a lack of design access to the end-occupants of medium-density, Till (2014) goes 

further, by attributing architects’ over-reliance on untested design solutions to their ‘self-reflexive’ 

formalistic tendencies (also Schneider 2018; Duffy and Rabeneck 2013; Dodd 2011; Hill 2005).  

As an experienced mid-career architect, I was (and remain) concerned by such gaps between 

compact housing design and use. With a background in ‘sustainable cities’, I had been pursuing 

low carbon design strategies, derived in part from my ‘no bigger than necessary’ approach.5 Yet 

sustainability should not come at the expense of ‘liveability’. My research, therefore, seeks to 

reduce the medium-density design-use gap by contributing to a greater understanding of who 

will use compact houses and how they will use them. In prioritising the ‘socio-spatial’ production 

of architecture (Till 2014), the primary research question I have sought to answer is:

As a variation on the archetypical architectural design process, in what ways can user-centred 

design contribute to improved supply-led medium-density compact housing in Canberra?

In user-centred design theory, the built environment exists to support its occupants (Vischer 

2008). In this scenario, design is an untested hypothesis, with POE techniques utilised to verify 

actual performance and usability (Sarkissian 2013; Vischer 2008; Vischer and Zeisel 2008; Cooper 

Marcus 2003). Hence, this research contemplates an expanded architectural practice model to 

reduce the gap between those who create space and those who occupy it (Dodd 2011). A greater 

understanding of occupant needs, preferences or restrictions can be ascertained and fed into the 

design process. At pre-occupancy, it can inform pre-design and design; while at post-occupancy, 

it guides building improvements or future design (Vischer 2008). With a focus-shift beyond the 

‘completed’ house to the ‘occupied’ home, the study of use and change reveals design efficacy.  

Research question, rationale  

and contribution to knowledge

5: An interest in wider built environment issues, led me to serve 

as the Australian Institute of Architects (RAIA) ACT then National 

President (2006-2011). An initiative during that time was a housing 

affordability competition run jointly with the ACT Government and 

Housing Industry Association. That competition sought to remedy 

some of the challenges of suburban sprawl and sustainability facing 

our cities. Arguably, sustainable cities and architecture hold the key 

to solving many of the frustrations of our cities, and these values 

have guided my practice, teaching, research and advisory roles.

Figure 4: I sketched the diagram (above) during my first 
research year, as I teased out a ‘hunch’ about compact house 
design-use gaps. At that stage, I assumed a disconnect 
existed between the construction industries’ internal narrative 
on medium-density (or those who design or deliver compact 
houses) and community sentiment (or those who occupy or 
neighbour compact houses). Beyond those early hunches, 
the literature review ultimately revealed a range of compact 
housing design-use gaps to guide the method.
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In order to do this, I had to overcome a lack of access to the end-occupants of medium-density by 

initially reviewing occupant satisfaction literature and visiting existing Canberra compact housing 

(Figure 5, right). After selecting the Village case study__described at the Occupant Fieldwork 

Findings chapter__I conducted occupant interviews, observation, and analysis of archival materials.

 

The literature is critical, however, of the low take-up of POE findings by architects. Extensive in 

scope and at times contradictory, I found that POE often failed to link occupant feedback to the 

actual houses to which they referred. Hence, I trialled techniques to analyse and depict findings 

in a “designerly” form which might prove more ‘useful’ to architects (Cross 1982, p221). Devising 

“new methods rooted in the way [architects] think”, I sought to reduce the gap between social 

research and design (Durling 2002, p85).  Arguably, compact house occupant experiences are 

dependent as much on socio-cultural as design factors. Hence, I adopted a qualitative case study 

approach (refer to Method to Reveal Occupant-Use chapter). Having drawn from existing POE 

research, my fieldwork on households and house types adds to the compact housing design-use 

‘knowledge frontier’ (Vischer 2008; Mjøset 2005; Stake 2005; Yin 2003).6 For example, a holistic 

design-use framework emerged from my findings to guide the improvement of compact housing. 

At the same time, the method itself is replicable for other house or household types and contexts.

The research was not undertaken merely for  practice (POE fieldwork and findings), but also 

through practice (design responses, unbuilt and built; Webb 2008). The author, as researcher, 

conducted housing occupant fieldwork to reveal user requirements, and, as architect, creatively 

interpreted them through design. The interplay of literature, fieldwork, findings, and design__

supported by my scholarly reflection__sought improved design-use alignment. Accordingly, where 

appropriate in the exegesis, I join a reflective practice tradition of personal pronoun use. As an 

exegetical endeavour, the research contribution to new knowledge is an expanded definition 

of architectural practice, as seen through the research transformation of the Compass House 

creative artefact (Figure 6, overleaf). Melinda Dodson Architects (MDa) provided the Canberra-

based practice setting for the design of competition-winning and demonstration compact housing. 

The exegesis also marks a decade of Compass House design, with new knowledge derived from:

6: The Method and Findings chapters explain the mix of houses and 

households offered by the Village case study and their relevance 

to broader insights drawn on compact housing design-use. For 

validity, I sought a range of households representative of Canberra’s 

shrinking, diverse and aging household mix, along with persons with 

a disability. Access to residents who had lived in the Village for a 

short time and others who had spanned a family life-cycle of several 

decades added richness to the cross-section of households studied.

Research and practice

The compact house design-use theoretical framework Findings and Design Reflection chapters

An expanded user-centred or socio-spatial architectural model Design Reflection chapter

Design-use investigative-diagnostic POE Method  and Findings chapters

Detailed descriptive-depictive analysis to ‘spatialise’ the data Method  and Findings chapters

The resultant creative artefact research transformation Design Reflection and Creative Artefact

Figure 5: Canberra medium-density compact housing 
(above) formed part of my case study shortlisting process. 
From top: The Elms by Playoust, Campbell townhouses by 
Seidler and Yarralumla Shores by Ancher Mortlock Woolley 
(photographs by the author). Forrest townhouses by Grounds 
(sourced from Canberra House website 2018). 
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Figure 6: This chronology situates three projects_Molonglo, 
NEAT and Mews-living_within a broader body of Compass 
House work occurring before and after the 2014 Village 
fieldwork. Projects ranged in size (70–150sqm.), and density 
(12-40dw/ha), and were the subject of scholarly reflection.

Compass House 1, 2009

Architect’s House, 2010-current Molonglo Demonstration Precinct, 2012-2013 Popout House, 2013

Clerestorey House, 2017-2018

NEAT Competition, 2014-2016 Courtyard House, 2017Missing Middle competition, 2016

Mews-living Affordable Housing Precinct (Compass 4), 2017-current

Compass House 2-3, 2010 -2014
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The research focuses on the occupant experiences of low-rise compact houses set within 

landscaped medium-density precincts in Canberra (Figure 7, right). House size ranges from 70–

150sqm., with a gross density of 12-40dw/ha. The spatial context comprises precinct, garden, 

house and room, while the temporal context is revealed through aspects of household use and 

change. Seeking to integrate use-verification with design practice, I adapted social research 

techniques to reveal compact house occupant experiences, which iteratively informed design. 

Rather than prescribe occupant requirements, however, user-centred design supports “the talent 

and imagination of [architects] to look beyond...to envision creative solutions” (Hawley 2009, 

p2). Thus qualitative, ‘social constructivism’ techniques combine with user-centred design and 

creative practice, as follows (Figure 8, below and Method to Reveal Occupant-Use chapter):

Four key interpretive themes of user interface, size and sustainability, communal and context, 

and flexibility and change emerged from qualitative data analysis. The resultant ‘Thematic Map of 

Compact House Design and Use’ describes a holistic framework of occupant requirements derived 

from a range of household types and housing typologies (refer to Occupant Fieldwork Findings and 

Design Responses and Reflection  chapters). Significantly, my investigative-diagnostic POE helped 

bridge the social research-design gap I had identified, by linking reported occupant experiences 

 

Locating the research

Overview of method 

and findings

Social constructivist, 
ontology and 
epistemology

Absolute knowledge is indeterminable (Goodrick 2011; Crotty 1998). Multiple ‘realities’ are 
constructed through our lived-experiences and interaction with others (Creswell 2013).

‘Reality’ is co-constructed between the participating occupants and the researcher (Creswell 
2013). Occupants “speak for themselves” regarding their particular ‘real-world’ experiences 
(Kuper et al. 2008, p405).

Research for practice, 
researcher role

User-centred techniques seek to ‘move’ the architect towards the occupants (Steen 2011).

Grounded theory supports the qualitative researcher by offering systematic and cyclical 
techniques to reveal “thick, rich descriptions” and depictions of the occupant experience 
(Denzin 1989 p83; also Emmel 2008; Mjøset 2005). The case adds to the medium-density 
“research frontier” on “which knowledge is accumulated” inductively generating case-
specific explanation-based theories (Mjøset 2005 p385; also Vischer 2008).

Reflexive research 
through practice,
architect role and 
‘designerly’ ways of 
knowing (Cross 1982)

“The central concern of design is the conception and realisation of new things” (Cross 1982, 
p221). The architect heuristically constructs their own ‘reality’, dealing with the ‘messy’ 
problematic situations of the ‘real-world’ through a process of discovery, trial and error, and 
experimentation (Kuys et al. 2009; Downton 2008; Cross 1993).  

Design is the act of creativity behind problem-solving (Papanek 1971). ‘Learning through 
doing’ is embedded in the way architects operate (Schön 1983). Through working ‘hands-on’ 
(drawing, sketching, model making), the architect iteratively explores and refines the spatial, 
material, formal, contextual and functional qualities of a design. By adding occupant-use 
research findings to the array of analysed interdependencies, the commitment of a design 
idea ‘to paper’ allows for more issues to be raised, explored and refined (de Bono 1977). 
Reflection then aids scholarly research as a synthesising tool, with the potential to reveal 
design aspects which may have remained otherwise tacit or intuitive (Schön 1983).

The exegetical component stems from iterative exploration of the research question through 
the creative artefact (Milech and Schilo 2004). Occupant-use research, the act of designing 
and reflective verification expands and deepens the architect’s compact house user-centred 
design literacy. Personal pronoun use is a pattern evident in practice-led research and 
supports the author’s critical exploration of their creative work (Kroll 2004).

Figure 7: ACT Housing Choices (2018) diagram succinctly 
describes the range of medium-density compact house types 
found in this exegesis, while Part A page 19 touches on the 
Missing Middle phenomenon, including housing under supply 
despite demand from a diverse and aging demographic.

Figure 8: Tabulated summary of the research paradigm (above 
left), is explored in detail at the Method chapter. Qualitative, 
social constructivism combines with user-centred design and 
creative practice. A “designerly” social research paradigm 
guides the method (Cross 1982, p221). The method, in turn, 
leverages POE’s ability to reveal occupant-use requirements, 
and design’s ability to address them creatively. In particular, 
the method recognises the importance of occupant feedback 
explicitly linked to design features, ‘learning through doing’ 
design verification; techniques to synthesize large volumes 
of POE data and emphasis on the depiction of data to reveal 
requirements, patterns and themes useful to the architect.

Single 
dwelling

Home office
or granny flat

Duplex Terraces
Triplexes

Row, 
courtyard, 

mews, stacked

Low-rise 
multi-unit
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Occupant  findings 

on house size 

House size 

design responses

to house design features, such as size and spatial layout. I focused on the lesser-studied private-

realm of the house within its precinct context, revealing through observation, interview and 

the use of archival materials, the value of direct architectural involvement with medium-density 

occupants. Given large volumes of POE data may overwhelm the design process, potentially 

obscuring solutions, I sought improved integration of research with practice. For example, I used 

data-visualisation to analyse and compare my designs against the four interpretive themes of 

user interface, size and sustainability, communal and context, and flexibility and change (Figure 9, 

right). I also developed descriptive-depictive analysis to spatialise the data, providing a valuable 

synthesising tool to support architectural practice (Durling 2002; Cross 1993). 

My findings echoed the literature by revealing examples of how occupants personalised their 

homes. However, my research showed that smaller interior spaces__along with reduced space 

for landscape__ intensified the occupant experience at interfaces within the house, between 

neighbours and with the street. The Village occupants went further, describing the ‘sphere of 

influence’ or surrounding connections or barriers which expand or shrink house usability. For 

example, I found compact blocks can create public-private zone conflicts, resulting in pockets 

of underutilised space highly visible from the street. Specifically, some conflicts were evident in 

precincts dominated by distributed streets and car parking. Yet, adopting communal or remote 

car parking is no panacea, given I identified complex occupant attitudes to ‘near-home’ territory.

Indeed, my research revealed that compact house design is complex and ‘finely-tuned’, and I 

cautioned against underestimating this task. For example, I found that narrow street frontages 

of highly personalised compact houses risked visual discordance. I also found design-use 

misalignment and amenity loss could result if one of the four mentioned themes was inadvertently 

prioritised to the detriment of others. Amplifying this point, I revealed a range of neighbour and 

occupant-use, interface and change factors, derived from the fieldwork, to guide house size. 

Helpfully, communal facilities and landscape were found to supplement house size and I explored 

some of the ways that the Village fieldwork occupants negotiated the use of such spaces. 

Design responses to the rich array of fieldwork findings then emerged, and were iteratively refined, 

supported by scholarly reflection to evaluate concepts and themes. Beyond expanded practice, 

my research revealed the need for a boundary shift in design authorship. Traditional notions of 

‘untampered architecture’ can be unsustainable and wasteful, should they prove unsuitable for 

the occupant. For example, I found compact houses did not readily adapt to household change Figure 9: Spatial, land-use and urban form analysis (above) 
of the author’s three featured projects comparing house size, 
landscape and car infrastructure land-use, and as found at 
the Design Responses and Reflection chapter and at Part B.
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22% house

28% street/driveway

50% landscape

27% house

23% street/driveway

35% landscape

40% house

25% street/driveway
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with the family life-cycle, and this problem became the catalyst for design solutions explored 

through my competition-winning ‘New Experimental Architectural Typologies’ (NEAT) scheme. 

NEAT sought to address an apparent contradiction that the more precise the design-use fit, “the 

greater the likelihood of a discrepancy arising between the [house] and its future use” (Leupen 

2006, p8). When exploring a gap between what architecture is and what it wants to be, perhaps 

then its success stems in part from its ability to accept change, as an evolving product of design-

use authorship between the architect and occupants (Hertzberger 1991). 

This exegesis expands beyond the archetypical architectural design of supply-led medium-density 

compact housing by incorporating user-centred research into creative practice. Its structure and 

chapters are summarised as follows:

PART A: EXEGESIS
The Literature Review follows this Overview, introducing the thematic and historical context, 

starting with suburban house size and aspirations to a sustainable Canberra. I discuss aspects of 

the mass-housing market, situating medium-density architecture, community perspectives and 

occupant satisfaction. A review of existing efforts to combine social research with design, reveals 

crucial gaps and guides the design-use method (Figure 10, above right).

Method to Reveal Occupant-Use sets out the design and development of a multi-stage data 

gathering and creative problem-solving process to verify aspects of design usability. I outline 

the research questions, approach, conduct, analysis, paradigm and author assumptions, framing 

the occupant-use findings, their depiction and the design responses that follow. The criteria for 

fieldwork case study selection includes the households and houses studied (Figure 11, overleaf).

Occupant Fieldwork Findings reports on POE findings derived from iterative, in-depth qualitative 

analysis of case study fieldwork (observation, interview and archival materials). Compact house 

design-use interpretive themes emerged, derived from descriptive-depictive and spatialised 

data. Liveability criteria then informed and enriched design, addressing my research questions. 

Analysis then continues in the next chapter, which reflects on the emergent design responses.

Design Responses and Reflection outlines design analysis and synthesis, drawing on the fieldwork 

findings and literature on occupant-use to significantly enhance the design of compact housing. 

The transformative potential and impact of my POE techniques are observed through the ‘lens’ 

of the Compass House (refer to Part B: Creative Artefact). Set within a wider body of work, this 

chapter concentrates on three key projects, representative of the user-centred design journey: 

Structure of the exegesis 

and creative artefact

Design-use 

method

Literature review: 
Occupant-use and 

satisfaction literature

Design and reflection:
The Compass House 
compact house design 

Occupant-use findings:
Design-use diagnosis 
and spatialised data

Method to reveal use:
Case-based occupant-use 

fieldwork (the Village) 

Figure 10: The design-use method diagram (above)__featured 
earlier__is now annotated with exegesis chapters to illustrate 
how the document structure mirrors the developed method.
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7: Community suspicion is expressed through such movements as 

‘Save our Suburbs’ and ‘NIMBYism’ (NSW Department of Planning 

2019; Housing Choices 2018; Sarkissian 2013; Parolek 2012; Elton 

Consulting 2011 Newton et al. 2011; Kupke et al. 2011; Easthope and 

Judd 2010; Howley and Scott 2009; Bramley 2008; Sarkissian et al. 

2004; Troy 1996 and 1995; Davison 1993).

Conclusion and 

research benefits

Figure 11: Medium-density compact housing design-use 
examples (above). From top: communal landscape and paths 
flanked by houses (Defign 2018); communal rooftop garden 
(Wuttke and Downes 2013); small living interior (IKEA 2013)
and highly visible ‘private’ drying court (Sarkissian 2005).

Initial Literature review      Molonglo Demonstration Precinct Competition (Molonglo)      2012-2013

Fieldwork phase         New Experimental Architectural Typologies Competition (NEAT)   2014-2016

Data analysis phase          Mews-living Affordable Housing Series                        2017-current

Conclusions, Benefits and Future Research restates the critical importance of low carbon, liveable 

compact housing, in order to minimise design-use misalignment, with its potential for resource 

wastage in an expanding Canberra medium-density market. Profiling design complexities, I 

highlight areas of future research. Establishing links between liveability criteria and compact 

housing design, I describe broader applications to neighbourhood formation and precinct planning.

PART B: CREATIVE ARTEFACT
Small Living? Select Works, accompanies the Design Responses and Reflection chapter, situating 

featured projects within my broader Compass House body of work (refer also to Appendix G: Design 

teams and patrons). Chronicling key design responses to occupant-use, it begins pre-PhD and 

follows a decade-long thematic and design reflection journey. Expanded socio-spatial architectural 

practice reflects emergent design-use literacy in service of improved compact housing.

PART C: SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Appendices provide supplemental research detail, such as definitions and fieldwork instruments.

Readers are encouraged to familiarise themselves with Part A before proceeding to Parts B or C.  

As a young city, Canberra is in the early stages of urbanising and medium-density will play a key 

role by offering low carbon compact housing for increasingly diverse households (ACT Planning 

Strategy 2018; Stephan and Crawford 2016a). Yet the mere provision of low carbon and sustainable 

housing will not suffice. Instead, an improved understanding of design-fit is essential for liveable 

solutions and to reduce a palpable community suspicion of medium-density.7 Therefore; I begin 

with a literature review of existing contemporary attempts to combine sustainability and liveability 

through user-centred design. Revealing the gaps that persist frames the methodological approach. 

For example, a lack of access to the end-occupants of medium-density and the low take-up of POE 

by architects, are among the factors contributing to compact housing design errors. Seeking to 

remedy these issues, I developed investigative-diagnostic fieldwork techniques and descriptive-

depictive analysis. The pursuit of answers to the questions of ‘how small’ and ‘for whom’ revealed 

insights into occupant satisfaction. The occupant-use findings, in turn, contributed to improved 

design and the Compass House creative artefact evolved. In this way, the exegesis title ‘Small 

living?’  frames inquiry for and through design, as I will discuss in the following chapters.
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Introduction

SMALL LIVING?
LITERATURE 

REVIEW

In the last decades of the twentieth century, Canberra’s ‘suburban ideal’, as elsewhere in Australia, 

shifted towards urban consolidation and suburban renewal; emphasising the increased use of 

medium-density compact housing to accommodate population growth and housing diversity, 

while seeking to curtail city boundaries and infrastructure (ACT Planning Strategy 2018; Bunker 

et al. 2017; O’Donnell et al. 2016; Newton et al. 2011; Freestone 2010; Newman et al. 2009; London 

and Anderson 2008; Gleeson and Low 2000; Davison 1993). 

Out of these developments, four issues have come to dominate debates on mass-housing in 

Australia; sustainability, demographic change, affordability, and liveability (ACT Planning Strategy 

2018; Freestone 2010; Newman et al. 2009; Howley et al. 2009; Pullen et al. 2009; London and 

Anderson 2008; Newton 2006; Gleeson and Low 2000). Research indicates that compact 

housing can improve sustainability, affordability and choice, partly through associated CO2, 

resource, energy, infrastructure and land-use reductions.8  This exegesis focuses on the liveability 

aspects, revealing gaps between design and occupant, neighbour and community satisfaction 

with medium-density compact housing (Palmer 2016; Kupke et al. 2011; Easthope and Judd 2010; 

Howley et al. 2009; Bramley 2008; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Troy 1995; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 

1986; McKay 1971). The literature review analyses elements of these disconnects in four sections. 

Firstly, Suburban house size and a sustainable Canberra discusses detached housing and the 

suburban ideal, its establishment as a dominant housing form in Australia and the disconnect in 

recent decades between shrinking households and growing house size. Revealing links between 

house size and sustainability, I review the emergence of medium-density compact housing in 

Canberra and its faltering progress, while offering a definition of this housing type. Using project 

examples, I outline some of the aspirations of medium-density advocates and the contribution of 

compact housing to Canberra’s 2045 net zero CO2 targets (Steffen 2019).

Despite the sustainability benefits offered, medium-density is typically supply-led for an 

anonymous or unknown occupant, unwittingly perpetuating design-use gaps and errors (Palmer 

2016; Kupke et al. 2011; Easthope and Judd 2010; Howley et al. 2009; Bramley 2008; Sarkissian et 

al. 2004; Troy 1995; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986). Hence, the second section, Occupant 

and community perspectives on medium-density, focuses on occupant satisfaction research 

by exploring opportunities and challenges at the house, household and precinct scale. Seeking 

a deeper understanding of attitudes to this housing form, I review some of the reasons for 

8: For housing choice, affordability or sustainability research refer 

EPSDD 2020; Steffen 2019; Demographia 2019; Adams et al. 2019; 

ACT Planning Strategy 2018; ACT Housing Choices 2018; Byrne et al. 

2018; RAIA 2018; Winton 2016; O’Donnell et al. 2016; ASBEC 2016; 

Sharam et al. 2015; Nakanishi 2015b; Newton 2013; Vestbro 2012; 

ACT Government 2012; OCallaghan and Pickett 2012; Jowsey and 

Kellet 2012; Newton et al. 2011; Allen 2010; ACTPLA 2010; Kang 2010; 

Easthope and Judd 2010; Howley and Scott 2009; Newman et al. 

2009; Pullen et al. 2009; Bramley 2008; Wevera et al. 2008; London 

and Anderson 2008; Bretherton and Pleace 2008; Leupen 2006; 

Newton 2006; Metzler 2005; Williams 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004; 

Radford and Sarris 2002; Llewelyn-Davies 2000; Troy 1996.
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Suburban house size and 

a sustainable Canberra

community resistance and reveal aspects of the perceived ‘threat’ which medium-density poses 

to the suburban ideal (NSW Planning 2019; Parolek 2012; Newton et al. 2011; Davison 1993). 

Thirdly, Architects and the medium-density mass-housing market discusses a range of factors 

influencing this complex and often problematic relationship (Schneider 2018; 2016; Till 2014; 

Dodd 2011; Hill 2005). I argue that verified occupant-use is largely absent from the archetypical 

architectural delivery of supply-led medium-density compact housing (Vischer 2008; Sarkissian 

et al. 2004; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986). For example, the prevalence of supply-led 

developer models, marginalised architect roles, the rise of builder-led housing delivery contracts 

and poor construction quality are among issues which combine to detrimentally impact medium-

density occupant satisfaction (Hay et al. 2018; Palmer 2016; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Swann 2002).  

Seeking to expand practice, the fourth section, Towards social-research informed architecture 

argues for POE integration with design and delivery processes. Buildings can be wasteful if they 

prove unsuitable for the end-occupant. Hence, the research employs user-centred design theory 

and POE techniques to verify aspects of design usability. POE integrated with architectural 

practice, therefore, seeks to reveal who will use compact houses and how they will use them, 

foregrounding use and adaptability as measures of design efficacy and sustainability. Furthermore, 

detailed exploration of house size satisfaction may foster creative design solutions to improve 

compact housing for occupants, neighbours and the community. Such themes are explored in this 

chapter__which closes with Conclusion and gaps in the research__to frame the method of inquiry.

Suburban form has characterised the national capital for a little over a hundred years, and its 

suburbs have been through several incarnations, with Canberra now building some of the largest 

houses in Australia (ABS-Commsec 2018). Despite the amenity suburban housing offers for 

many, Canberra’s residential development, like elsewhere in Australia, faces many challenges as 

we enter the third decade of this century. This section provides a brief overview of the Canberra 

suburb and its antecedents, exploring some of the reasons for growing house size. Against this 

backdrop, I offer a snapshot of medium-density compact housing in Canberra, describing ‘where 

we have been’, ‘where we are’ and, importantly, ‘where to next?’. To help answer the last question, 

I consider the contribution of this housing form to a sustainable Canberra.

Davison (1993) argues that Australia ‘began urban’ and quickly ‘grew suburban’. The nineteenth-

century bourgeois suburb emerged in part from “Evangelicalism, Romanticism, Sanitarianism” 

Where we have been 

and where we are
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and capitalist ideologies, at the same time seeking to avoid the ‘perils’ and ‘moral susceptibility’ of 

European and British inner-city living (Davison 1993, p3; also Freestone 2010; Gwyther 2004). Thus, 

the goals of health, safety, virtue, happiness, refuge, and the ‘beauty of nature’ helped strengthen 

the suburban ideal for colonial Australians (Marsden and Troy 2000; Davison 1993). Despite their 

aristocratic origins, Australian suburbs seldom developed along socially exclusive lines (Davison 

2006; 1993). Instead, following a more democratic course, the suburbs offered homeownership, 

domestic privacy, spaciousness and a garden setting for ‘merchants’ and ‘professionals’ alike 

(Freestone 2010; Davison 2006; 1993; Gwyther 2004; Gleeson and Low 2000). 

By excluding the ‘perils’ of the city and guaranteeing ‘privacy’, so too, the suburbs had arguably 

banished ‘public life’, replacing it with social isolation, according to some (Davison 1993; Goldberg 

and Smith 1988; Walker 1976). “There is something missing” observed MacKenzie (1961, p127), 

perhaps explained by expansive, ‘dormitory’ suburbs.9 So much so, that Robin Boyd (1960) 

declared ‘ugliness’, joining the many critics of the suburb at the time.10  Ironically, such sentiments 

signified a call to ‘right perceived wrongs’ and the emergence of a disconnect between architects 

and community attitudes to the suburbs (Aitchison 2013; Davison 2013). Yet the suburban model 

remains defiantly triumphant in Australia (Davison 2013). Compare, for example, Canberra’s 2018 

figures of 65 per cent detached suburban housing, 18 per cent medium-density, with apartments 

forming the balance (ACT Planning Strategy 2018, p82, which also reports growth trends in the 

latter two dwelling forms in recent decades). 

Canberra embodies the concept of ‘space’, the ‘beauty of nature’ and homeownership foundational 

to the suburban ideal (Davison 1993). The Griffin and Mahony design for a ‘grand capital’ 

superimposed radiating tree-lined boulevards, land and water axes over existing topography__

in the ‘City Beautiful’ tradition__while expressing ‘Garden City’ principles through its low-scale 

residential zones (Figure 12, top right; Freestone 2010; Grigg 2007; NCA and Wood-Bradley 

2004; Hall 2002; Gleeson and Low 2000). Following the departure of Griffin and Mahony from 

Canberra, John Sulman presided over its early low-density ‘garden suburb’ development, declaring 

Australians prefer one-storey cottages (Grigg 2007; Reid 2002; Harrison and Freestone 1995).  

Growth during the post-war housing boom next characterised Canberra (Freestone 2010; NCA 

and Wood-Bradley 2004; Reid 2002; Gleeson and Low 2000). By the 1960s the National Capital 

Development Commission (NCDC) oversaw Canberra’s rapid expansion, articulated in the Y-plan 

introduction of town centre nodes and their associated districts (also Figure 12, top right; Norman 

Figure 12: The Griffin-Mahony design for Canberra (1912) 
overlaid in blue over the subsequent Y-plan (1967) by Peter 
Harrison to indicate a little over a century of growth (above).

9: A response offered to MacKenzie (1961 p127) when she asked a 

Czech migrant if she liked Australian suburbs.

10: Boyd’s 1960 book__the Australian Ugliness__was among numerous 

debates and ideas proffered on the suburb, including by Paterson 

et al. 1976; McKay 1971; Stretton 1971; Gazzard 1966; Jacobs 1961; 

Mumford 1961 and Nairn 1955.
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1993). Adopting the British New Town model of widely overlapping areas of service__home, work, 

school and industry accessed across the city__the Y-plan encouraged widespread car usage and 

dispersed planning (Nakanishi 2015b; Freestone 2010; Gleeson and Low 2000). Gradually, the 

compact neighbourhood units intended by Griffin and Mahony gave way to expansive low-density 

suburbs within a ‘bush’ setting (Grigg 2007). 

Ironically, having left Canberra in disappointment, Griffin and Mahonys’ next chapter involved 

their pioneering work at Castlecrag, arguably the first bush suburb in Australia in the 1920s 

(MacKenzie 2012). As a ‘haven for living’ in a ‘continuous’ garden of ‘regenerated’ natural bushland 

(Seddon 2005), its influence eventually found its way back to the Canberra suburbs some years 

later, according to MacKenzie (2012). The NCDC subsequently excised ‘hills and ridges’ from 

urban development, forming a natural backdrop and setting for its suburbs; one highly valued by 

Canberrans as it “weaves throughout the city” (MacKenzie 2012, p45; also ACT Planning Strategy 

2018; NCDC 1984). MacKenzie (2012) and Hogan (2003) are critical, however, of a fascination with 

the bush, while paradoxically stripping it away to form suburbs. This observation was amplified 

in recent decades, as the house size of ‘new suburbia’ grew dramatically and combined with  

‘treeless’ outer suburbs to challenge Canberra’s ‘city in the landscape’ character (Figure 13, right; 

Livesley 2016; Hall 2010; Allon 2008; 2006; Hawley 2003).

Canberra now has among the largest so-called ‘McMansions’ in the country with a maximum size 

around 250 square metres, while Australian houses are the second largest in the world to the 

United States (ABS-Commsec 2018). Yet dismissive terms such as McMansion fail to recognise 

critical links between the family life-cycle and the cycle of urban development__where the most 

affordable ‘family’ houses on relatively inexpensive land occur at city edges__offering the promise 

of the ‘good life’ and proof of prosperity (Davison 2013; Allon 2008; 2006; Hamilton 2002; Troy 

1995). It was in this setting that mass-market builders broke the “nexus between affordability and 

modest house size”; and through construction ‘economies of scale’, offered additional rooms at 

low cost (OCallaghan and Pickett 2012, p182). ‘Knock-down-rebuilds’ soon followed, replacing 

older, smaller houses in established suburbs (OCallaghan and Pickett 2012). 

The end of the 1990s recession brought change, and the former Prime Minister, John Howard, 

responded by amplifying notions of national belonging, social cohesion and family values; 

espousing ‘home-centric’ rhetoric about security and well-being in a globalising world (Allon 

2008). That, plus a range of generous financial incentives for property purchase, combined with 

Figure 13: Contrasting suburbs built several decades apart 
in Canberra (above). According to Hall (2010), an ‘all tree’ 
example built in the second half of last century (top), and an 
‘all roof’ suburban example built early this century (bottom). 
Photographed by David Flannery FRAIA (2010).
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freely available pre-GFC credit-access, to increase homebuyer and investor demand (Allon 2008). 

New suburbia represents a convergence of consumerism and affluence, and houses today are 

almost 30 per cent larger than 30 years ago (ABS-Commsec 2018; Allon 2006; Hamilton and 

Denniss 2005). Houses are used in part to secure our financial future, and two-thirds of Australian 

households own theirs (ABS 2018; 1998; Elton Consulting 2011; Allon 2008). Home renovation 

television shows have promoted the appeal of do-it-yourself (DIY) improvements, while media 

messages and a ‘democratisation of luxury’ have conspired to drive demand for larger suburban 

houses and the acquisition of more household goods (Allon 2008; Mackay 2007; Hamilton 2002).

Yet the trajectory of house design has partly followed the rise of privacy or the ‘interior’ life 

(Wright 1981; Evans 1978). Hassell and Peatross (1990) describe increasing space in houses to 

accommodate recreational rooms, studies or larger open-plan kitchens. Spaces to work at home, 

for guest visitors, minding grand-children or hobbies also add to size (London and Anderson 

2008; Sarkissian et al. 2004). An aging population and persons with a disability tend to require 

additional space. For example, wheelchair manoeuvrability or ramps are among the Australian 

Standard requirements (AS1428 2009; AS4299 1995). The ‘master’ bedroom has morphed into a 

‘luxury’ retreat space with walk-in robe, ensuite and optional sitting space (Hassell and Peatross 

1990). The once-outdoor laundry has moved indoors, with its separate laundry sink mandated 

by the Australian National Construction Code (Lawrence 1987). Where unroofed driveways once 

sufficed, enclosed garages now add to house size and are used for cars, hobbies or storage. 

 

A paradox exists for growing house size, which has coincided with shrinking household and block 

size (London and Anderson 2008). No longer sustained by land economics, the ‘quarter acre’ block 

has become a myth (UDIA 2015-2019; MacKenzie 2012; Hall 2010). Meanwhile, the ‘Australian dream’ 

of homeownership is “severely unaffordable”, and the percentage of first-home buyers is falling 

when compared with changeover or investment purchasers (Demographia 2019, p14; ABS 2018; 

1998).11  Thus, Davison (2013; 1993) reminds us that for all its success, our unsustainable ‘suburban 

dream’ is hindered by burgeoning house size, urban sprawl, car dependence, unaffordability, 

social isolation and associated health issues.12 So what are the alternatives? 

The NCDC, seeking to contain city boundaries and minimise wasteful use of land resources, 

pursued medium-density compact housing from the 1960s through to the early 1980s, focusing 

on development around Canberra’s mixed-use centres (Freestone 2010).  It was a time of policy, 

research, design and development support for medium-density (Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 

Medium-density 

compact housing

11: According to UDIA (2019), Canberra performs better than other 

capital cities on housing affordability, as measured by median house 

price to median income. This is partly explained by the highest 

median household income occurring in Canberra, aided by public 

sector employment. That said, Canberra’s 2018 ratio of 5:1 is defined 

as ‘severely unaffordable’ (Demographia 2019).

12: Refer also to Bunker et al. 2017; O’Donnell et al. 2016; Young 

and Gaskell 2012; Newton et al. 2011; Newman et al. 2009; London 

and Anderson 2008; Howley and Scott 2009; Howley et al. 2009; 

Downton 2008; Williams 2005, Sarkissian et al. 2004, Metzler 2005, 

Troy 1995, Judd and Dean 1983, Judd and Gamble, 1993, Dovey and 

Cooper Marcus 1990; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986, Cox 1983, 

Newman 1983, Gunn 1971.  
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1986; Judd and Dean 1983; McKay 1971).13 One overture to medium-density came from the 

Department of the Capital Territory’s 1974 announcement that they would make “land available 

to groups of people wishing to build themselves homes on a co-operative basis” (Stevens 1978, 

p4). Another example came from the NCDC’s then-target of 25 per cent medium-density by the 

year 2000, supported by associated residential land-release targets (Judd and Dean 1983). 

Meanwhile, the Whitlam government’s Department of Urban and Regional Development (DURD), 

pursued urban renewal and regeneration projects in Australian cities from 1972 to 1975 (Ruming 

et al. 2009). Influenced by their recent policy work, two groups of DURD public servants privately 

developed Urambi Village (1976) and Wybalena Grove (1977). They were among several Canberra 

groups to do so (Stevens 1978). Seeking a sustainable alternative to the suburban house, the DURD 

groups appointed architect Michael Dysart to design a landscape-oriented precinct of attached 

compact houses interspersed with shared space (West 2009, Stevens 1978). Elsewhere, the 

NCDC program of demonstration and public housing continued through to ACT self-government. 

Located near neighbourhood amenities, notable projects and their architects, included:

•	 Northbourne	Housing,	Ancher	Mortlock	Murray,	1959

•	 Swinger	Hill,	Ian	Mckay,	1970

•	 Fisher	Housing	Precinct,	Pilbara	Place,	Cameron	Chisholm	and	Nicol,	1971

•	 Emu	Ridge,	Belconnen,	Daryl	Jackson,	1975	-	1979

•	 Jerilderie	Court,	Reid,	Philip	Cox,	1977	(Figure	14,	right)

•	 Emu	Ridge,	Belconnen,	Graeme	Gunn,	1978

•	 The	Elms,	John	Playoust,	1981

•	 Park	Terrace	Telopea	Park,	Neil	Renfree,	1982

•	 Yarralumla	Shores,	Ancher	Mortlock	Woolley,	1982

Housing precincts demonstrating suburban alternatives can play a role in shaping societal 

expectations (Hal 2000). Other notable Canberra examples of the period included the Harry 

Seidler-designed Campbell and Garran Housing Groups for the Australian National University, 

and the Roy Grounds-designed and developed Forrest Townhouses (RSTCA R047 2012; ACT 

Heritage 2011a; 2011b; RSTCA 2010). While examples are too numerous to mention, my genealogy 

and distribution maps overleaf expand the Canberra medium-density picture (Figures 15 and 16).

Often working with existing topography, medium-density precincts prioritised communal 

landscape space, frequently subordinating cars in the tradition of the Radburn Plan (Wallace and 

Figure 14: Jerilderie Court (1977) demonstration precinct by 
architect Philip Cox for the NCDC (above), where medium-
density compact housing surrounds communal landscape, 
with car parking to its periphery (Judd and Dean 1983).

13: Sarkissian et al. (2004) explain that housing research inclusive of 

POE was prolific in the 1970s, citing numerous authors as evidence.
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Commonwealth Government developed

ACT Government developed

University developed

Private sector developed

Mews-living

Figure 15: Genealogy of Canberra medium-density compact 
housing by the author (above). The diagram indicates 
government, institutional, or private/community-led 
development (RAIA 2018; RAIA Awards 2018; RSTCA R047 
2012; ACT Heritage 2011a; 2011b; RSTCA 2010, Williams 2005; 
Metcalf 2003; Judd et al. 1993; 1983).
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Figure 16: Author’s distribution map of Canberra medium-
density compact housing where the size of red dots depicts 
the relative size of each housing precinct. Statutory land-use 
zoning denoted as RZ1 for low-density, low-scale detached 
suburban housing progressively rising in height and density to 
RZ5 (EPSDD 2019; RAIA 2018; RAIA Awards 2018; ACTMAPI 
2015; RSTCA R047 2012; ACT Heritage 2011a; 2011b; RSTCA 
2010, Williams 2005; Metcalf 2003; Judd et al. 1993; 1983). 
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Where to next__

a sustainable Canberra?

Reed 2005; West 2009; Stevens 1978). Attached houses up to three-storeys were kept compact 

and supplemented by communal facilities (Metzler 2005; Williams 2005). One such example (the 

Village) provides the case study setting for my occupant fieldwork, as I explain in the Method to 

Reveal Occupant-Use chapter. Unlike its larger suburban low-density equivalents, the medium-

density focus of this research deals with low-rise attached courtyard, terrace or townhouse 

types; 70–150sqm. in size, with a gross density of around 12-40dw/ha (Figure 17, right).  

The NCDC was abolished in 1989 with the introduction of ACT self–government, and the former 

Land Development Agency (LDA) was established in the 1990s to develop Canberra’s Kingston 

Foreshore (Stewart 1997). The agency dominated the policy and implementation of medium-

density housing in Canberra until its demise in 2017.14   However, medium-density has been slow to 

find its place and to find community acceptance in Canberra (ACT Planning Strategy 2018; ACT 

Government Canberra Spatial Plan 2004). With a now sluggish apartment market challenged by 

oversupply and quality issues, Canberra developers are turning in part to the medium-density 

compact housing market “concentrated around commercial centres and transport corridors, while 

retaining the ‘city in a landscape’ underpinning” (O’Donnell et al. 2016, p11; also ACT Planning 

Strategy 2018 Map 2 p25; ACTMAPI 2015). Grigg (2007) observed that this phenomenon represents 

a synchronising of late-twentieth-century urban consolidation policies with the original Griffin 

and Mahony compact city aims while reinforcing elements of the Y-plan.

But why prioritise the urban consolidation of compact housing and how might it contribute to 

Canberra’s sustainability and CO2 reduction targets? For developed countries like Australia, the 

Paris Climate Change Agreement implies a transition to a net zero emissions economy by 2050, 

with Canberra targeting 2045 (Adams et al. 2019). Steffen (2019) explains that Canberra is on 

track to meet its target to reduce emissions by 40 per cent by 2021, compared to 1990 levels, 

reducing our annual per capita emissions to about four and a half tonnes of CO2.15

More broadly in Australia, the construction and operation of buildings accounts for almost one-

quarter of CO2, and nearly two-thirds of that is residential emissions (Byrne 2018; Byrne et al. 

2018; IEA 2018; ASBEC 2016; Allen 2010).16 Residential embodied emissions broadly consist 

of construction processes and materials, while operational emissions relate principally to air-

conditioning, water heating, major appliances and lighting (Byrne et al. 2018).17 House spatial 

layout, the extent of the external envelope, orientation, material selection, energy mix, construction 

quality, life-span and household size are among the complex factors influencing housing carbon 

14: The Land Development Agency (LDA) was the primary agency 

responsible for the advancement of Canberra medium-density 

housing after ACT self-government. Following self-government, 

the NCDC re-emerged as the National Capital Authority. The City 

Renewal Authority and Suburban Land Agency emerged after the 

abolition of the LDA. 

15: Australia’s annual per capita emissions in 2011 were about 17 

tonnes of CO2, according to Steffen (2019).

16: The ACT does not publish equivalent information on CO2 

produced by the construction and operation of buildings.

17: I offer a third category of ‘urban formation’ emissions, simply 

to acknowledge land clearing and infrastructure construction 

emissions, along with transport emissions, as among the many and 

complex factors that influence the carbon footprint of suburbs.

Figure 17: Diagrams (above) continue analysis introduced in 
the Overview chapter. Here low-density detached dwellings 
(gross density circa 1970s of 5dw/ha and 2010s of 13dw/ha) 
are compared with a 32dw/ha medium-density example for 
its suburban form, block and house size (ABS Census 2016; 
Urban Form Analysis report ACTPLA 2010).

House and block size      Suburban form 
  

1970s  

2010s  

27 houses  

60 houses  

14 houses  ........... 
••1 ~ .,,, : \ , ..... , ,.,_ ..... , . . . .. \ .. 
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footprints (Adams et al. 2019; Byrne et al. 2018; Yu et al. 2016; ASBEC 2016; Moore et al. 2016; 

Jowsey and Kellet 2012). That said, compact houses contribute to the much-needed embodied 

and operational emissions reductions that Canberra seeks. For example, a study by Stephan and 

Crawford (2016a), found that for equivalent households and house types, CO2 emissions reduced 

by approximately one-third for every 100sqm.s of floor area removed. Here, it is useful to note 

that Australian medium-density compact houses are coincidently about 100sqm.s smaller on 

average than their detached suburban house equivalents (ABS-Commsec 2018). 

The research goes further by reporting land-use, energy, resource and goods reductions.18 For 

example, residential land-use dominates in most Australian cities, adding impetus to medium-

density consolidation. Advocates outline the benefits of energy-efficient compact housing being 

located close to amenities and public transport, with research describing a reduction in car 

ownership (ACT Planning Strategy 2018; ABS 2012; London and Anderson 2008; Metzler 2005). 

Furthermore, medium-density household energy use performs better than detached suburban 

housing, partly explained by attached/shared walls and house compactness (ABS 2012; London 

and Anderson 2008; Newton 2006). In a study by Metzler (2005), houses were smaller on average, 

with electricity use reductions and fewer household goods, while well-designed compact housing 

was found to be less expensive to heat and cool (Williams 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004).19

According to Steffen (2019, p1) “climate change is a collective-action problem par excellence”. 

Every new house built in Canberra that does not meet low carbon outcomes adds to the problem 

of an unsustainable built environment (ASBEC 2016). Clearly, there is more to do on this complex 

area of research but given 100,000 new dwellings are expected to be built by 2041 in Canberra, 

house size and urban form have a crucial role to play (ACT Planning Strategy 2018). Even so, it 

seems Canberrans are already opting for smaller houses (ACT Planning Strategy 2018, p26; ABS-

Commsec 2018). The question then becomes ‘how small and for whom?’ 

In the last section, I discussed planning, policy and design community support for urban 

consolidation practices, driven by goals to reduce urban sprawl, infrastructure cost and emissions, 

while improving housing choice for increasingly diverse households (ACT Planning Strategy 2018; 

O’Donnell et al. 2016; Newton et al. 2011; Allen 2010; Pullen et al. 2009; Dodson and Sipe 2008; 

Biddle et al. 2006; Williams 2005). A common perception of medium-density, however, is that 

the sustainability it offers comes at the expense of liveability for occupants and their neighbours 

(Kupke et al. 2011; Easthope and Judd 2010; Howley and Scott 2009; Bramley 2008; Sarkissian et 

18: ACT Planning Strategy 2018; Byrne et al. 2018; O’Donnell et al. 

2016; Stephan and Crawford 2016a, b; Newton et al. 2011; Easthope 

and Judd 2010; QUT 2010; ASBEC 2016; 2010; Newman et al. 2009; 

Pullen et al. 2009; Howley and Scott 2009; London and Anderson 

2008; Dodson and Sipe 2008; Bramley 2008; Newton 2006; Buxton 

and Scheurer 2007; Metzler 2005; Williams 2005; Sarkissian et al. 

2004; Dovey and Cooper Marcus 1990; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 

1986; Newman 1983. 

19: The residential sector represents some 30% of global electricity 

consumption, according to Fan et al. (2015).  Drivers of energy use 

vary considerably with household demographics and behaviour, 

dwelling type, appliances and climate. As a guide, the 2012 ABS 

survey of energy consumption by dwelling type, found 30 per cent 

reductions on medium-density energy use compared with larger, 

single lot detached houses. 

Occupant and community 

perspectives on medium-density 
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al. 2004; Troy 1996; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986). Hence, this section explores community, 

neighbour and occupant satisfaction and dissatisfaction with medium-density. I also examine 

some assumptions about the occupants and the suitability of certain compact housing products. 

These factors have widened the medium-density design-use gap and when combined with supply 

shortages of this housing type, have so far seen it characterised as the ‘missing middle’ (NSW 

Planning 2019; ACT Housing Choices 2018 Beaudreau 2014; Parolek 2012; Newton et al. 2011). 

Like other Australian cities, demand for new housing types in Canberra is growing (ACT Planning 

Strategy 2018). The rise of single-person households, cultural diversity, changing lifestyles, 

affordability and an aging population, reflects an increasing appetite for ‘downsized’, ‘age-in-place’ 

and ‘multi-generational’ housing solutions (ACT Planning Strategy 2018). The ACT Government, 

like elsewhere in Australia, sees the growing medium-density trend as an opportunity to realise its 

urban consolidation agenda (ACT Planning Strategy 2018). Yet according to Newton et al. (2011) 

research studies on household preference, location, tenure and house type are infrequent (also 

Wulff 1992). For example, a common mistake in medium-density is the belief that small households 

seek small houses, and a lack of space remains a leading cause of occupant dissatisfaction (Wulff 

et al. 2004; also ACT Planning Strategy 2018; ACT Housing Choices 2018; Elton Consulting 2011; 

Easthope and Judd 2010; Pullen et al. 2009; Lilley 2006; Williams 2005; Metropolis Research 

2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Steidl 1981). Indeed, one of the more unhelpful narratives is that 

medium-density is the domain of the ‘empty nester’ or ‘young professional’; a circumstance 

perhaps reinforced by a belief that ‘families’ are already adequately catered for by the suburban 

housing market (Easthope and Judd 2010; Allon 2008; 2006; Sherry 2008; Gleeson 2007; Wulff 

et al. 2004; Fincher 2004; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Hamilton 2002; Troy 1996; 1995).

That said, a 2016 ACT Government survey indicated improved alignment between housing supply 

and household preferences, arguing that the “trend towards smaller families and households is 

reshaping our suburbs” to include townhouses, terraces, duplexes, secondary residences and 

apartments (cited in ACT Planning Strategy 2018, p28; also Radford and Sarris 2002; Judd and 

Gamble 1993; Judd and Dean 1983).20 While this is encouraging, Sarkissian et al. (2004) contend 

that the needs of older people, children and those with disabilities are often underestimated in 

medium-density. Easthope and Judd (2010) agree, arguing the design of medium-density should 

better account for the diverse age, family, cultural and lifestyle needs of households in order to 

reduce social problems associated with this housing type (also Sharam et al. 2015; Judd et al. 

2014; Syme et al. 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Wulff et al. 2004). 

20: Newton et al. (2011), argue for more occupant housing choice 

research to guide housing supply. A lack of housing affordability is 

one example of on-going supply-demand misalignment (Sharam et 

al. 2015). Once a setting for the ‘professional housewife’, how we 

use our houses is changing. Population trends indicate households 

are shrinking; that 8.3% of households now contain extended family 

members; the percentage of couples with fewer or no children 

has increased; single-parent families have also increased as have 

single-person households, and the proportion of young people in 

households is reducing, almost commensurate with household 

aging (ABS Census 2016). Meanwhile COVID-19 is changing home 

work practices in ways yet to be understood.
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Age, occupation and household size tend to influence space demands and house use patterns. 

Occupant satisfaction is also linked to social, cultural and material norms, which vary between 

demographic groups (James 2007). Health, family, pets, interests, income, wealth and consumption 

are also among the factors influencing residential mobility, household life-cycle and fluctuating 

household size (Coulton et al. 2012; MacKay 2007; Beer et al. 2006; Troy 1996; Fuerst and Petty 

1991; Priemus 1986). Rather than risk ‘stereotyping’ the medium-density occupant, Easthope 

and Judd (2010) ask architects to familiarise themselves, through research, with the needs of 

the intended occupants or demographic group (also Judd et al. 2014; Randolph and Holloway 

2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Fincher 2004). To this end, occupant-use requirements derived 

from research data are available. For example, the so-named ‘Room to Swing a Cat?’ publication 

links room and storage sizes and quantities to general household demographic groups in London 

(Drury and Somers 2010). Other researchers highlight households with specific needs, in a bid to 

breakdown design-use assumptions (Easthope and Judd 2010; Sarkissian et al. 2004). Sarkissian 

et al. (2004) also found that older occupants needed more space for possessions and memorabilia, 

while Troy (1996) noted the space demands of adult-children returning to live with parents. 

More broadly, the research identifies support for the medium-density agenda, but community 

concern remains widespread in Canberra, as elsewhere in Australia (ACT Housing Choices 2018; 

O’Donnell et al. 2016; Newton et al. 2011; Birrell et al. 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004). An extensive 

ACT survey revealed that community support for a compact, sustainable Canberra was tempered 

by concern that medium-density would erode its bush capital landscape character, generate traffic 

congestion and reduce privacy and amenity (Elton Consulting 2011; Figure 18, right).21 Early urban 

consolidation policies in Australian cities, including Canberra, became controversial as established 

residential suburbs__characterised by low-density detached housing__were interspersed with 

various forms of medium and high-density (Kupke et al. 2011; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Troy 1996, 

1995). Often perceived as poor quality or over-developed, medium-density has historically been 

blamed for adversely changing neighbourhood and landscape character (Howley and Scott 

2009; Dovey et al. 2009; Birrell et al. 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Lewis 1999). As a critic of urban 

consolidation, Troy (1995) attacked policies implemented ahead of research to understand its 

benefits, arguing that suburban spaciousness is part of Australian culture. Decades later, emissions, 

land supply and transport infrastructure pressures conspire against Troy’s (1995) suburban vision.

Key, therefore, to understanding community concern with neighbourhood change, is an appreciation 

of the ‘threat’ to near-home space that medium-density can pose (Sarkissian 2012). Sarkissian 

21: ACT Time to Talk survey of 30,000 Canberrans on medium-

density urban consolidation by Elton Consulting (2011).

Figure 18: Changing neighbourhood character (above) with 
the influx of contemporary medium-density. Photographs by 
the author, except the middle image (www.ceoarch.com.au).

-
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(2012, p1) reminds us, therefore, that for some ‘home’ is “everything: a haven, a nest, protection 

[and] security”.  So too, Fried (1973) found occupants experienced ‘grief’ and dislocation when 

adverse neighbourhood change occurred (cited in Sarkissian 2013; also Brewer and Grant 2015; 

Sivam et al. 2012; Newton et al. 2011; Birrell et al. 2005; Lewis 1999). De Botton (2006) talks of fear, 

not of development, but of what is being developed. In Australia, community concern finds local 

expression through movements such as ‘Save our Suburbs’ and ‘NIMBYism’ (not in my backyard). 

Inferior building weighs heavy. For example, the research is critical of overly repetitive medium-

density housing forms which limit opportunities for occupant personalisation or a chance to assert 

some control over their environment (Lilley 2006; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Judd and Gamble 1993; 

Judd and Dean 1983; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986). Rapoport (1975) similarly found that 

streetscape, character and form-making presentation influenced density or proximity perceptions, 

as did the gap between desired and actual neighbour interactions (also Parolek 2012; Neuman 

2005; Schmidt et al. 1979). Researchers also caution architects against pursuing untested notions 

about the desirability of communal space, citing examples of poor visitor navigation or conflicts 

associated with privacy, security and surveillance (Young and Gaskell 2012; Metzler 2005; Williams 

2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Woodward 1989; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986).

In a mature medium-density housing market, a belief that all the lessons have been learnt is a 

risk, according to Sarkissian et al. (2004). Without compact housing improvement, the expanding 

medium-density market may deepen community resistance. For instance, around 18,000 medium-

density compact houses will be built in Canberra for some 40,000 occupants in the next two 

decades (based on urban infill rates from figures reported in the ACT Planning Strategy, 2018). 

This growth represents an opportunity for low carbon, sustainable solutions, or the potential for 

staggering wastage should this housing prove unsuitable for its occupants. Thus, in seeking to 

improve compact housing, we can draw on the body of research on occupant satisfaction to help 

meet the increased demand for medium-density.22  Satisfaction examples include:

•	 community mentoring in sustainable practices

•	 reduced ownership of household goods

•	 reduced energy, land and resource use associated with a smaller house and garden

•	 similarly, reduced effort and operational costs 

•	 communal spaces for children to play

•	 security from passive surveillance

•	 opportunities for neighbourliness

•	 proximity to nearby services

22: Dissatisfaction and satisfaction (left,  following page) derived 

from Törnqvist 2019; Kashef 2016; Cozens et al. 2015; Vestbro 2012; 

Young and Gaskell 2012; Easthope and Judd 2010; Howley et al. 2009; 

Downton 2008; Metzler 2005; Williams 2005; Ishikawa et al. 2011; 

Foth and Sanders 2005; Hunter et al. 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004; 

Cooper Marcus 2003; Kaplan 2001; Brill 2001; Brunson et al. 2001; 

Day 2000; Peper and Spierings 1999; Hughes et al. 1994; Winter et 

al. 1993; Judd et al. 1993; 1983; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986; 

Deasy and Lasswell 1985; Cox 1983; Newman 1983; Jackson 1983; 

Gunn 1983; Devlin 1980;  Yancey 1971.
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Furthermore, the ‘mutual support systems’ derived from medium-density communities have been 

shown by researchers to underpin sustainable lifestyles (Metzler 2005; Williams 2005; Sarkissian 

et al. 2004). Yet the research also reveals key sources of dissatisfaction, such as:

•	 noise issues associated with “pets, parking and parties” (Easthope and Judd 2010, p18)

•	 exposed or overlooked private space (Figure 19, right)

•	 inadequate house size

•	 lack of open space/landscape provisions or poor environment quality

•	 perceived lack of security 

•	 lack of community involvement or community conflict 

•	 poor communication about the lifestyle offered

•	 lack of access to nearby services or facilities

Importantly, medium-density represents an alternate scale of social organisation to that of the 

detached suburban house, with occupants and neighbours often experiencing compact houses 

within a mix of public, communal and private space (Törnqvist 2019; Kashef 2016; Easthope and 

Judd 2010; Metzler 2005; Williams 2005; Cooper Marcus 2003; Brill 2001; Cox 1983). Unlike 

detached suburban housing which emphasises the private realm, Williams (2005) clarifies that 

medium-density precincts tend to feature elements of social contact design (SCD). SCD precincts 

foster community interaction through centrally located communal facilities or landscape, the 

close proximity of private houses for passive surveillance, and a mix of perimeter or distributed 

parking (Cozens et al. 2015; Vestbro 2012; Metzler 2005; Williams 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004; 

Palm Lindén 1992; Woodward et al. 1989; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986; Deasy and Lasswell 

1985). While security can benefit from neighbour proximity, issues can arise with concealment 

and secluded communal spaces (Cozens et al. 2015; Metzler 2005; Williams 2005; Sarkissian et 

al. 2004; Cooper Marcus 2003). Emphasis on communal space and neighbours in close proximity 

can lead to conflict, power bases, and peer pressure, as can the body corporate administration of 

common property, with its “shared responsibility and decision-making” by occupants (Easthope 

and Judd 2010, p1; also Metzler 2005; Williams 2005). Conflicts can also arise from differing 

expectations about communal space use, with examples ranging from play-space to entertaining 

to quiet retreat space (Easthope and Judd 2010; Sarkissian et al. 2004).

Cooper Marcus (2003) and Brill (2001) stress the importance to occupants of transition spaces 

between public, communal and private zones in medium-density. Such transitions support the 

formation of community spaces where “they can develop their social life within their own group” 

Figure 19: Depictions of occupant-use examples found in the 
literature. Townhouse balconies overlooking and overlooked 
by a laneway (from top), natural ladders and exposed 
balconies including washing lines. Bottom photograph by the 
author (2020), with others by Sarkissian (2005).
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and “is a safe environment for the children” (Pedersen 1991, pp134-135; also Vestbro 2012; Raman 

2010). They add that the use of well-placed constricted outdoor spaces to separate public space 

from the communal territory of occupants will potentially discourage unwanted thoroughfare by 

strangers. Here, occupant appropriation of near-home space is a crucial factor, encouraged by 

articulated communal outdoor spaces which vary in size, height and privacy, and the avoidance of 

“large scale anonymous…common space” (Brunson et al. 2001, p628; also Sarkissian et al. 2004; 

Devlin 1980; Yancey 1971). Winter et al. (1993) agree, adding that the amenity of near-home space 

also relates to adequate garden size and separation from neighbour or visitor parking spaces. 

Yet the success of nearby spaces__including neighbours in close proximity in medium-density__

is highly dependent on neighbour relations, noise and ‘overlooking’ (Easthope and Judd 2010; 

Mulholland Research and Consulting 2003; Day 2000). Dripps (1997) argues the house, as a 

microcosm of the city, is a place for gathering with public, ‘political’ and private realms. Bender 

(1978) suggests ‘community’ is more than a physical location because it is also a network of social 

relations and ‘the ties which bind’ people, such as mutuality and ‘written or unwritten values’ 

(also Greig 2009). Occupant experiences and perceptions of space arguably depend as much on 

socio-cultural and historical factors, as design and environment (Easthope and Judd 2010; Kang 

2010; Vischer 2008; Basson 2004; Rapoport 1982). A medium-density setting, for example, may 

isolate some occupants while fostering social connectedness in others (Henderson-Wilson 2008). 

In contrast with precinct-scale occupant experiences, home is a deeply archetypical concept 

(Sarkissian 2012). It offers ‘territorial core’, place attachment and perhaps a ‘mirror’ of who we are 

(Sarkissian 2012; Bachelard 1969). De Botton (2006, p13) adds that home is important because we 

are “different people in the different places we inhabit”. The ritual, order, connectedness, harmony 

and identity of home may be complex and subjective, but it is essential, according to de Botton 

(2006). Hence, Kaplan (2001) found that occupants needed the option to be public or private 

within the house (also Foth and Sanders 2005; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986; Rapoport 

1975). Evans et al. (1996) added the importance of several private house zones where solitude 

can be found; a need amplified in houses with multiple occupants (also Easthope and Judd 2010, 

Bretherton and Pleace 2008). Ishikawa et al. (2011) revealed that bedroom zones separated from 

living spaces strengthened their independence, while demarcation of adult and children spaces 

similarly attracted praise (also London and Anderson 2008; Zeisel 2006; Sarkissian et al. 2004). 

Continuing the theme, Tietze and Musson (2002) revealed ‘remote working’ occupants drew 

benefit from re-creating ‘the home-work divide’ within the house.23    

23: Remote working or working at home is based on the concept 

that work can be successfully undertaken outside of a traditional 

office environment, is in part technology-enabled and perceived 

as offering ‘family-friendly’ flexibility to employees. Since writing 

this exegesis, COVID-19 has dramatically changed and continues 

to shape the role and extent of remote working within our houses. 

Future research on such occupant uses will further benefit design.
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Leupen (2006) adds that private self-contained rooms are, in fact, more flexible than open-plan, 

with the latter frequently encumbered by the access it may provide to multiple adjoining spaces. 

Schoul (1993, p24) defines this as the inherent permeability structure of a house, being “concerned 

with the ways people…move into and through” it. Thus, occupant satisfaction, including with house 

size, is linked to a well-designed spatial layout (Hofer 2008; James 2007; Steidl 1981). However, 

‘spaciousness’, often derived from open-plan space, use of natural light, generous ceilings and 

indoor-outdoor connection will not disguise meagre room dimensions, and lack of space remains 

a significant contributor to medium-density occupant dissatisfaction (Buys et al. 2013; Easthope 

and Judd 2010; Drury and Somers 2010; Bretherton and Pleace 2008; Sarkissian et al. 2004; 

Wulff et al. 2004; Radford and Sarris 2002; Bonnefoy et al. 2004; Steidl 1981). Worse still, some 

researchers have highlighted problems with inadequate daylight, sunlight or ventilation within 

compact houses, in addition to spaces that were difficult to heat or cool (Easthope and Judd 

2010; Howley and Scott 2009; Hofer 2008, James 2007; Buys et al. 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004).  

It is clear, therefore, that medium-density presents community, neighbour and occupant 

challenges when it is over-developed, poor quality, features under-sized houses or rooms, or 

lacks adequate communal and landscape space (Easthope and Judd 2010; Howley and Scott 

2009; Birrell et al. 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Lewis 1999; Troy 1996; Cooper Marcus and 

Sarkissian 1986). The design of medium-density compact housing for occupant satisfaction is 

complex; affected by factors such as house size, household change, noise, overlooking, and the 

mix of private, communal and public spaces and landscape. Furthermore, persistent community 

concern with medium-density has led to substantial underperformance in recent decades of this 

housing form against Australian urban consolidation targets (ACT Housing Choices 2018; SOAC 

2013; Elton Consulting 2011; Newton et al. 2011; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Bramley 1993). Yet demand 

is increasing for housing choice and sustainability, and the case for improved medium-density 

is compelling, provided we address the question of ‘how small, is too small?’. To answer this, 

we should draw on existing research on occupant satisfaction, along with the general needs of 

household demographic groups. Importantly, we can expand the practice of architecture (the 

subject of the next section), to include a focus on the occupants of supply-led medium-density, 

thus adding to the body of research on compact housing occupant satisfaction.

In the last section, I discussed some of the opportunities and challenges presented by the design 

and development of medium-density. In this section, I discuss a range of factors influencing the 

relationship between architects and the mass-housing market. Architectural involvement in the 

Architects and the medium-

density mass-housing market
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delivery of medium-density compact housing is generally decreasing, challenged by declining 

public trust in ‘professions’ and their claims to ‘secret knowledge’, and the rise of builder-led 

construction contracts (Shergold and Weir 2018; Swann 2002; Schön 1983). I argue this has 

been detrimental to compact housing quality, as evidenced by recurring design errors with this 

housing form (Hay et al. 2018; Vischer 2008; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Swann 2002). Some errors 

can be traced to the architect, with others explained by the supply-led nature of the mass-

housing market (Palmer 2016). I begin with an appraisal of the archetypical architectural process, 

which can be unduly idealistic; arguably prioritising form-making ahead of verifiable occupant-

use effectiveness (Schneider 2018; Till 2014; Dodd 2011; Vischer 2008; Hill 2005; Sarkissian et al. 

2004; Whyte and Gann 2001; Hertzberger 1991; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986).  

Calling for the socio-spatial production of architecture, Till (2014) is critical of the self-reflexive 

formalistic tendencies of the architectural profession, arguing such practices are among the 

factors contributing to continued resource wastage in buildings (also Bauman cited in Till 2006). 

Till (2014) believes architects problem-solve with the belief that well-designed architecture might 

elevate the human spirit, with the architect as a ‘genius-Howard Rourke-type’ (also Rand 1943). 

Architecture arguably aspires to convey something of the life “that would most appropriately 

unfold within” (de Botton 2006, p72). Yet even de Botton (2006, p20) concedes that a fragile 

design-use relationship has produced a gap between what architecture is, and what architects 

want it to be, as it “invites us to emulate its spirit [but] cannot prevent its own abuse”. My stance is 

perhaps that of an optimistic-pragmatist, seeking to foreground the occupants through research 

while recognising the ‘uplifting’ value of good design, and the ability of architects to creatively 

problem-solve and synthesise often complex and disparate requirements into elegant solutions. 

Skilled though architects are, the profession is not without fault. Perhaps Till’s (2014) criticism is 

that the profession, and its systems of peer recognition, reward architectural form and aesthetics, 

offering praise for the untampered building or autonomous perfected object (also Dodd 2011; 

Hill 2005).24 Take the example of the ‘enduring architecture’ award, where design success stems 

in part from the avoidance of unwanted change over time (RAIA Awards 2015; Goad 2011). Here, 

the word ‘endure’ suggests buildings may remain unchanged, despite the ‘odds’, an achievement 

celebrated in part for its rarity. Australian Moral Rights legislation (seeking to protect the artistic 

integrity of the creative work) similarly reinforces a notion of design ‘control’ over unwanted or 

unintended change through use. Architectural design or style guides (a set of ‘design integrity’ 

principles) are similarly intended to offer guidance and control. Thus, a tension persists for the 

24: The Australian Institute of Architects would contend that both 

design and use are priorities for their annual awards which include 

the judging criteria of “functional performance against the brief” 

and “response to client and user” in its RAIA Awards Handbook 

(2015, p5). Pragmatically, the judging process is constrained to 

succinct observations and insights on occupant-use within often 

recently completed projects. While “excellence demonstrating 

consummate architectural skill that contributes to the advancement 

of architecture” is judged, I would argue that evidence of occupant-

use effectiveness remains untested (RAIA Awards 2015, p16).
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architect seeking to shape or control occupant-use or building adaptation over its life. In contrast, 

Cedric Price believes such goals eventually succumb to the cycle of building “use, abuse, refuse 

and reuse” (cited in Blundell Jones et al. 2013, p267). In this cycle, Price asks where ownership of 

the creative work, in fact, begins and ends (also Dodd 2011; Whyte and Gann 2001)?

In this sense, critics raise concern that the profession, and its architectural education, may be self-

referencing and dislocated from the end-occupant, thereby unwittingly avoiding solutions to more 

pressing problems (Till 2014 et al.). For example, social sustainability and the occupant experience 

was foremost for Cooper Marcus and Vischer (1981), when they conducted POE fieldwork to 

verify the usability of award-winning architect-designed housing and found concerning design-

use gaps (cited in Sarkissian et al. 2004). According to Schneider (2018; 2016) and Till (2014; 

2009), we should break the reiteration of an architectural philosophy that gives uncompromised 

attention to form__often so fleeting__in favour of social research integrated with practice.

Arguing that architecture is burdened by professional values which no longer equip it for the 

complexity and challenge of sustainable cities, Schneider (2018) recommends we practise in the 

‘messiness’ of the world and not from the ‘sanitised’ studio. Perhaps then, subscription to real-

world messiness leads to the acceptance of inevitable changes in building use. Consequently, my 

research considers a shift in the boundary of design or artistic control, for I would argue control 

resides somewhere between the architect, the occupants and other development stakeholders. 

By extension, this exegesis can be viewed as a series of research-informed inquiries, designing in 

the gap between “those who practice…and those who use” space (Dodd 2011, p12). 

Furthermore, if we accept, that architecture is ‘contingent’, then its ability to welcome use and 

change, or to be a canvas for such, becomes one of its success measures (Till 2014; 2009). Here, 

Habraken (1961) offered his ‘Supports’ example of housing designed with reconfigurable interior 

spaces (cited in Schneider and Till 2005). Stamm (1987) similarly sought multi-use space by 

developing designs for the unknown second tenant (Figure 20, right; cited in Schneider and 

Till 2005). Leupen (2006) and Hertzberger (1991) agree, arguing that the built environment is 

interpreted by multiple users concurrently. Hertzberger’s (1991) particular nuance, commends 

‘polyvalence’ or space use interchangeability and overlapping function to the architect. He 

believes design constitutes an ‘offer’ with the “capacity to elicit, time and again, specific reactions 

befitting specific situations. [Not] merely neutral and flexible [or non-specific], it must possess 

that wider efficaciousness that we call polyvalence”, argued Hertzberger (1991, p152).

Figure 20: Architect Walter Stamm’s 1987 competition entry 
(above) for the ‘unknown second tenant’ featuring polyvalent 
rooms, along with ‘permanent’ structure and central services-
intensive wet areas. Other walls were kept low-tech and 
reconfigurable (Schneider and Till 2005, p160).
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Closer to home, Richard Leplastrier’s Lovetta Bay House experimented with one-room living for 

his family of five. Following a familiar pattern of an architect’s own home serving as a test-bed 

for ideas, Leplastrier’s design ‘used less’, by overlapping functions and deriving a ‘sense of space’ 

from surrounding landscape (Wakely 2003). Like Leplastrier, recurring patterns of compact 

house experimentation by architects occurred in Australia mid-last century, responding in part to 

a climate of austerity (O’Callaghan and Pickett 2012; London and Anderson 2008; Murray 2007). 

For example, Robin Boyd, an ardent critic of suburban homogeneity, was the director of the Small 

Home Service__run in collaboration with the Melbourne Age newspaper__which offered compact 

‘family’ house designs at low cost (O’Callaghan and Pickett 2012). Not only did the program, and 

others like it, profile to the Australian public the value of efficient compact designs, but many 

of the scheme’s notable architects went on to work with mass-housing project builders in the 

decades to follow (O’Callaghan and Pickett 2012; London and Anderson 2008; Murray 2007).

Yet stories of flexible, compact or occupant-centred housing design tend to be overshadowed by 

a controversial architectural reformist agenda mid-last century. Notorious high-density housing 

was characteristically isolated within vast parkland and linked by ‘super-highways’ connecting 

segregated functional city zones (Ward 2006). The social and urban consequences of a modernist 

‘futurist’ vision disturbed the fabric of cities, fostering a community suspicion of architects (Gehl 

2001, Jacobs 1961, Rowe and Koetter 1983). This was amplified further by a professional claim to 

‘authority’, an insistence on a ‘higher calling’ and a disconnect of the architect from popular tastes. 

Consequently, some critics questioned, “the adequacy of professional knowledge to address the 

needs, problems and complexity of society” (Schön 1983, p14; also Downton 2008; Swann 2002). 

Technology, cost, expediency and the rise of DIY television programs, may have rendered 

architects optional rather than essential to housing production, fostering a perception that their 

services may be replicable by others. Hindered by an increasingly marginalised role, the architect 

relationship to the medium-density and mass-housing market is one of the most contentious 

areas of architectural history, according to O’Callaghan and Pickett (2012). Architects design less 

than ten per cent of all dwellings in Australia, which is mainly developed by the private sector 

(AACA 2015; Newton et al. 2011; Murray 2007; Blayse and Manley 2004). Low-rise medium-density 

compact housing is typically constructed by the domestic residential sector, comprised of self-

employed head-contractors and sub-trades (Newton et al. 2011). Importantly, medium-density is 

predominantly supply-led for an often-unknown occupant, whereas demand-led free-standing 

housing offers varying degrees of occupant involvement in its production (Palmer 2016). Adding 
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to this, housing stock shortages further reduce the incentive “to build better homes because we 

just need more of them” to meet high demand (Hay et al. 2018, p702). Consequently, market-value, 

developer profits and timelines tend to be privileged over medium-density use-value (Palmer 

2016; Sharam et al. 2015; Burke 2012; Millington 2000). Frustrated with developer-led housing, 

Jeremy McLeod of Breathe Architecture created a community-led development model for their 

award-winning and highly sought after ‘Common Ground and Nightingale’ housing in Melbourne. 

Despite a belief that architects could resolve most problems through design, he conceded that 

“…if the brief…is really about delivering profit, [then] it was actually...impossible to deliver great 

quality, meaningful housing, at a reasonable price point” (McLeod quoted in Sorthe 2018, p1).

Often prioritising cost and expediency over quality, the construction industry can be slow to 

improve (Farmer 2016; Barrett 2007; Newton et al. 2009; Egan 1998). Yet a growing challenge 

lies with the current construction-quality crisis in Australia (Shergold and Weir 2018). Among the 

many contributing factors, are the so-called design and construct (D&C) builder-led construction 

contracts. D&C relies on ‘private certification’ against the Australian National Construction Code, 

a process which depends on ‘self-certification’ of quality and compliance by the builder and their 

trades. Originally intended to bring innovation and value to developers and building owners (the 

‘client’), D&C seeks minimal design team input, including that of the architect (Shergold and Weir 

2018, p31). D&C also requires limited design team documentation at building commencement, 

seeing prescriptive and detailed documentation as an impediment to the ease of incorporation of 

innovative or cheaper design solutions and product alternatives (Shergold and Weir 2018, p31).25   

Herein lies the hidden cost of D&C__along with compliance self-certification__because construction 

is complex and involves many interdependencies and contributors. The reality in practice has 

been a failure of due diligence, manifest in design alternatives or product substitutions unfit for 

purpose and sometimes dangerous (Shergold and Weir 2018, p31; also Lawson 2015). Lost amenity, 

inferior quality, undermined design outcomes and statutory non-compliances also represent a 

significant problem for the occupant of medium-density. While the extreme examples of unsafe 

buildings reported over the last decade are not the focus here, systemic design errors affecting 

occupants are relevant to this research (Hay et al. 2018; Vischer 2008; Sarkissian et al. 2004, 

Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986). I would argue that the D&C construction delivery method 

has widened the gap between the end-occupants of the mass-housing market and architects, who 

may be released from a project once the preliminary design has received statutory Development 

Approval (Figure 21, above right).26 Swann (2002) agrees that the design-use gap is a problem and 

25: Challenging the promised value proposition of D&C__which 

advocates minimal documentation and self-certification by trades__

researchers, such as Tilley (2005) and Love and Edwards (2004)  

et al., link comprehensive documentation to construction quality, 

reduced onsite re-work and minimised project cost over-runs.

26: The NSW Government State Environmental Planning Policy 

No 65 (NSW SEPP 65 2015) warrants mention given it mandates 

architectural involvement in medium-density above a certain size.

Figure 21: Archetypical design process (top), according to 
Swann (2002, p53). Production and occupancy phases are 
often omitted in D&C delivery of medium-density, arguably 
breaking the design-use link (author depiction bottom), 

Problem Analysis Synthesis Execution

Problem Analysis Synthesis Execution Production Evaluation

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3
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believes that a creative solution-focused design process benefits from an iterative evaluation of 

the constructed design. Vischer (2008, p239) goes further, bemused that contemporary systems 

of built environment delivery “appear to have lost touch with the [occupant] experience”. 

Duffy and Rabeneck (2013) agree that a divide persists between architectural practice and 

occupant-use research. Moreover, an absence of design-use verification, according to Vischer and 

Zeisel (2008), means successive generations of architects ‘reinvent the wheel’ or recycle design 

ideas, together with the unintended errors that architectural processes may fail to reveal (also 

Sarkissian et al. 2004). Berg (1978) suggests that architects undervalue occupant research, relying 

instead on their design experience, judgement and assumptions about household configurations 

(cited in Seidel 1981). A lack of access to occupants during the design phase or a failure to access 

research on occupant-use can perpetuate design errors in medium-density (Buys et al. 2013; 

Easthope and Judd 2010; Vischer 2008; Hofer 2008; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986).

Yet I would argue that it is difficult to improve compact house design without incorporating the 

lessons from occupant-use research.  So too, Sarkissian et al. (2004, p6) calls for the “education 

for those who plan, design and produce” medium-density. Chandler (cited in Newton 2017, p4) 

agrees that “the capabilities needed to design and build small-scaled medium-density housing 

projects…have yet to be developed”. Syme et al. (2005) ask architects to heed the data available 

on household diversity, their general housing requirements, social dynamics and changing 

lifestyles (also Watson et al. 2014; Easthope and Judd 2010; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Wulff et al. 

2004; Woodward 1989). Sarkissian et al. (2004) goes further, emphasising that the replacement 

of detached suburban housing with medium-density__projected to grow to a third of Canberra’s 

housing landscape__risks a deepening of community resistance to this housing form. 

It is likely then that the architectural profession’s internal narrative regarding its ‘value-proposition’ 

is not shared by those who might consume our services, beyond a supportive minority in the 

community who enjoy our work. The profession must reflect on the reasons for community 

suspicion of architects, along with their marginalised role in the medium-density delivery process. 

Although this research is not a panacea for complex systems of housing delivery__nor over-arching 

industry flaws that persist__we can acknowledge the gap between medium-density design and 

occupant-use outcomes, and seek to reduce it. Furthermore, archetypical architectural notions 

of the autonomous perfected form are fragile and unrealistic. They can also be wasteful or 

unsustainable, should the resulting buildings prove unsuitable for the occupant. Instead, we can 
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expand architectural practice to include occupant research as a verification tool and as a source 

for creativity, such that design “will take on its own identity through usage” (Figure 22, right; 

Hertzberger 1991, p152). These are themes worthy of further exploration, and the next section 

reveals valuable design-use links and gaps pertinent to the research question and method.

The last section discussed architecture and the mass-housing market, revealing a disconnect 

between the design of compact houses and occupant-use research. Employing user-centred 

design theory, I argue in this section, that POE offers a pathway for improved compact house 

design, enabling the architect to verify usability aspects at the pre-design, design or post-

occupancy stages of a project. Exploring POE opportunities, challenges and examples reveals 

gaps to inform inquiry between those who create and those who occupy space (Dodd 2011).

In user-centred design theory, compact housing exists to support the activities of its occupants, 

whether an individual, group or community (Vischer 2008; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986). 

POE includes the study or analysis of housing from the occupant perspective using social science 

research to gather systematic feedback (Hofer 2008; Vischer 2008; Cooper Marcus and Francis 

1998). Themes include the study of space over time, size of social units, personal space and territory, 

along with place-identity and attachment (Hofer 2008). While POE research typically focuses on 

occupant satisfaction (user comfort, experience and outcomes), building performance evaluation__

though beyond the scope of this research__focuses on energy performance, construction quality 

and maintenance (Preiser and Nasar 2008). Importantly, occupant ‘satisfaction’, though oft-used, 

is criticised as a value-laden term, and I acknowledge Vischer’s (2008) advice that occupant 

‘experience’ be adopted where possible as a more neutral term.

Yet the occupant experience of design varies. Examples include ease of adaption, mismatch or 

stress caused by a misaligned design or error (Jansen 2014; Vischer 2008). Indeed, the environment-

behaviour relationship, “rarely conforms to simple cause-effect postulates” and many social and 

cultural factors govern our experience (Vischer 2008, p233). Hence, POE researchers are advised 

to define the limits of the studied case, while remaining open to the occupant viewpoint and 

unanticipated themes they may introduce (Vischer 2008; Carthey 2006; Mjøset 2005; Stake 

2005; McCaslin and Scott 2003; Yin 2003). Ranging from indicative or investigative through 

to diagnostic, POE research seeks to define occupants and situations, techniques for accessing 

and appraising space use and experiences, and to delineate the scope, inclusions and temporal 

aspects (Preiser et al. 2015; Vischer 2008; Preiser 1995). 

Towards social-research 

informed architecture 

Figure 22: Unintended use or design interpretation through 
use examples (above). Paddington Reservoir Gardens 
designed by Tonkin Zulaikha Greer Architects, photograph 
(top) by author 2010. Hughes Festival of Music jazz recital in 
the local pharmacy, attended by the author 2010. Photograph 
source: David Sequeira (bottom).
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POE research tends to be problem-oriented. But what of design itself, that optimistic pursuit 

which seeks to remedy perceived or real deficiencies in the existing built environment (Serrat 

2017; Dripps 1997; Simon 1969)? If support for the occupant is a measure of compact housing 

efficacy, then design, unaccompanied by POE, arguably remains an untested prototype (Vischer 

2009; 2008). Design decisions, therefore, become a series of testable hypotheses on the occupant 

experience (Vischer 2008). So too, the study of intended or unintended use, adaption or conflict, 

reveals aspects of compact housing performance (Jansen 2014; Zeisel 2006; Anderson 2002). 

Thus, a concern for studying and describing current or past situations can__through POE and 

user-centred techniques__combine with a concern for exploring and visualising alternate or future 

situations through design (Haddon and Kommonen 2003). Furthermore, the creative problem-

solving process, oriented to opportunities and possibilities, arguably benefits from the precise 

problem-definition that POE can offer (Crawford 2019). Hence, the architect seeks to integrate 

POE with practice, aspiring to a constant design-research feedback loop (Abras et al. 2004). 

Two key research aspects emerge. Firstly, the examination of the ‘bounded system’ of the case 

study, with its situation and design cautiously linked to a larger context, and secondly, adding to 

the body of environmental “constants of the user–building relationship” (Vischer 2008, p238; also 

Hofer 2008; Stake 2005; Mjøset 2005). Here, ‘constants’ reveal how occupants generically use 

and relate to housing, guided by socio-cultural norms, along with a desire to seek familiarity and 

patterns of understanding within the built environment (Vischer 2008; Sarkissian et al. 2004). For 

example, Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian (1986) describe design devices to either form a barrier 

or encourage thoroughfare, such as a non-trafficable rock mulch garden bed or a path leading 

to an entry door. Rather than being excessively deterministic, a design might encourage some 

behaviours or discourage others (Zeisel 2006; Rapoport 1990; Deasy and Lasswell 1985). 

Wary of the pitfalls of being too user-centred or including too many inputs, Hekkert and Van 

Dijk (2001) and Murcutt (AFA 2014) remind us that we are not seeking endorsement of the 

creative work, given the vision and creativity of the architect remain essential. Further, Van Kleef 

et al. (2005) highlight that occupants may struggle to articulate, be unaware or simply withhold 

information. Stewart and Williams (2005) similarly warn against over-emphasising the findings 

from a small number of occupants, thereby, potentially creating an over-customised product useful 

to only a few.  That said, the architect may view POE findings through multiple solution frames. In 

this context, Lloyd and Scott (1994, p127) describe “generative...deductive...and evaluative” ways 

of seeing the problem and its ‘tree’ of design decisions (also Schön 1988).27  

27: Specifically, Lloyd and Scott (1994, p127) use the term 

‘utterances’ in their study of architectural design processes. They 

argue “Generative utterances bring something new to the design 

situation....deductive utterances understand the specific needs [and 

clarify] the problem, [while evaluative utterances describe] intent 

and strategy, [or] subjective reflection”.
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POE emphasises the occupant perspective, informing a project design brief and design decisions 

at pre-occupancy while guiding the improvement or correction of an environment at post-

occupancy (Vischer 2008). POE emerged in the United States in the late 1960s with the pioneering 

Dorms at Berkeley and Easter Hill Village social housing studies (Cooper 1975). It later expanded 

to the United Kingdom (UK), Canada, New Zealand and Australia through the 1970s and 1980s, 

generating significant research findings from system-wide and cross-sectional project evaluations 

(Dodson 2011). Despite its auspicious beginnings, POE remains on the fringes of architectural 

practice. According to the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA 2015), only three per cent of 

UK architects regularly undertake such research.28 Surveyed architects perceived POE findings to 

be negatively biased and expressed liability and insurance concerns as inhibiting factors. Hay et 

al. (2018) added that the goals and benefits of POE could be incongruous with project design and 

delivery processes emphasising speed, expediency and capital rather than life-cycle cost. 

As an interdisciplinary endeavour, POE also suffers from a plethora of variables, the subjectivity of 

the occupant experience and a disparate array of methodologies and interpretations (Proshansky 

1970). Regrettably, since the 1990s, housing POE research has diminished (Sarkissian et al. 2004). 

Lamenting lost insights, Sarkissian (2013) extended a challenge to architects to remedy this by 

recovering their understanding of occupant experience research and its application to housing  

design (cited in Dodson 2014; also Sarkissian et al. 2004). Reasons for such a decline include the 

challenges of disseminating and incorporating key findings, their relevance and at times ‘unwanted 

news’ (Vischer cited in Dodson 2011). Additionally, the large volumes of data characteristic of POE 

can confound its ease of integration with architectural practice (Hay et al. 2018). Sensitivities 

with studying occupants in private settings, along with a gradual withdrawal of funding for some 

national housing research programs, have added to the decline (Sarkissian et al. 2004). 

Hay et al. (2018) and Bordass and Leaman (2005) found in their studies of built environment 

professionals, that baseline POE research included operational and energy performance; likely 

fostered by now-prolific sustainability rating tools. Among the cohorts they studied, an ‘expanded’ 

POE offering ranged between occupant comfort and satisfaction surveys, building walkthroughs, 

observations, focus groups, interviews and ‘lessons learnt’ analysis. Bordass and Leaman (2005) 

viewed this ‘pick and mix’ range of available techniques as positive, translating to a ‘scalable’ 

POE offering, customised to project needs and client budgets. Analysing around 200 papers on 

design quality and POE, Watson et al. (2014) found that housing research favoured the precinct 

or urban scale over individual houses.29 For example, Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian (1986) 

28: My research has not revealed equivalent statistics in Australia on 

architect use of POE in practice.

29: For the author, a notable exception to Watson et al.’s (2014) 

conclusion, is the study of accessible housing for persons with a 

disability or dementia, which relies on user-centred design analysis, 

built environment corrections, input into future design and the 

dissemination of findings through guideline or statutory documents 

such as Australian Standards. In another example, Clare Cooper 

Marcus and Wendy Sarkissians’ seminal work Housing as if People 

Mattered (1986), provided design-use recommendations derived 

from POE research. POE is also a “natural help-mate” to the health 

sector, education, prison, retail and mass-transit facility designers 

(Korobkin 1975 p2; also Carthey 2006). Finally, the design of urban 

spaces and communal precincts has long benefited from user-

centred design. Not least, the prolific contribution of Jan Gehl. 
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emphasised communal space and precinct design guidelines in their seminal work ‘Housing as if 

People Mattered’. Metzler (2005), similarly, focused on the communal and sustainability aspects 

of occupant-developed medium-density projects. Watson et al. (2014) also noticed in their review, 

that housing quality was typically linked to physical condition, but potentially valuable connections 

between occupant-use and architectural design features were rarer. For example, Hofer (2008) 

provided comprehensive POE on False Creek North, but linkages to actual house designs were 

kept broad. Likewise, POE by Hayball (2015) on tertiary student housing in Canberra emphasised 

occupant comfort and building condition, offering little information to link design and use. 

In contrast, POE research on the Järnbrott Experimental Housing sought to reveal design 

performance by studying changes made after a decade of occupancy (Till and Schneider 2005). 

The project featured a variety of house sizes with flexible, reconfigurable interiors while limiting 

‘fixed’ space to services-intensive wet areas. The study found that physical change mostly 

occurred within smaller houses revealing that these were “exactly the ones that require the most 

flexibility…built in” (Till and Schneider 2005, p293; also London and Anderson 2008).  Altas and 

Ozsoy (1997) made similar observations about the flexibility of smaller two-bedroom houses 

following their study of physical change after nearly twenty years of use. Cooper Marcus (2003), 

a pioneering and influential social researcher, who habitually linked POE to the design of outdoor 

spaces, derived key design principles from her fieldwork conducted between 1969 and 1974 

on medium-density precincts. Lawrence (1979) similarly undertook fieldwork on four medium-

density housing examples, focusing on the occupant experience of the design and layout.

Should an architect, therefore, seek feedback on the occupied house or instead seek independent 

POE research? It would seem appropriate that both approaches should combine. The merits of 

independent POE research are acknowledged in the literature. So too, the architect, through first-

hand feedback on previous projects, seeks the improved user-centred design of future housing or 

the ‘correction’ of existing houses (Vischer 2008; Sarkissian et al. 2004). POE is an opportunity to 

better pinpoint who will use compact housing and how they will use it and to “check the validity 

of design propositions” (Duffy and Rabeneck 2013, p656). Hay et al. (2018) add a further goal of 

achieving long-term verified sustainability performance. Hughes and Hughes (2013, p34) describe 

POE and evidence-based design more pointedly as essential to restoring the “usefulness of the 

profession” to the public. Bordass and Leaman (2005) believe architects need to expand their 

professional development by verifying actual building performance, while Hay et al. (2018) bluntly 

recommend they use POE to reduce liability through the reduction of unintended mistakes.
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According to McNelis (2014), housing research and practice is a disparate, compartmentalised 

collection of disciplines that creates difficulties in gauging its effectiveness and limitations (also 

Watson et al. 2014). Korobkin (1975, p2) finds it “hard to imagine more eligible candidates for 

collaboration than architects and social science, [the latter] well versed on people’s needs, 

seems a natural help-mate”. Papanek (1995) implicates designers and architects in the current 

ecological crisis. He argues that sustainable design is more than recycled materials and life-cycle 

assessments, and he subscribes to occupant-centred design by architects to reduce design-use 

misalignment (Papanek 1995, 1972). Jacobs invites us to simply “see how people actually use 

spaces, learn from that, and use it” (cited in Anderson-Oliver 2013, p3). 

Thus a call for socio-spatial architecture seems aptly applied to supply-led medium-density 

compact housing, which for many years, has been troubled by systemic errors, poor construction 

quality, community suspicion and a lack of access to the occupants (Till 2014). I conclude by 

summarising the key gaps this chapter has revealed, in order to frame a research method for and 

through practice, found in the next chapter.

In this chapter, I summarised the trajectory of the Australian suburb and the role of Canberra 

medium-density compact housing to curtail suburban sprawl and support progress towards 

2045 net zero CO2 targets. Despite urban consolidation goals and continued demand for a range 

of dwelling types to accommodate housing choice, medium-density remains Canberra’s ‘missing 

middle’, as evidenced by its slow growth against targets. The literature revealed that this short-

fall stems partly from community concern about medium-density, including perceptions of poor 

quality, over-development, loss of amenity, neighbourhood and landscape character. Exploring 

some of the reasons behind the problems and challenges raised by the literature, I found medium-

density is typically supply-led for an unknown occupant. Additionally, the rise of builder-led housing 

delivery contracts, and the shrinking architect role, have undermined medium-density design, 

quality and occupant outcomes. In particular, I discussed occupant satisfaction and dissatisfaction 

within the house, its interface with neighbours and its relationship to the precinct community. 

Barriers to improved compact housing also included POE’s problematic history of varied techniques, 

the volume of data produced, and the socio-cultural subjectivity of the studied settings. To some, 

these issues have undermined the prospective value of social research to architecture. 

Despite these challenges, social researchers ask architects to prioritise occupant-centred medium-

density and to rely less on assumptions and untested notions about the suitability of their 

Conclusion and gaps

 in the research
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designs. For example, a disconnect in recent decades between households and house size has 

proven a significant source of dissatisfaction. Hence the question of ‘how small’ cannot simply be 

answered through design alone, and my research explores the use of POE in service of improved 

compact housing. By adopting user-centred design theory, this chapter revealed techniques 

which might reduce the gap between the intended and actual performance of houses. Of course, 

such techniques do not seek precise occupant-use definitions, nor a rigidly optimised design-

use fit, for such an approach would be at odds with the dynamic interplay of socio-cultural and 

design factors outlined in the research.  Thus, I argued for contingent architecture, analysing the 

potential benefits of socio-spatial practice expanded beyond the completed house to include the 

occupied house or ‘lived-design’ (Till 2009; Schneider and Till 2005; Hertzberger 1991). 

To address the latter, firstly required resolution of the lack of access to the end-occupant, and in 

response, I decided upon qualitative research of a range of households and house types within the 

Village. The Method to Reveal Occupant-Use chapter discusses this further. Secondly, I needed 

to understand some of the gaps in existing POE research. For example, the literature revealed an 

emphasis on the public spaces within housing precincts. My research, therefore, seeks to address 

some of the unanswered usability questions on the houses themselves. However, existing 

occupant feedback research can also lack crucial information regarding the house design under 

consideration. Using POE research parlance, I would characterise this as an absence of design 

‘diagnosis’. Simply put, a room might attract satisfaction or dissatisfaction, yet its characteristics 

or size might remain unknown. This absence of design information may partly explain why POE 

research has generally not proven more useful to architects. The potential then exists to augment 

POE with design analysis techniques, setting the scene for my investigative-diagnostic approach. 

Finally, design analysis and depiction, are reliable synthesis tools for the architect, which may 

assist with managing the characteristically large volumes of POE data, potentially improving 

its integration with practice. Thus, as I will explore next, the architect accumulates knowledge 

on the occupied design with each ‘case’ studied, aspiring to a continuous or iterative design-

research feedback loop. By seeking to reduce the compact house design-use gap, the architect 

might also enrich the creative process. Indeed, there are many reasons to articulate compact 

house occupant requirements more precisely, and if, as Crawford (2019) suggests, design ‘thrives’ 

on restriction, then this might be reason enough. In summary, having revealed the gaps in the 

literature, they combine to frame my socio-spatial inquiry for and through design__the subject of 

the next chapter__in pursuit of improved compact housing in Canberra.
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The last chapter explored the challenges of urban sprawl, growing suburban house size and 

shrinking household size in the context of Canberra’s 2045 net zero CO2 targets (Steffen 2019; 

ACT Planning Strategy 2018). Against this backdrop, a compelling case for increased medium-

density compact housing emerged to offer improved sustainability, affordability and liveability 

(ACT Planning Strategy 2018; Freestone 2010; Newman et al. 2009; Howley and Scott 2009; 

Pullen et al. 2009; London and Anderson 2008; Newton 2006; et al.). 

However, the previous chapter also highlighted many of the challenges that medium-density 

presents for those who plan suburbs; for the designers and developers of compact houses; for 

the occupants who live in them and for the communities they neighbour (Shergold and Weir 

2018; Palmer 2016; Easthope and Judd 2010; Howley and Scott 2009; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Troy 

1996; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986 et al.). In particular, existing research revealed recurring 

design errors which impact occupant amenity, coupled with wavering community support for 

medium-density more generally (O’Donnell et al. 2016; Palmer 2016; Newton et al. 2011; Elton 

Consulting 2011; Easthope and Judd 2010; Howley and Scott 2009; Sarkissian et al. 2004 et al.). 

The methodology described in this chapter involves a focus shift from the completed to the 

occupied house or lived-design (Figure 23, right). My socio-spatial method exploits a beneficial 

link between POE’s ability to reveal requirements and the opportunity through design to creatively 

address them (Crawford 2019; Cross 2011; Korobkin 1975; Papanek 1971). I outline the research 

rationale, questions, approach and method used to obtain and analyse qualitative research data 

on a range of households living in a variety of compact house types. As research for and through 

practice, I have sought to reduce the design-use gap, and the findings are reported across two 

subsequent chapters; Occupant Fieldwork Findings and Design Responses and Reflection.

This chapter outlines the selection method for the Village case study and the management of the 

ethical issues of studying its occupants (Stake 2005, Yin 2003). Through qualitative research, I 

sought to reveal occupant experiences of house spatial qualities and characteristics, set within 

the precinct-scale context of the Village. The three pillars of my fieldwork were observation, 

semi-structured occupant interviews and the analysis of archival materials, and the techniques I 

will discuss are replicable. The research audit trail was aided by my time in the field and memoing. 

“Thick, rich descriptions” and depictions of occupant experiences were supported by research 

SMALL LIVING?
METHOD 

TO REVEAL 
OCCUPANT-USE

Introduction

Method for practice 

Figure 23: Research method diagram featured in earlier in the 
document (above). As research for  and through  practice, 
occupant-use findings were linked to design and data was 
spatialised. In this way, an iterative design-use feedback loop 
emerged supported by scholarly reflection (Schön 1983). The 
cycle then repeated, arguably adding to design-use literacy.

User-centred design 
and reflection 
(Compass House)

Design-use 
diagnosis and 
‘spatialised’ 
data analysis

Occupant-use 
and satisfaction 
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Case-based 
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Method through practice

Research paradigm

protocols, triangulation and case comparison (Denzin 1989 p83; also Emmel 2008; Creswell and 

Miller 2000). Investigative-diagnostic POE was combined with descriptive-depictive analysis to 

reveal aspects of occupant-use, interaction and change which, in turn, informed design.

Compact house design-use literacy was supported and enhanced by comparative spatial 

measurement and analysis of the size and density of houses, which I have termed ‘spatialised’ data. 

As occupant liveability criteria emerged from POE, design responses and refinement followed. 

Informed by the PhD research stages, iterative design responses culminated in competition-

winning and demonstration compact housing precincts (Figure 24, top right). The Compass House 

body of work is the creative artefact and source of reflection on the research transformation of 

design. In this way, an iterative design-use feedback loop emerged. The cycle then repeated (and 

continues), thus adding to the design-use ‘knowledge frontier’ (Vischer 2008; Mjøset 2005). 

Earlier I introduced user-centred design theory, and in this chapter, I discuss how it underpins this 

method. My research motivation stemmed from a concern for the occupant experience, which 

I rationalised in the last chapter to be subjective because (among the many variables), it may 

depend as much on socio-cultural aspects, as on environmental and design factors (Easthope 

and Judd 2010; Kang 2010; Vischer 2008; Rapoport 1982). For example, house size is a relative 

concept, and ‘small living’ perceptions and experiences are personal and subjective. Although 

architecture must fulfil a range of statutory, quantifiable and pragmatic requirements, it is also 

highly interpretive, creative and subjective. It deals with the “messy, problematic situations” of 

the ‘real-world’, using heuristic ‘trial and error’, iterative discovery and refinement (Cross 2006, 

p123; also Schneider 2018; 2016; Kuys et al. 2009; Vischer 2008; Schön 1988; de Bono 1977). 

It seems appropriate, therefore, that my research leaning is constructivist and interpretive 

(Goodrick 2011; Webb 2008; Vischer 2008; Crotty 1998).30 Rather than espouse generalisable ‘truth’ 

or ‘cause and effect’, this research paradigm emphasises “multiple realities constructed through 

our lived-experiences and interactions with others”, co-constructed between those studied and 

the researcher (Creswell 2013, p36; also Flyvbjerg 2006; Bourdieu 1993). The Village participating 

occupants spoke “for themselves” while showing the researcher examples of their ‘real-world’ 

experiences, an approach that emphasised the collection of rich data (Kuper et al. 2008, p405).  

The resultant ‘lived-experience’ findings are case study-specific. While this research does not aim 

to prescribe findings to a broader population, it does serve to consolidate ‘knowledge’ beyond the 

Village case by gaining insights on household and house typologies (Mjøset 2005; Blumer 1969). 

Figure 24: Project example from the Compass House body 
of work__Mews-living Affordable Housing Precinct under 
construction in 2019 and 2020__found at the Design and 
Reflection chapter and Part B: Creative Artefact.

30: To the author, the terms ‘relativist, constructivist, interpretive 

or participatory pragmatist’, seem to intersect in the literature; the 

latter relying on the actual ‘experience’ of doing social research. To 

this end, Mjøset (2005) helpfully describes the research ‘attitude’ 

as one drawing from the humanities, rather than natural sciences, 

in service of explanation based cases. Their use of the term 

‘explanation’ is deliberate, and I would suggest ‘understanding’ is in 

fact an occupant-researcher co-construction. 
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Rationale, questions and 

role of the author 

Grounded theory ably supported this research aim by offering techniques to reveal case-specific 

explanation-based theories (Mjøset 2005). The systematic study of the case, however, did not 

seek to confirm nor reject earlier explanations but rather define distinct differences (Mjøset 2005). 

Here, context-specific interactions and interdependencies were meaningful (Strauss 1987). The 

researcher-developed grounded theory for this compact housing was also an agglomeration of 

existing substantive theories applying to occupant experiences, such as those described in the 

literature review (Mjøset 2005; Glaser and Strauss 1967). Hence, the case adds to the general 

‘research frontier’ on medium-density “within which knowledge is accumulated” but is not 

subsumed by it (Mjøset 2005, p385; also Vischer 2008). Instead, it reflects a program of inductive 

reasoning, seeking knowledge relevant to the research problem, with its findings and over-arching 

theory indexed to the research context and questions (Mjøset 2005; Glaser and Strauss 1967). 

I have approached the research as an experienced, mid-career architect with a background 

undertaking compact housing in Canberra that emphasises ‘no bigger than necessary space’ 

use. The central idea relates to design-use gaps in supply-led medium-density compact housing 

which I outlined in detail in the last chapter. In particular, as practice-led research, it draws on 

‘small living’ occupant findings. Borrowing from Webb’s (2008) distillation of creative practice, 

it comprised research for design (POE techniques and findings) and through design (unbuilt and 

built design responses). Here, the exegetical and creative research components depended on the 

research question posed, refined, and re-posed, to verify usability and test the validity of earlier 

design assumptions (Milech and Schilo 2004). Scholarly reflection then aided synthesis, with the 

potential to reveal otherwise intuitive processes to inform the research or design (Schön 1983).

Previously I explained that in user-centred design theory, compact housing exists to support 

occupant activities, framing the ways we might seek systematic feedback on their needs, wants, 

and restrictions (Hayes 2014; Hawley 2009; Wevera et al. 2008; Vischer 2008, Cooper Marcus 

and Sarkissian 1986). Emphasising the occupant perspective, it also provides tools for measuring 

built environment effectiveness. For example, it can inform the development of project design 

requirements and pre-occupancy design decisions, or facilitate the post-occupancy improvement 

or correction of an environment (Vischer 2008).  In other words, POE can assist problem-definition, 

while design can assist creative problem-solving. 

Yet the design process is subjective and describing it can be elusive (Schön 1983). Expanded 

practice arguably explores the gaps between research on ‘what is’, and design for ‘what could 
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be’ (Steen 2011). Creatively problem-solving ‘what could be’ involves design scenario testing, 

with some scenarios in an iterative process proving more successful than others. The architect 

synthesises macro and micro-scale design elements, the appropriateness of universal or bespoke 

design solutions__along with occupant, financial, compliance and contextual requirements__into a 

potentially cohesive whole. 

The extent of user-centric design varies throughout the architectural process, with many factors 

influencing the outcome. Pressure, expediency and power-plays between design process 

participants, may, at times, see the architect privileging their own ideas, to the advantage 

or disadvantage of the design (Steen 2011; Steen et al. 2007).31  Yet there is an argument for 

medium-density ‘to move toward’ the occupants, through improved liveability definitions and 

accompanying design responses (Figure 25, top right; Hay et al. 2018; Preiser et al. 2015; Steen 

2011; 2007; Vischer 2008; Zeisel 2006; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986). 

There are, however, barriers to the user-centred design of supply-led medium-density compact 

housing, which I revealed in the literature review. Among them, a lack of access to both the end-

occupants and existing POE research has led to problematic assumptions and errors with this 

housing type (Palmer 2016; Kupke et al. 2011; Easthope and Judd 2010; Howley and Scott 2009; 

Bramley 2008; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Troy 1996; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986). The primary 

question I sought to answer, therefore, was:

As a variation on the archetypical architectural design process, in what ways can user-centred 

design contribute to improved supply-led medium-density compact housing in Canberra?

Furthermore, if we accept that supply or developer-led medium-density necessitates design for 

an unknown occupant, then the architect, having drawn from existing POE research, might study 

relevant household and house types in order to ‘feed-forward’ findings.32  Here, it is important 

to distinguish the characteristics and limitations of the ‘bounded system’ of the chosen case 

study, within its broader applied ‘context’ or setting (Vischer 2008; Stake 2005; McCaslin and 

Scott 2003). Conveniently, the archetypical architectural process ably responds to a depth of 

information and is frequently context-specific. Thus, by employing a range of data collection 

methods, a user-centred architectural approach can offer concentrated inquiry and portrayal of 

the personal and particularised lived-experience of compact houses (Stake 2005). How occupants 

undertook their activities and the ways in which their house, garden and immediate surrounds 

supported or hindered this, can also be revealed (Vischer 2008).

Figure 25: My quadrant diagram emerged during the method 
development, to clarify the shifting roles of architect and 
researcher. The diagram draws on Steen’s (2011) distinction 
between ‘passive’ and ‘active’ user involvement. In both the 
Design Reflection chapter and Creative Artefact I touch on 
‘co-creation’ endeavours__a feature of my transformed design 
processes.__specifically, techniques introduced to ‘move’ the 
participant role from ‘passive’ to ‘active’ through interactive 
3D visualisation during design sessions.

31: In user-centred design, the role of the author and occupants, 

needs to be carefully considered. Architectural design usually 

involves decisions to prioritise and balance interdependencies 

and inputs from design colleagues, clients, authorities, builders, 

specialists, stakeholders and the end occupant. Each of these 

groups has their own knowledge and ideas, with gaps and tensions 

occurring between them. The architect will have to decide how 

user-centred to be and the appropriateness of ‘active’ or ‘passive’ 

occupant participation techniques (Steen 2011).

32: Contrast this with community-led medium-density where the 

occupants are known (Palmer 2016, Metzler 2005, Williams 2005).
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However, going beyond the findings specific to the Village case study, Stake (2005) explains that 

a well-chosen case, with ‘intrinsic’ qualities, also offers potential insights and theories applicable 

to the housing typologies they represent; qualified by their relationship to the household types 

studied. Thus, a diverse array of triangulated in-depth qualitative data is needed to aid validation; 

not only supported by case description but further contextualised by case comparison to test 

if it offers insights which are illustrative of other ‘small living’ experiences (Vischer 2008; Mjøset 

2005; Stake 2005; McCaslin and Scott 2003; Creswell and Miller 2000; Denzin and Lincoln 1994). 

Supported by the cyclical thematic case-based analysis of grounded theory, I interpreted and 

synthesised the qualitative fieldwork data, exercising care to retain occupant-use meaning (Adu 

2018; Grbich 2013; King and Horrocks 2010; Vischer 2008; Glaser and Strauss 1967). Fieldwork 

techniques were chosen to be complementary, each bringing a particular descriptive or depictive 

focus, and where applicable, supporting the cross-checking of findings. Themes included 

occupant house size, use, change and adaptation, the spatial relationships within the house and 

to surrounds, and occupant interactions with each other and with neighbours. 

A challenge for this author, however, stemmed from the large volumes of data POE produces; one 

of the factors behind its historically low practitioner take-up (Hay et al. 2018; Dodson 2014, Dodson 

2011; Bordass and Leaman 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Proshansky 1970). In seeking an improved 

method for the integration of design and use, I wanted to understand the benefits of sketching, 

measured-drawing and design techniques__as familiar tools of the architect__which I hoped would 

support research for and through practice by expediting data synthesis. Here, scholarly reflection 

supported design implementation, by revealing where POE had fostered creative practice and 

any efforts required to prevent the data overwhelming the creative process (Steen et al. 2007).

This methodology was also shaped by other gaps. Firstly, an evident skewing of existing research 

towards ‘publicly’ accessible residential spaces and communal landscape, influenced my decision 

to focus on the house (Watson et al. 2014; Metzler 2005; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986). 

Secondly, I was frustrated by a lack of occupant experience research linked to actual house 

size, spatial layouts and design features (Watson et al. 2014; Metzler 2005; Cooper Marcus and 

Sarkissian 1986).33 Hence, description, depiction and design became critical to my investigative-

diagnostic endeavours to reduce the design-use gaps I had identified (Emmel 2008). Through 

the direct interaction with occupants within their built environment setting, I similarly sought to 

33: Though rarer, the literature review mentions some POE 

research examples where occupant feedback is linked to design 

characteristics. For instance, the study of changes to the house as 

a measure design suitability is a technique which has influenced my 

own method. It is a curiosity to this author; however, that detailed 

design analysis and explanation has not, thus far, been intrinsic to 

POE. My criticism is that it renders occupant-use feedback devoid of 

design diagnosis, making it less useful to the architect.
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Approach and method

improve the links between design and use. Valuable though the existing research may be, the 

architect benefits from conducting their own POE, experiencing for themselves nuanced occupant 

observation and communication to inform design. Indeed, Leplastrier (AFA 2014) considers 

observation to be ‘measured’ looking by the architect who then ‘draws’ their conclusion. In this 

way, I was an ‘instrument’ of the user-centred research and design endeavour (Jansen 2014; 

Vischer 2008; Hofer 2008; Zeisel 2006; Cooper Marcus and Francis 1998; Preiser 1995). Hence, 

for validity, architect values and assumptions were made explicit before conducting the fieldwork, 

with bias or leanings set aside (Adu 2018; King and Horrocks 2010; Creswell and Miller 2000). 

Care was also needed to define the occupants, inclusions and temporal aspects of the study 

(Preiser et al. 2015; Vischer 2008; Stake 2005; Yin 2003; Varady and Preiser 1998; Preiser 1995).  

Lastly, the question of ‘how small’ can be addressed from an occupant perspective, offering 

the potential to reveal many design-use factors and interdependencies valuable to an architect 

seeking improved compact housing. Yet with context, relativity and subjectivity in play, prescriptive 

‘pattern book’ solutions were not sought (Alexander et al. 1977).34 Instead, my goal was to expand 

practice and design-use literacy to improve compact housing, by revealing essential lived-design 

criteria at times overlooked when delivering supply-led medium-density (Seidel 1981).35  Then, 

reflection on the transformation of the Compass House creative artefact offered potential insights 

about the efficacy of the fieldwork techniques utilised and the design-use outcomes (Milech and 

Schilo 2004; Schön 1983; Cross 1982).

This section details my research design, methods and processes used in the data collection 

phase, the range of POE techniques employed and the rationale for their selection. Following 

their identification and recruitment, case study occupants participated in semi-structured 

interviews, spatial mapping and observational tours of their house and garden, enabling the 

author to obtain information regarding their ‘small living’ experiences and perceptions. The 

tours, narrated by the occupants, facilitated observation and photography by the author. Further 

observation occurred in the ‘publicly’ available communal spaces within the Village__a precinct 

of approximately 70 compact houses developed in the mid-1970s__which I discuss in detail in the 

next chapter (Figure 26, above right). I also observed the interactions, priorities and decision-

making at Village community meetings, such as those held by the body corporate committee.

During the research, some aspects of the intended method receded while others came to 

prominence and were prioritised. For example, my method originally included POE on completed 

34: There is no doubt that design ‘pattern books’ can reflect a 

beneficial accumulation of knowledge, and my chosen method does 

not seek to downplay such an approach. Specifically, I have sought 

to emphasize that my occupant fieldwork technique is replicable and 

that the design responses derived are not offered as design rules.

35: The architectural profession designs in a variety of ways, which 

may include user-centred techniques (RAIA Awards 2015). My goal 

is not to evaluate the profession more broadly, but rather undertake 

a reflexive design and research journey, seeking to become more 

user-centred (Schön 1983).

Figure 26: Partial precinct view (above) of the Village 
fieldwork case study setting; the subject of the next chapter.
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Criteria for fieldwork case 

study selection

Selection and recruitment of 

participating occupants

and occupied projects that I had designed. However, the cessation or delay of my delivered and 

occupied projects limited this endeavour to the Popout House, where I conducted a pilot interview 

and observation with its occupants (refer to Part B: Creative Artefact for a summary of POE 

findings). Within the Village, archival materials emerged as a rich source of data for descriptive 

and depictive analysis, while also providing an opportunity to cross-check interview information 

(Creswell and Miller 2000). In a further example, I originally intended to conduct spatial mapping 

during interviews, instead later opting for data spatialisation, as I will discuss. Early implementation 

of the method, therefore, led to refinements to prioritise more effective techniques. Consequently, 

this section focuses primarily on semi-structured interviews, observation and archival materials, 

their related processes, interdependencies and value to the research questions and goals.

In the literature review, I outlined examples of Canberra medium-density compact housing and 

discussed their design-use characteristics. My initial fieldwork case study phase (2012-2013) 

involved site visits and desktop reviews of precedent housing projects (Figure 27, right).  To 

shortlist precedents, I sought evidence of peer-recognition of design quality, supported by detailed 

evaluation criteria.36 At my disposal were original drawings, historic photographs, heritage or 

awards citations, and literature on medium-density. I took photographs on my walkthroughs and 

prepared my own drawing analysis to compare context, house and garden size, house shape, 

layout and orientation (Figure 28, overleaf). I considered the act of drawing crucial to the research 

process. It exposed me to the ‘design language’ of compact houses, enabling judgements and 

preferences to form about quality, proportion, scale and the range of ‘design devices’ employed.37 

The Appendix B: Catalogue of Canberra Housing Precedents resulted, providing design context 

and insight, as well as a broader setting for the chosen Village case study. Not only did the 

Village offer occupant research access, but as a precinct of around 70 houses, it exhibited 

complexity and a variety of relevant house and household types and sizes. As a further benefit, 

some occupants had lived in their homes for a short time while others had spanned a family life-

cycle of several decades. The Village is regarded as exemplar housing and its community-led 

development (cohousing) model ensured that a representative group of prospective occupants 

had input during its design production phase (RAIA ACT Chapter Awards Jury 1977).38

My early interaction with the Village in 2014 involved attending their community meetings to 

observe group interactions, decisions and topics of concern to residents. I did this to establish 

familiarity and rapport__seeking insights into the ‘insider’ knowledge of the studied social group 

36: Evidence of peer recognition sources included the ACT and 

Commonwealth Heritage Registers, the Register of Significant 

Twentieth Century Design (RSTCA), the Australian Institute 

of Architects (RAIA 2018) Housing Choice website, the RAIA 

Architecture Awards Gallery and the National Archives.

37: Much later in the research, I developed thematic analysis of the 

chosen case study and applied this to my own work as part of the 

reflection process on size comparison, functional zones, mass and 

form, interfaces and flexibility (refer to Part B: Creative Artefact).

38: Appendix A offers further definition of cohousing. Though the 

research is for and through supply-led compact housing, it was 

not necessary for the fieldwork to be undertaken in a supply-led 

delivered housing precinct. Instead I have described the housing 

case study shortlisting criteria in the body text this page.

Figure 27: Canberra map by the author seen earlier (above), 
indicates medium-density compact housing distribution. 
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Ethics, pilot studies, 

diversity and data saturation 

which might guide my subsequent research steps__while hoping to minimise my ‘outsider’ impact 

on the ‘naturalistic’ research setting (Steen 2011; Bernard 2006). I attended a ‘public’ tour of the 

precinct, several social gatherings, and a body corporate meeting. I also held an information 

session to introduce myself and the research. The latter initiative was promoted in their newsletter. 

My early introductions to the ‘Villagers’ assisted with recruitment, leading to the first tranche of 

participating households, who in turn, recommended others.  As a form of ‘snowball sampling’, 

which evolved through ‘word of mouth’, I favoured this recruitment method for its likelihood to 

attract interviewees, while reducing the risk of alienating disinterested residents (Morgan 2008). 

There were two pilot interviews, accompanied by spatial mapping and observational tours. A 

further eight interviews were conducted following the pilot, and I determined this to be a sufficient 

sample to offer meaningful research insights (Sandelowski 1995).  For validity, I sought a range 

of occupants representative of Canberra’s mix of diverse, aging and shrinking households, as can 

be seen in the next chapter (ACT Housing Choices 2018; Rubin and Rubin 2005).39  A relativist, 

constructivist paradigm, such as this, does not seek immutable facts, nor statistical measurement 

of how often they occur (Easterby-Smith et al. 1991). Instead, it seeks to understand different 

occupant experiences, meanings and constructs. Qualitative research interviews tend to range 

between five and twenty-five participating occupants, and over-sampling can be detrimental if 

it comes at the expense of in-depth analysis (Kvale and Brinkmann 2009). Accordingly, I capped 

participant numbers so that data analysis scope could be kept manageable (Carthey 2006). At 

the same time, I was careful to ensure that the quantum of my fieldwork and analysis left ‘space’ 

for considered architectural design responses (Hay et al. 2018; Dodson 2014; Sarkissian 2013). 

Through the pilot sessions, the overall interview structure was consolidated, and importantly, 

they facilitated the testing of the protocols, questions, style, and use of recording equipment. 

It emerged, however, that the spatial mapping, planned to accompany interviews, was overly 

‘hands-on’ and effort-intensive, and risked distracting me from the occupants. Consequently, I 

used this technique by exception if the occupants did not supply a house layout plan (Emmel 

2008).40 Furthermore, in a second pilot, I trialled video rather than still photography but found 

the latter superior. Not only did video produce a large volume of data, but the ‘multi-tasking’ 

logistics of the observational house tour resulted in poor quality (‘shaky-cam’) video recordings. 

The University of Canberra Human Research Ethics Committee approved the research fieldwork 

to be conducted between 03/03/2014 and 30/06/2020. The author provided a formal letter 

39: As a function of available households, the fieldwork does not 

extend to ‘student’ or ‘group’ housing nor are culturally diverse 

groups represented. That said, the identified techniques could be 

ably applied to other household types as part of future research.

40: Not all participants were comfortable sketching and drawing. 

Conversely, when I assisted with the sketching task, it detracted from 

the interview. Another way to implement spatial mapping is through 

a solicited diary, where participating occupants ‘map’ or diarise the 

spaces they use at intervals over (say) a week. My research goals, 

however, did not require me to uncover the granular use of space. 

My research ‘attitude’ is not one of usability ‘precision’, and I could 

not justify imposing such a request on the participants. 

Figure 28: Sample of precedent research drawings prepared 
by the author. Example here is Swinger Hill medium-density 
demonstration precinct by architect Ian McKay for NCDC, 
1970, source: National Archives of Australia.
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Fieldwork techniques, 

process and conduct

Semi-structured 

interviews

to prospective participants, introducing the research and seeking their involvement (refer to 

Appendix C: Fieldwork instruments). Participating occupants signed informed consent forms 

(provided to them in advance), agreeing to be interviewed and to guide a tour of their houses. In 

line with university policy, data was de-identified, and original transcripts and archival documents 

were kept on a password protected university laptop. Accordingly, pseudonyms to de-identify 

both the Village itself and its participating occupants feature in the chapters that follow.

The combination of interview, observational tours and archival document analysis enabled 

exploration of occupant experiences and motivations associated with use, interaction and change 

within the Village, and supported comparison of the data derived from each fieldwork technique. 

These qualitative techniques can potentially offer “original and fresh perspectives that may have 

been inaccessible within a more standardised approach” (King and Horrocks 2010, p21). Themes 

such as privacy, territoriality, personalisation, functional use, flexibility, comfort and ‘spaciousness’, 

were derived from the literature, and guided the research protocols, questions and subsequent 

data analysis (King and Horrocks 2010). Having determined an appropriate combination of 

depiction (house drawings and photography) and description (occupant audio-recording), I then 

recorded all interviews and took photographs during house and garden tours. Some participants 

also provided documents such as drawings and newspaper clippings, in support of the responses 

they had offered. Recording methods were fully explained to participating occupants and their 

consent provided. A detailed description of the research tools and techniques follows.

In-depth semi-structured interviews__conducted in the participating occupants own home__

sought to elicit their first-hand experiences and perspectives on the design and use suitability 

and effectiveness of their compact house and garden (Rubin and Rubin 2005, Zimring and 

Wener 1985). Though guided by an interview protocol and accompanying demographic proforma 

checklist, I chose semi-structured interview for its flexibility to adapt to the participants’ preferred 

style of narrative, format and content (refer to Appendix C: Fieldwork instruments). For example, 

some participating occupants arrived at a point in the interview where they wanted to illustrate 

their commentary on their house, and we would seamlessly break from the protocol to conduct 

the tour. The semi-structured format also allowed the Village occupants to emphasise issues they 

felt were important and to offer clarifying comments to correct the record (Sarantakos 2005). 

Importantly, they were ‘expert’ in their own house and their experiences of it (Rubin and Rubin 

2005). Interviews can accommodate a variety of views on a ‘complex reality’, and I was alert 
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Observation

to the possibility that similar houses would attract quite different responses from occupants 

(Rapley 2006; Rubin and Rubin 2005). Accordingly, a flexible method was required to capture 

potentially nuanced and detailed explanations and their rationale (Rapley 2006; Rubin and Rubin 

2005). Rapoport (1985) reminds us that given an opportunity, occupants may be drawn to some 

environments while avoiding others; with their reasons potentially enlightening the researcher. 

‘When and why they came to the Village’ also served as an informative ‘ice-breaker’ question, and 

I continued with questions about aspects of their house, garden, and surrounds, such as:

•	 How long they planned to stay?

•	 Favourite part of the house/garden?  

•	 Changes implemented or planned to the house/garden?

•	 Examples of house and garden use?

•	 Use of the shared indoor and outdoor spaces of the Village?

Interviews were then cross-checked against observation and archival documents for potentially 

omitted information, selective reporting or positive bias by participating occupants (Creswell and 

Miller 2000). These combined techniques revealed some ‘spoken or unspoken rules’ about use, 

subtle social dynamics or subconscious routine actions; particularly identifying usability aspects 

or interactions that might go unreported in the interview (Atkinson and Delamont 2011).  

To familiarise myself with the Village, I conducted ‘naturalistic’ observation of its outdoor environs 

and attended some of their community meetings. In this section, I discuss the observational house 

and garden tours which accompanied each interview. Combining house and garden observational 

tours with interviews revealed in-depth occupant experiences and the contexts of everyday 

household and Village activities (Schwandt 2014). Observation was a key aspect of the research, 

but to minimise intrusion, it also had to be time-efficient and respectful of occupant privacy. 

Therefore, I took photographs and digitally audio-recorded occupant responses and comments 

during the tour so that I could continue analysis after the session. In this way, photographs of 

design features could be combined with occupant narratives and the supplied house plans or 

my sketched spatial layouts (Jorgensen 1989). House location, siting, number of storeys, number 

of bedrooms and orientation were also captured before or after the interview using my pre-

prepared checklist (refer to Appendix C: Fieldwork instruments).

A primary benefit of observation “is its depth, and therefore the contribution of rich insight. One 

weakness is that it lacks breadth, as the focus is typically on [a] particular situation” or location 
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Archival documents

Fieldwork summary 

conclusions

(Lacono et al. 2009, p40; also AFA 2014). Observation can also assist with researcher reporting 

bias by shifting the vantage point from the self to those observed, or of the ‘traces’ they left of 

use (Atkinson and Delamont 2011). The observational tour moved the occupant interview from 

“description to depiction”, offering the author visual data with the potential to reveal patterns 

of use and some reasons for them (Emmel 2008, p2). The tour placed occupants in a different 

situation to the broader interview, increasing the prospect that they could point out additional 

issues which were otherwise difficult to remember or describe (Wiener et al. 1994). The house floor 

plan or spatial layout performed an allied role, enabling occupants to discuss which areas of the 

house they liked or disliked (Emmel 2008; Wiener 1994). Such techniques can help participants 

engage in considering all areas of their house, along with specific room attributes, and tends to 

be more effective than simply asking, ‘so tell me what you like about your home’ (Emmel 2008). 

The Village archival documents included both original mid-1970s and later drawings, which 

combined to reveal aspects of house size, use and change. The newspaper clippings and recurrent 

or special-issue anniversary newsletters, poems, stories and meeting minutes were a ‘time 

capsule’ of experiences, adding further breadth and depth to the observation and interviews 

conducted in 2014. These materials offered many occupant perspectives, and a history of the 

Village, while providing a further opportunity to explore critical questions or issues that I may not 

have otherwise considered (refer to Appendix D: Summary analysis of Village meeting minutes).

Importantly, the body corporate and Annual General Meetings (AGM) minutes went further, by 

offering an ‘insider’ perspective on Village interactions and an ‘unvarnished’ account of nearly four 

decades of both ‘mutual support’ and design-use frictions over time. For example, Village policies 

ranged from house modifications to maintenance but also sought to curb certain behaviours or 

deal with perceived transgressions. Hence, I judged this material to be a useful balancing force 

to any potential positive reporting bias arising from the interviews. Rubin and Rubin (2005, p68) 

agree, inviting the researcher to “double-check certain key conclusions, but once your double-

checking verifies your initial findings, you can stop”. 

Thus, multi-stage data collection infused the design research aspects of the project with a rich source 

of information. Subsequent data analysis and reflective design, in turn, informed and improved 

compact housing creative practice in a range of ways. My early observations of the ‘naturalistic’ 

research setting enabled me to develop initial explanations.41 The interviews, which followed, 

served to expand the author’s perspective, enabling the occupants to contribute to meaning- 41: A qualification applies. ‘Initial explanations’ drawn from 

observation, are necessarily subjective, because the observer 

chooses what to emphasise. Hence, my research appropriately 

combined observation, interview and archival document analysis.
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Analysis

Descriptive analysis using 

grounded theory

making while allowing new topics to emerge. The narrated photographic tours and my annotated 

floor plans (or spatial layouts) then enabled clarification and depiction of earlier descriptions or 

ideas raised. Archival documents similarly helped to clarify or contextualise matters. In this way, 

my POE fieldwork comprised three key techniques, along with their interdependencies, rationale, 

protocols and triangulation. These techniques combined to offer “thick, rich descriptions” and 

depictions of occupant experiences, the analysis of which I will discuss in the next section (Denzin 

1989, p83; also Emmel 2008).  

Earlier I discussed the rationale of my investigative-diagnostic POE method, along with 

its development and application to the Village case study. Yin (2003) notes that case study 

analysis requires rigorous thinking and sufficient presentation of evidence to reach appropriate 

conclusions, supported by careful consideration of alternative explanations. To this end, Saldana 

(2009) recommends at least two analytic approaches, for accountability, breadth and depth 

(also Creswell and Miller 2000). This section outlines the iterative, cyclical thematic analysis 

of description (coding), and depiction (drawing, diagram analysis and measured drawing 

comparison). Design responses and reflection followed, and when combined, they revealed a 

range of ‘small living’ design-use findings.

As themes emerged, the data was assembled and reassembled, providing interpretation or 

explanation of a question or problem. The process was then repeated to test the emergent 

thematic conception, its efficacy, or to generalise the application of house or household case 

study typologies (Jorgensen 1989).  Data synthesis, in turn, was evaluated and critically examined 

and was broadly derived at house-scale from:

•	 interview audio recordings, supported by floor plan/spatial layout with author notes, and 

•	 house and garden observational tour (audio, photographic and floor plan recording). 

Precinct-scale fieldwork and analysis then provided important context but was necessarily limited 

to investigations, interpretation and findings pertinent to compact house research, and included:

•	 observation sketches, notes and photographs of public/communal Village spaces, and 

•	 archival documents (drawings, newsletters and minutes).

Previously I described how grounded theory supports my research aims by offering comprehensive 

and exploratory inductive review and synthesis of the data__collected from interviews, observation 

and archival materials__while seeking to retain meaning (Adu 2018; Saldana 2009). Grounded 
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Transcription, text conversion 

and ‘cleaning’ the data

From initial to descriptive to 

interpretive coding

theory offers a system of cyclical thematic analysis to reveal ideas, patterns or constructs to 

explain and develop theories about the phenomenon observed, heard or read (Adu 2018; Saldana 

2009). My analysis refinement progressed through a three-phase process of initial, descriptive, 

then interpretive coding; cyclically deepening my understanding of compact house occupant 

experiences. Though valuable for its depth, adopting too many codes with this technique may 

conceal patterns and themes. Hence NVivo software was chosen for its ability to dynamically 

‘sort and sift’ the data and to view it in a range of ways (Adu 2018, Crabtree and Miller 1999).  

The verbatim interview transcription process prioritised the accuracy of information content; 

augmented by the researcher-determined notation of nonverbal behaviour, tone and the physical 

setting (MacLean et al. 2004; Easton et al. 2000; Fontana and Frey 1994). Following the pilot 

interviews, I prepared a transcript as an opportunity to review style, efficacy and to check the audio 

recording quality. Having established an acceptable transcript standard, I engaged professional 

transcription services for the balance of Village interviews, which I later spot-checked for accuracy, 

conversation content, context and tone (King and Horrocks 2010; Liamputtong 2009). 

Next, using Nvivo Autocode, so-called ‘Nodes’ were created for each transcript interview question 

(Figure 29, right).42 This enabled the data to be immediately searched, grouped and analysed by 

each interview question or by participating Village household. Separately, the archival meeting 

minutes were supplied primarily as scanned hard-copy documents; therefore, the first step was 

to use a text-convertor to produce an electronic ‘searchable’ format file. As the text-convertor 

did not always recognise unusual or longer words and proper nouns, the original scans were 

read before coding. These ‘searchable’ conversions were valuable for initial keyword searches to 

comparatively reveal__through pie chart depiction__the frequency with which an issue was raised.

Careful review of the audio files—reading and re-reading of transcripts and archival texts—

provided the necessary accuracy checks while revealing patterns of understanding and enabling 

connections to develop that might lead to design insights (DeWalt and DeWalt 2002). Initially, 

the data was In vivo coded, using words or short phrases from the data itself to label sections 

pertinent to the research question while setting aside irrelevant text. More than one code, in turn, 

was assigned to some sections of the text. Such analysis and coding was useful for exploring 

relationships, trends and meaning in the data, along with comparative occupants perspectives. 

While repeated house designs featured throughout the Village case study, the analysis revealed a 

variety of occupant experiences and responses to similar house types (Crabtree and Miller 1999). 

Figure 29: Sample from NVivo showing descriptive coding, 
located in the database software at so-called  ‘Nodes’.

42: In readiness for NVIVO analysis, I ‘cleaned’ the data using 

Microsoft Word Styles to differentiate question headings, from 

participant responses, and interviewer subset questions and probes.
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Over-arching categories or themes were derived from word frequency and pie chart depiction; a 

technique emphasised during my early analysis or initial coding phase. The researcher’s Codebook 

guided the coding process, as a living document which was iteratively refined (refer to Appendix 

L: Fieldwork data analysis thematic codebook). The Codebook drew on keywords, categories and 

definitions derived from the coding process, thematic analysis phases and literature (Richards 

and Morse 2007). At the start of the analysis, limited pre-defined codes were used, providing the 

flexibility for other codes to emerge that reflected the perspectives of participating occupants.

The second cycle process involved descriptive coding of transcripts and minutes to explore 

the meanings and explanation of use. Different formats (matrices, tables, summaries and pie 

charts) for displaying coded data were used to reveal themes and patterns. The frequency of the 

occurrence of a descriptive theme was also analysed, and pie charts were produced to depict and 

compare occupant descriptions of their room, house, garden or the Village (refer to Appendix M: 

Sample descriptive analysis of fieldwork data). This frequency analysis of interviews and minutes 

introduced helpful thematic patterns to guide the subsequent in-depth analysis, which in turn, 

revealed Village occupant satisfaction or dissatisfaction along with some explanation. From a 

descriptive base, recurring themes in the data were examined more closely in Nvivo, and through 

diagrammatic analysis, I progressively shed irrelevant data during the process.  

The interpretive coding phase followed and involved the ongoing iterative process of grouping 

and interpreting meaning from the descriptive codes. Aspects of the house, room, garden or 

Village size were found to have common attributes and relationships, such as spatial qualities, 

occupant interfaces, change, sustainability or the Village precinct context. Interview transcripts 

were then revisited to clarify content, context and meaning, with codes left intact, modified or 

expanded through this process as theories behind use, interaction and change emerged for this 

case study. The process relied heavily on depiction, design testing and reflection, derived from 

the exploration of patterns of similarity, difference and frequency in the data, as I will discuss next. 

The act of sketching and drawing offered potentially valuable visual evaluation and data synthesis 

to reveal patterns. As a mid-career practising architect, I was able to build on existing design 

literacy skills and experience to exploit this aspect. In addition, electronic 3D-modelling enabled 

me to change scale, ‘zoom in and out’ and fly-through a Village ‘facsimile’, thus observing, 

analysing and benchmarking the data from different vantages. From a conceptual standpoint, I 

would argue, therefore, that ‘description’ can be considered an investigative tool of this research, 

Depictive analysis or 

‘spatialising’ the data
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utilised to reveal occupant-use, while ‘depiction and design’ aid the diagnosis of house attributes 

linked to the occupant experience. Combined, description and depiction, therefore, became an 

important element of my research, offering findings in a format prospectively useful to architects, 

and addressing for the Village case, what I had found to be a lack of design diagnosis in existing 

POE. Thus various Village house depictions contributed to my thematic design analysis and 

supported the cross-checking and clarification of the interpretive themes which had emerged from 

the descriptive data. Drawing analysis was used to understand house size and to visualise aspects 

of household use, interface and change. Accustomed to ‘drawing’ out a problem, my depictive 

analysis did not require advanced planning, as I had done with the descriptive analysis. Instead, a 

‘trial and error’ approach sufficed, as I sketched, modelled or assigned functional zones to reveal 

a particular theme or pattern. Depiction materials included observational analysis, photographs 

and archival documents offering a visual ‘architectural’ analysis of patterns, possibilities and 

conflicts (Emmel 2008; Bateman et al. 2007).

One such example emerged from my early attempts to integrate photographs and house plans 

or spatial maps within the interview transcripts. As an initial approach, it was a useful vehicle for 

data familiarisation, however, integrating data in this manner resulted in an overly long transcript 

document, motivating me to improve the analysis by 3D-modelling the studied house types 

(Figure 30, above). For accuracy, as I prepared 3D-models, I referred to Village archival drawings. 

Importantly, caution was required when deciding how much or how little to depict or data to 

analyse. In terms of detail, the 3D-model offered an electronic facsimile of the house being studied, 

allowing the author the discretion to cease modelling once sufficient insight into the research 

questions or themes was obtained. Relevant transcript extracts and accompanying photographs 

were then located geographically within the model; thereby spatialising the data through the act 

of drawing to reveal insights, patterns and understandings in a ‘searchable’ visual form. 

Narrated photographic 

house tours

Figure 30: Sample of spatialised fieldwork data (above left), 
which geo-located occupant-use feedback within the digital 
3D house model. Thus patterns, opportunities and conflicts 
emerged when photographs, occupant narrative and my 
analysis was combined with the house designs to which they 
referred. I was familiar with Revit software as a time-efficient 
3D drawing package, and Sketchup supplemented its use. 
Notably, Revit has Building Information Management (BIM) 
capabilities, which may offer future research potential as a 
powerful spatialised database. In this scenario, occupant-
use information is invested directly in the model, seeking to 
stream-line my voluminous data entry processes.
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Conclusion, design 

responses and reflection

This chapter has explained the rationale, approach and methods used to obtain and analyse 

complex qualitative ‘small living’ research data, responding to a gap in the archetypical architectural 

process for supply-led medium-density. I have described a socio-spatial methodology comprising 

research for and through practice and discussed the theories and principles underlying my 

adopted approaches. In particular, I argued that in user-centred design theory, compact housing 

exists to support occupant activities (Vischer 2008). Outlining the author role, I also explained 

the research rationale, development of research questions and the resultant fieldwork techniques, 

their features and criteria; including whether the latter had been used by others and if successful 

or not. My detailed methodology outline included the choice of criterion and steps followed 

when designing the fieldwork, research instruments and sources of data used, Village participant 

recruitment, fieldwork conduct and ethical issues, along with data collection and analysis.

I explained the anticipated benefit of my developed investigative-diagnostic approach to POE. 

Specifically, I highlighted its role in linking occupant-use feedback to design and the value derived 

from spatialising the data, thus synthesising findings into a beneficial visual format. My method of 

interview, observation and archival document analysis provides potentially integrated descriptive-

depictive tools to explore built environment effectiveness from the occupant perspective. My 

‘Thematic Map of Compact House Design and Use’__featured in the next chapter__describes a 

holistic framework of occupant experiences specific to the Village case study, and without overt 

prescription, offers prospective application to similar household or housing typologies. For 

example, to feed-forward relevant findings to inform compact house design decisions within my 

own practice, part of the method involved supplementary research to study the occupants and 

context setting of each new case. Substituting for the unknown occupant of supply-led medium-

density, were desktop and literature reviews of demographics including house and household 

formation, along with home-buyer focus testing and interviews with occupant ‘expert advocates’. 

My user-centred design journey continued by reflecting on the research transformation of the 

Compass House creative artefact, and a form of socio-spatial architectural practice emerged. 

Progressing from pre-PhD Compass House designs through later incarnations provided scope for 

reflection, revealing design-use insights used to test the over-arching ‘small living’ interpretive 

themes. The two chapters which follow, combine to conceptualise and implement the improved 

user-centred design of medium-density compact housing. The first chapter details Occupant 

Fieldwork Findings and the emergent overarching themes. The second explores the author’s 

research-informed Design Responses and Reflection, accompanied by Part B: Creative Artefact.
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Introduction to 

research for practice

About the Village, 

participants and 

demographic context 

SMALL LIVING?
OCCUPANT 

FIELDWORK 
FINDINGS

In the previous chapter, I described the range of socio-spatial techniques employed to progressively 

reveal occupant experiences of living in compact houses within a communal landscape setting 

in Canberra (Figure 31, right). Located fourteen kilometres from the city centre, the Village is 

a pseudonym adopted for the precinct of approximately 70 compact houses developed in the 

mid-1970s. It features a range of house, and household types relevant to Canberra’s diversifying 

demographic and is described next (ACT Planning Strategy 2018). This chapter reports on POE 

findings from the Village, derived from iterative, qualitative analysis of in-depth case study data 

(Flyvberg 2006; Stake 2005; Yin 2003). I discuss the findings in the context of my analysis of 

Village archival materials, along with observation and interviews conducted through 2014.  

Four key interpretive themes emerged from combined description and depiction analysis 

techniques. The findings observe this thematic structure and comprise both POE techniques 

and their emergent liveability criteria. The latter were foundational to the subsequent design 

responses, which in turn, deepened thematic meaning (refer Design Responses and Reflection 

chapter and Part B: Creative Artefact). In this way, the compact house liveability criteria and 

design responses combine to address my research questions, as I will discuss both here and in the 

following chapter. I also define each theme in detail and include links to the literature.

Previously, I discussed the rationale for the chosen fieldwork case study. Here, a description of 

the Village case is accompanied by suburban-scale demographic analysis (ABS Census 2016). 

Although the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) does not collect data at the Village-scale, the 

following comparison and discussion offers an informative context. For example, space demands 

and house use patterns are influenced by age, occupation and household size, with occupant 

satisfaction linked to the social and material norms of particular demographic groups (James 2007). 

The participating occupant mix reflected the broader Village demographic. They included 

couples, single-person households, adults with children living at home and ‘empty-nesters’ (Figure 

32, overleaf). Some were older than the suburb median, with others describing themselves as 

‘superannuated hippies’ (Nathan MF1SM).43  Participating occupants who had raised children, and 

lived in their house over several decades, offered age-in-place insights, with some now adapting 

to health or mobility issues. A small group of multi-family houses also participated in the study. 

At the time of the fieldwork, families with young children were in the minority within the Village. 

Figure 31: Partial precinct view (above) of the Village 
landscaped spine path, flanked by north-facing houses. 
Communal facilities are central and to the south is the public 
street and car parking.

Cars

Pool

Spine path

Courtyard houses

Split-level houses

Community 
centre

Public st
reet

43: The suffix ‘MF1SM’ abbreviates the house type, number of 

storeys and house size of a participating occupant. The range of 

householders and house types is expanded on at pages 54 and 56.
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Kate 
Nathan

(MF1SM)

Greg

(CY1ME)

Shawn
Sharon

(CY2LA)

Bernadette
Bryan and 
daughter

(MF3ME)

Lucy

(CY1SM)

Ed
Hugh
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Ian  
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(CY1ME)

Elizabeth

(SL3SM)
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Figure 32:  Household composition by decade to 2014 and 
featuring participating occupant pseudonyms of Courtyard, 
Split-level or Multi-family houses (CY, SL or MF), number of 
storeys (1,2, or 3) and small, medium or large (SM, ME or LA).
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CarsSpine path StreetLandscape

Interpretive themes

The Village lies at the mid-point of the ‘Socio-economic Disadvantage Scale’, with a house purchase 

price range of $500-600k (ABS 2016; Figure 33, right). There are more home-owners than renters 

in the Village, but at the time of the fieldwork, the renting cohort was steadily increasing (Nathan 

MF1SM). Reasons for choosing to live in the Village included its dominant landscape character, 

the cohousing community philosophy and proximity to friends or family.41 The size of the house 

and garden was also cited, along with the overall architectural character and access to communal 

facilities including the dining hall, lounge, studio, swimming pool and flexible ball court.

Located on the curve of a north-facing hill, the Village comprises clusters of attached low-lying 

and elevated houses, collectively enjoying views of surrounding hills and ridges (Figure 34, 

below). Woven between housing clusters, the communal ‘bushland’ setting and spine path were 

prioritised by restricting cars to the southern precinct edge, adjacent the public street.

The Village is a medium-density compact housing exemplar (RAIA ACT Chapter Awards Jury 

1977; also ACT Planning Affordable Housing 2019; Canberra House 2018; RSTCA 2010). Within 

the Village, medium-density attached houses average approximately 125sqm.s in size, with a 

uniform mix of two, three or four-bedrooms (ABS 2016). The wider suburb, on the other hand, is 

dominated by larger, low-density, detached houses with three to four-bedrooms. Featuring solar 

passive designs, the L-shaped ‘courtyard’ and elevated ‘split-level’ house configurations within 

the Village also differ from their suburban context. Below I provide detailed thematic analysis on 

the range of compact house occupant experiences revealed by the research.

In qualitative research, cyclical thematic analysis is an established technique to synthesise and 

interpret interview transcripts and written documents, while preserving meaning (Adu 2018; 

Grbich 2013; King and Horrocks 2010). Iteratively coding and linking collected Village data 

revealed indicators, concepts and categories, as theories and constructs emerged (Richards and 

Morse 2007; Coffey and Atkinson 1996). Early descriptive themes were subsumed by the over-

arching interpretive themes, as aspects of the lived-experience of compact houses gradually 

presented (King and Horrocks 2010; Crotty 1998). I also undertook drawing analysis—accompanied 

Figure 34: Section (middle) shows the site sloping from south 
to north away from the public street. Elevated and low-lying 
houses flank the spine path and enjoy landscape views. 

Indicator Suburban 
context

Village participating 
occupants

People 

Average people/
dwelling 

2.6 1.9

Average children/
dwelling 

0.8 0.2

Age 40 (median) Over 55 (average)

Household ethnicity Around 1/4 of 
householder born 
overseas

Consistent with 
suburb

Education Near equal mix 
of secondary, 
tertiary/technical 
or not stated

Predominantly 
tertiary educated

$$$

Household weekly 
income

$1,916 Consistent with 
suburb

Socio-economic 
disadvantage

Both ends of 
disadvantage 
scale

Mid-range of 
disadvantage scale

Median house values $400-500k $500-600k

Dwelling formation

Gross dwelling 
density

3-5 dwelling/
hectare

19 dwelling/hectare

Dwelling type Detached, 1 and 2 
storey

Attached, 1 and 3 
storey

Number bedrooms Approx 90% are 
3-4 bedroom 
houses

Uniform mix of 2,3,4 
bedroom houses

Car parking Attached car 
parking

Detached communal 
car parking

Motor vehicles/
dwelling

1.9 Approx 1.5

Lease type Mainly single 
dwelling blocks

Unit titled with 
communal facilities

Figure 33: Demographic overview (above) derived from 
sources: Village supplied artefacts and interviews, Allhomes 
2019, CoreLogic 2019, ABS Community Profile 2016, ABS 
Quickstats 2016, ABS 2011, ACT Housing Choices 2018, 
https://www.planning.act.gov.au/topics/affordable_housing, 
www.auhouseprices.com. Both suburb and Village population 
growth is static. Nearly-half the suburbs population was 
of working age (25–64), a further 32% children and young 
adults (up to 24), with the balance comprised of over 65s.

44: For a definition of cohousing, refer to Appendix A.
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Indicator Suburban 
context

Village participating 
occupants

People 

Average people/
dwelling 

2.6 1.9

Average children/
dwelling 

0.8 0.2

Age 40 (median) Over 55 (average)

Household ethnicity Around 1/4 of 
householder born 
overseas

Consistent with 
suburb

Education Near equal mix 
of secondary, 
tertiary/technical 
or not stated

Predominantly 
tertiary educated

$$$

Household weekly 
income

$1,916 Consistent with 
suburb

Socio-economic 
disadvantage

Both ends of 
disadvantage 
scale

Mid-range of 
disadvantage scale

Median house values $400-500k $500-600k

Dwelling formation

Gross dwelling 
density

3-5 dwelling/
hectare

19 dwelling/hectare

Dwelling type Detached, 1 and 2 
storey

Attached, 1 and 3 
storey

Number bedrooms Approx 90% are 
3-4 bedroom 
houses

Uniform mix of 2,3,4 
bedroom houses

Car parking Attached car 
parking

Detached communal 
car parking

Motor vehicles/
dwelling

1.9 Approx 1.5

Lease type Mainly single 
dwelling blocks

Unit titled with 
communal facilities

by occupant descriptions—to understand and visualise aspects of household use, interface and 

change over time, along with the depiction of observational analysis, photographs and archival 

materials. Indeed, the conversion of occupant descriptions into a visual format, allowed patterns, 

possibilities and conflicts to be spatially interpreted, aided by the synthesis of findings into a 

beneficial visual form (Emmel 2008; Bateman et al. 2007).

A deeper understanding of experiential interdependencies was important to improve compact 

house design and warranted a holistic approach. My ‘Thematic Map of Compact House Design 

and Use’ resulted, capturing the four themes of user interface, size and sustainability, communal 

and context, and flexibility and change (Figure 36, overleaf). Theme 1: user interface, explored 

house size and proximity through interactions within the house, with neighbours and the Village 

landscape surrounds. Theme 2: size and sustainability, described actual, perceived, effective, 

and ‘sustainable’ house size, including interior spaciousness and the surrounding connections 

or barriers which expand or shrink usability. Theme 3: communal and context, explored the 

precinct landscape and built form character of the Village and the role of communal facilities to 

supplement house size. Theme 4: flexibility and change, captured aspects of house use, adaptation, 

modification or extension, revealing examples of design-use alignment or misalignment.

Pseudonyms were adopted for de-identification of the participating occupants, the Village case 

study itself and archival documents. Occupant quote extracts__ “in italics”__featuring in this chapter, 

are from full-text interview transcriptions or archival materials. The latter included newsletters, 

and body corporate meeting minutes. Examples of adopted conventions are as follows:

•	 text omitted from a sentence is depicted by ellipsis: “. . .” or, ellipsis with period: “ . . . .” 

•	 clarifying text, missing words: “in their words [text]” or, inaudible text: “ in their words [?]”

•	 (Kate and Nathan, MF1SM) is an example of de-identified occupant name and house type 45

•	 de-identified archival documents adopt the format of (document name, year and type). 

Three key data sources supported precinct and house-scale inquiry, moving from public 

to private and from depictive to descriptive analysis; while also providing a means of cross-

checking findings against several sources (Figure 35, above right). Select quotes from transcribed 

interviews, analysis of archival materials, photographs, sketches and drawings support each 

thematic categorisation. Occupant experiences of several compact house types are explored, 

beginning with User Interfaces and their constituent codes, which combine with the broader 

thematic analysis to lay the groundwork for the design responses found in the next chapter. 

OCCUPANT 
INTERVIEWS

OBSERVATIONAL
   FIELDWORK

ARCHIVAL 
MATERIALS

Size and 
sustainability

Flexibility 
and change

User 
interface

Communal 
and context

Figure 35: Three key user-centred fieldwork and analysis 
techniques (above) combined to reveal interpretive themes in 
pursuit of improved compact house design. Some techniques 
contributed to theme development more than others, but the 
combination supported the cross-checking of findings, their 
clarification and refinement. Along the way, I dispensed with 
inferior or superfluous techniques settling on these fieldwork 
instruments, as I will discuss later this chapter.

45: Each occupant pseudonym includes a designation of their 

applicable house type and size. Denoted by the SM, ME or LA suffix, 

average house sizes were small (95sqm.), medium (125sqm.) or large 

(155sqm), respectively.
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Figure 36: Thematic Map of Compact House Design and Use 
(above) captures interpretive themes, and their constituent 
codes, derived from the fieldwork analysis. Not all codes 
describe use, nor do they all refer to design. For example, 
spatial offset emerged as a design response to the usability 
requirements of interface. Hence the map also underpins 
the design reflection protocol found at the next chapter. 
Participating occupant In vivo quotes are in italics.

•	 Public and private

•	 Spatial offset

•	 Social, Retreat, Utility

•	 Precinct cohesiveness

•	 House personalisation

•	 Negotiated territory

•	 “Use less”- no bigger than necessary

•	 Spatial qualities and materials

•	 “Sphere of influence”

•	 Changing use over time

•	 Adapt, modify, extend

•	 Design amplified by use

USER INTERFACECOMMUNAL AND CONTEXT

SIZE AND SUSTAINABILITY

FLEXIBILITY AND CHANGE

Small 

Living and 

Design 
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You are cordially invited to visit this highly imaginative Village [where] each house has 

uninterrupted views of…surrounding hills…grouped in clusters of 3 to 7, in a traffic-free 

environment, landscaped with predominantly native plants….The emphasis is on personal 

privacy within a community setting (Original advertisement extract, late 1976, Village Archives).

User interface describes a critical aspect of medium-density compact housing, referring to wanted 

or unwanted household interactions with one another, with their surrounds, with neighbours or 

with strangers (also Dovey and Wood 2015; Cox 1983). Factors include house size and neighbour 

proximity, along with the SCD Village features, such as communal facilities, the bushland landscape 

setting, footpaths and car parking (Williams 2005). Indeed, connection to one another was a 

foundational Village philosophy, and their concern for suburban social isolation led the ‘pioneers’ 

to pursue a privately developed cohousing model with “no internal roads, no fences,…peripheral 

parking bays and community centre”  (Newsletter Article: ‘The Beginning’, 1986, Village Archives).

The pie chart (Figure 37, below right), introduces key interface issues raised by participating 

occupants, highlighting tensions between privacy sought and their desired connection to landscape 

surrounds. Interactions within the Village ranged from neighbour support for one another to 

neighbour disputes. Improved user-centred compact housing requires a deeper understanding 

of the occupant experience of a range of interfaces within and beyond the house. For example, 

design and occupant behaviours combine as the two main contributors to noise complaints 

which__along with ‘overlooking’__represents a significant recurring problem in medium-density 

(Easthope and Judd 2010). In keeping with the literature, I explore interface, noise, overlooking 

and connection, both externally and internally; at precinct-scale, through the subset interpretive 

code of public or private space, then at house-scale, through retreat, social and utility spaces. 

This code explores the impact of adjacent neighbours, car parking, landscape or communal 

facilities on households, focusing on noise, overlooking, territory and connection. The overall 

balance of neighbour privacy, framed landscape views, and Village features fostering social 

interaction, was valued by occupants and considered a product of sensitive design, maintained 

through careful community management. 

Within the Village, attached low-lying courtyard (CY), elevated split-level (SL) or multi-family 

(MF) houses feature large north-facing windows, each adjacent their respective courtyard garden 

or balcony. Conversely, small south-facing windows offer privacy adjacent communal landscaping 

Theme 1:

User interface

Figure 37: Interface pie chart (above) introduces participating 
occupant feedback by depicting the number of instances 
that usability or amenity factors occurred. While the pie chart 
introduces thematic aspects, it is necessarily silent on the 
extent to which occupants were satisfied; the latter explored 
in further detail in this section, along with explanations. House 
privacy refers to spaces or zones within the house.

USER 
INTERFACES

Code: 

Public or private space
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and footpaths linking the precinct (Figure 38, right). Thus, a pattern of garden connection and 

neighbour privacy emerged, a circumstance which mainly satisfied occupants, who valued house 

design features that supported their choice to be public or private (Foth and Sanders 2005):

...people have a measure of control [over] privacy [deep within their courtyard, or they can] 

choose to walk out here [near public landscape] and be a bit more on display (Ed CY1ME). 

Here, house shape, house offset, wing walls and landscape screening combine to minimise 

unwanted interaction, with occupants including Elizabeth finding the houses surprisingly private:

You’re not [living] in each other’s pockets….even though you live next to each other so closely, 

you don’t hear anything much at all because it’s double brick and they’re concertinaed. See 

their living space is over there, mine’s up here. And the next one is forward again.…beautifully 

designed that way....quite private (Elizabeth SL3SM).

Reference to noise and overlooking within the Village was rare, as the body corporate minutes 

reinforced (refer to Appendix D: Summary analysis of Village meeting minutes). Take the example 

of the elevated split-level houses, which offer highly-valued panoramic landscape views, and 

minimise neighbour overlooking through height separation of living spaces from ground level 

communal footpaths. As Nathan (MF1SM) explains:

The balconies of the [split]-levels did not look into the courtyard [houses]…wing walls [also 

prevented overlooking of] your neighbours (Nathan MF1SM). 

Native landscape knits the precinct together and is enjoyed from houses, precinct entry footpaths 

and driveways. Predominantly fence-free, landscape edges such as earth berms, screens, low 

shrubs, pergolas or arbours subtly demarcate courtyard gardens from adjacent communal space:

I’m sure they don’t want to see me, and I don’t want to see them....[I will plant] screening, a bit 

of privacy ‘cause it’s quite open. Although, it doesn’t get a lot of through-traffic (Vicky CY1LA).

Notably, the Village__as a permeable precinct with territorial ambiguity__caused the body corporate 

to express intermittent concern regarding the presence of strangers, a circumstance which led to 

the introduction of landscape barriers to deter thoroughfare through communal spaces. Likewise, 

“dog control became a big issue”  for a while, in this mostly fence-free landscape (Appendix D).46

More broadly, the medium-density SCD environs of the Village concentrated neighbour relations__

both positive and negative__according to participating occupants. For example, some occupants 

Figure 38: Interface diagram (above) shows the northern 
(top) and southern house aspect (bottom). The partial site 
plan (middle) depicts southern enclosed walls in black and 
northern windows dashed in blue; living areas are yellow. Front 
door access is via the spine path. Low height fences were 
the exception, retrofitted by some occupants with children or 
dogs. Apart from the occasional mention of appliance noise 
through attached party walls, houses were found surprisingly 
quiet, given their close proximity.

Spine path

Xm Xm Xm

Views

46: Village factors such as its permeable landscape surrounds, 

dog control concerns and families with young children, led to the 

sporadic introduction of low fences and the trialling of pet policies. 

Refer to Appendix D, where key findings from the analysis of the 

Village Archives body corporate meeting minutes are tabulated.
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desired privacy and social distance beyond the restrictions of their physical proximity, or as Ed 

(CY1ME) mused “something does seem to be intensified here”. In this area, contradictions abound, 

for medium-density living may isolate some occupants, while fostering social connectedness in 

others (Henderson-Wilson 2008). As Ian (CY1ME) explained, “bad relations with [our neighbour] 

next door...affected how much we use our courtyard”, while communal landscape spaces, including 

the journey from house to communal carports, created welcome and unwelcome interactions 

(Easthope and Judd 2010; Day 2000):

Still love walking down the spine path, you know...and one of our neighbours…I asked him would 

he go for a walk with me and just talk  (Shawn CY1LA). 

We’re certainly thrown together more here….The aspect of the Village where we interact in the 

garages, which was one of the pluses of the place, but when there’s a problem, well that means 

there are [occasional] meetings which are unavoidable (Ian CY1ME).

Occupants expressed sensitivity to security and noise, given the remoteness of carports, which 

ranged from 10 to 60 metres from the houses they serviced. On the one hand, the car-free 

environment helped reduce traffic noise impact on houses. As Bernadette (MF3ME) explained, 

“we’re a long way both from the road and from any cars that came in on the site”. However, 

communal carports deterred some forms of noise generation such as using power tools, according 

to Bryan (MF3ME). Instead, some occupants introduced workshops co-located with their house 

(Ian CY1ME). Interestingly, their preference to generate noise within their own territory differed 

from the literature, which offered examples of communal spaces used instead of houses for noisier 

activities (Henderson-Wilson 2008).

The above are examples from the range of external interfaces between houses and adjacent spaces 

grouped under this code. In particular, this case study shows that reasonable privacy is possible 

between adjacent compact houses, neighbours, and communal facilities, assisted by design 

features to define territory and frame landscape views. Hence, the Village mainly rises above the 

“pets, parking and parties” complaints common to compact housing of this density (Easthope and 

Judd 2010, p18; also Young and Gaskell 2012; Hunter et al. 2005). Instead, the occupant group 

mostly praised its amenity. Within the house and its garden realm, internal privacy is similarly 

valued, and the following code changes scale to focus on retreat, social and utility spaces.

This code explores house and garden privacy and interfaces, their connections and potential 

conflicts. Consistent with the literature, satisfaction was a function of the number of occupants, 

Code: Retreat, social 

and utility spaces
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the need for space for independent activity, the number of rooms available and the house 

configuration (Drury and Somers 2010). Of course, the type of space itself played a role, and 

participating occupants described a range of room uses. Dispensing, therefore, with prescriptive 

room labels such as ‘bedroom’ and ‘living room’, I adopted the categories of ‘retreat, social and 

utility’ space, to reflect the flexible room use described, and to aid my data analysis and depiction 

of compatible and conflicting adjacencies and patterns. For example, some occupants favoured 

open-plan, for the social interaction it fostered, with the ‘social hub’ of the house typically 

comprised of a living room, kitchen and family room:

There were two drivers for the renovations__one was…having a larger kitchen and being able to 

talk to guests while we were doing things (Nathan MF1SM).

The literature, however, found open-plan kitchens created other problems for occupants such as 

noise, mess or smells, and Ed (CY1ME) and his partner, for example, augmented their kitchen by 

introducing a discrete ‘messy’ zone scullery (Bretherton and Pleace 2008). 

Occupants including Ed (CY1ME), described “meet[ing] in the middle” at the social spaces of the 

house, combined with the independence offered by separate retreat wings (Figure 39, right):

...a lot of time in the kitchen, talking, reading a paper or watching TV there, so that really is 

the kind of daytime hub of the house....We spend a lot of time in here [referring to the lounge 

room], in the night-time (Ed CY1ME).

Note the entry sequence of the house, beginning with central social spaces, flanked by peripheral 

retreat spaces. This accords with the literature, where open-plan combined with distinct retreat 

zones improved satisfaction for houses with multiple occupants (Easthope and Judd 2010).

 

Beyond the praise offered, some occupants were concerned with unwanted views between the 

retreat rooms of the house which flanked their courtyard gardens (also Figure 39, right):

When we have guests that’s a bad design – if I get up and the guest has got their curtains open 

we can look at each other [laughing] I don’t like that very much (Edith CY1ME).

Within the house, bathroom access directly off a social space attracted similar criticism from Shawn 

(CY2LA). Amplifying this point, Sarkissian et al. (2004, p13) described “often poor separation 

between space and activities that are shared and visible and those that are private and personal”. 

Evans et al. (1996) agree, citing the need for private zones and the option for greater separation 

Social Spaces

living room, 

rumpus room, 

dining, kitchen 

Retreat Spaces

bedroom, study, 

workshop, hobby 

room, home office

Utility Spaces

bathroom,

laundry,

kitchen, store

Figure 39: Broad categories of retreat, social and utility space 
(above), introduced to aid pattern analysis and to reflect the 
flexible room use described by participating occupants. Venn 
diagram (top) and example of the CY1ME courtyard house 
type (bottom). 
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within the house. Indeed, insufficient retreat or social space for adults with young children was an 

issue, and several occupants discussed television (TV) noise:

...initially, we had a [bedroom] at the back that was our TV room because I didn’t want to have 

the TV in the lounge – we spent time in there....We didn’t have a big family room [and] I think 

that was a minus of this house when the children were around (Edith CY1ME).

As expected, bedrooms typified retreat space for work, recreation, hobbies or to accommodate 

visiting family and guests. Such space was valued, even when used sporadically:

A real shame that it’s not better loved and used, ‘cause it has the makings of a really nice garden 

room…. It’s a great little retreat….when we had her mother and aunt come to stay regularly [it]

made a huge, huge difference (Shawn CY2LA). 

 …sleeping. I use this room to read and meditate. This is the main table that we’ve got so [?] 

writing generally (Bernadette MF3ME). 

Concerning the sleeping loft__a feature of some houses within the Village__Sharon explains that 

“Oscar would go up there [and] nobody could get at him” (CY2LA). Some occupants, therefore, 

appreciated a cellular house layout for its privacy and the ability to close off rooms for heating or 

noise control. Echoing the literature, separate retreat zones for adults and their teenage children 

were also valued (Mulholland Research and Consulting 2003):

...so it’s a quiet room in that sense...although they’d use it in the holidays...get a board game 

out and use it in that way. If it’s just them watching a movie then no they won’t use this room, 

they’ve got their own TVs down there. I’ll use this room for my movies (Vicky CY1LA).

It is evident that participating occupants have experienced a range of interactions internal to their 

house and garden, combined with the external interactions between their house, neighbours, and 

the Village surrounds. These are among the factors that constitute the user interface interpretive 

theme. Herein lies a tension for the architect of compact houses, who must sensitively combine 

proximity, privacy, connection to landscape, to neighbours and to public spaces. Thus aspects of 

the interface theme, and the accompanying themes which follow, are tested through design and 

the creative artefact, as I discuss in the next chapter. A careful mix and configuration of indoor 

and outdoor public and private or social and retreat spaces are assisted by design devices such 

as spatial offset, wing walls and landscape screening, along with adequate house and garden size 

(Figure 40, right). James agrees (2007), linking occupant satisfaction to spatial layout, separate 

zones and house size. The latter is the subject of the next theme.
Figure 40: Spine path (top), house offset with wing walls for 
privacy (middle) and courtyard garden pergola with shrub 
‘edge’; latter viewed from public landscape beyond (bottom). 
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The enormous upstairs window framed a treetop vista that won us over instantly. In our first 

year, to our delight, we would watch the seasons change from our lounge room. Living here 

feels like we’re plugged into nature (Family with young children, 2016, Anniversary Newsletter).

Size and sustainability is a vital aspect of this research, requiring an improved understanding 

of adequate house and garden size. I discuss how physical size impacted household amenity, 

along with the visual devices perceived by participating occupants as contributing to a sense of 

space. Among them are materials, room aspect, indoor-outdoor connection and thermal comfort 

(Figure 41, right). Importantly, the Village offers a microcosm of Canberra’s shrinking, diverse and 

aging household mix. Echoing the literature, I found that smaller households do not always live in 

smaller houses (ACT Housing Choices 2018; Wulff et al. 2004).

The urban policy and design community have placed high expectations on medium-density 

compact housing in recent decades, driven by goals to reduce urban sprawl and CO2 emissions and 

to improve housing choice for a changing household mix (Allen 2010; Pullen et al. 2009; Williams 

2005). The Village demonstrates that sustainability and liveability can coexist, thus defying a 

common criticism of medium-density (Howley and Scott 2009). For example, house and garden 

compactness within the Village was considered sustainable, with participants describing reduced 

occupant effort, energy, resource and land-use:

In supporting the environment, we should all simply use less. Less space, materials, and so on  

(Greg CY1ME, Newspaper article, 2013, Village Archives).

Some went further, describing the communal facilities as an extension of their house size and 

amenity. Indeed, compactness, communal facilities, and solar passive design features underpinned 

the original Village philosophy, community formation and ongoing management:

...and I think that goes back to the very early ethos of the place ‘cause it started…looking for 

good new models of how to live together and make better use of the land (Ed CY1ME).

...it is the middle house of a row of five courtyard houses, so it has effectively only two external 

walls. The house is designed with good environmental basics with the living spaces facing north 

to capture the winter sun, it has good cross-ventilation, and the concrete floors minimise under-

floor heat loss (Greg CY1ME, Newspaper article, 2013, Village Archives).

Although house compactness can improve sustainability, a lack of space is a common cause of 

occupant dissatisfaction in medium and high-density housing (Allen 2010; Pullen et al. 2009; 

Figure 41: One aspect of the size and sustainability theme, 
referring to qualities contributing to perceived spaciousness. 

SPATIAL 
QUALITIES

Theme 2: Size and  

sustainability
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Lilley 2006; Williams 2005; Metropolis Research 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Steidl 1981). This 

theme comprises two subset codes, beginning with size and spatial qualities, which considers 

actual and perceived house size adequacy, then ‘moving outside’ to consider effective or usable 

size through the connections or barriers in the surrounding environs or ‘sphere’ of the house.

This code explores actual house size and the qualities which enhanced perceived spaciousness.  

Occupants were mostly satisfied with their current house size or as Ed (CY1ME) put it “...they just 

work....there’s a logical way to furnish them; there’s plenty of storage”. Shawn (CY2LA) agreed, 

describing their spare bedroom and study as “quite large....plus you’ve got a loft”. Ian (CY1ME) 

similarly praised their “large living-dining, which was very usable for a number of things”. That 

said, household size tended to follow the life-cycle of families, or as Edith (CY1ME) explained, 

“the house is fine for us now, but the rooms for the children [were] very little.”  So too, occupants 

offered examples of insufficient space when young children or teenagers lived at home and 

described a return to ‘ideal’ size once children had moved out (Figure 42, below). 

Interestingly, Shawn and Sharon (CY2LA) and Bernadette and Bryan (MF3ME), described a lag 

in house ‘right-sizing’, because their children had moved out but their ‘stuff’ had not. Troy (1996) 

amplified this point, noting the space demands of adult children returning temporarily to live with 

parents. That said, Village houses, which range in size between small, medium and large, cater 

Figure 42: Households and house size compared (above left), 
noting adequate house size was mainly reported. However, 
instances of insufficient space arose as the family life-cycle 
progressed, and occupant numbers increased. Combinations 
of house and household types differed across the studied 
participants, as depicted.
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spatial qualities
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reasonably to diverse household needs, and designs were the product of workshops between the 

original architect and a representative group of prospective occupants. However, the literature 

is critical of persistently mismatched compact housing and households, arguing that architects 

should heed the data available on household diversity and life-cycles, along with existing research 

on general housing requirements (Syme et al. 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004). Older occupants, 

for instance, often accumulate many possessions, which the architect can reasonably account 

for (Sarkissian et al. 2004). Accordingly, Lucy (CY1SM) and Elizabeth (SL3SM), felt their smaller 

houses lacked storage space. Medium to large houses, on the other hand, attracted greater house 

size satisfaction (Figure 43, right). Mention of wasteful or hard-to-furnish space was limited to 

Bryan’s (MF3ME) example of a “little tiny area [near the kitchen] that is neither small enough to 

be nothing nor big enough to be something”. Edith (CY1ME) also summarised a broader attitude 

to small bedrooms, explaining that they “...got numbers of [bed]rooms but not of the correct 

size”. Of market expectations, Ed (CY1ME) declared that “...the houses aren’t super huge, certainly 

not by today’s standards and the bedrooms are particularly small”. Conversely, Ian (CY1ME) listed 

their single-level house with “...more floor area...four bedrooms and a study...and the location a bit 

away from the road”, as among the factors guiding their original purchase.

Regardless of the actual house or room size, certain design qualities added to the sense of space.

According to Ed (CY1ME), houses exhibited “very clever distribution of space”, with satisfaction 

derived from access to sunlight and garden views, light cast onto perpendicular solid walls and 

cross-ventilation (Figure 44, overleaf). More broadly, occupants did not describe spaciousness 

in terms of tall ceilings or open-plan but perceived that lighter colours and muted textures 

contributed. Ed (CY1ME), for example, “couldn’t live [with] all face [brick]; it’s like living in a 

cave really,” he explained. Despite the high value placed on indoor-outdoor connection, some 

occupants were concerned that large northern windows created heating and cooling issues. Tall 

ceilings caused Bryan (MF3ME) concern about heating and the potential for under-utilised space. 

Conversely, “a very small room...wouldn’t take much to get...heated up” (Bryan MF3ME). However, 

not all houses enjoyed optimal orientation, and for some, panoramic views translated to excessive 

western sun exposure. Elsewhere a few southerly rooms were simply cold and under-utilised. 

Thus far, this section has derived findings on compact house size and spaciousness from occupant-

use feedback. Now the analysis ‘moves outside’ to consider the wider ‘sphere’ of the house.

This code explores house size through the lens of the Village precinct. Lucy (CY1SM) introduced Code: “Sphere of influence” Figure 43: Examples of small, medium and large courtyard 
house average sizes (above). Size variance is accommodated 
in the northernmost wing. Sample room sizes are listed. 
Bedrooms and storage were described as small most often. 

CY1ME (around 125sqm)

Retreat spaces
MB 3.3x3.5m.
B2 2.7x3.6m.
B3 3.4x3.6m.
St 2.7x3.5m.

Social spaces
Li/Di 4.7x5.8/2x3m.
Fa 3.6x3.6m.

Utility spaces
Ens/ro 3.3x2.2m.
Ki 2.6x3.6m.
Ba/lnd 2.7x2.3m.
Store 2x1m.
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Figure 44: Design devices to create a sense of space (above). 
Courtyard houses from (top left) include a view toward a 
courtyard garden from large living room windows. Windows 
continue into the adjacent room to amplify the visual 
‘borrowing’ of the garden. (Top right) is of a courtyard garden 
looking back to the living room and bedroom wings of the 
house. (Middle left) shows wall to wall windows casting light 
on perpendicular solid walls, as ED (CY1ME) observed. Split-
level houses from (middle right) include a tree-top living room 
and deck view. Semi-solid balustrades aid privacy. (Bottom 
left and right) shows the tall ceilings of the Split-level type, 
where loft spaces also featured in several houses.
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me to the Village concept of “sphere of influence”, describing characteristics of the precinct which 

shrink or expand their usable house and garden ‘sphere’ into the landscape surrounds. Occupants 

valued the “integration of inside and outside”  for the sense of space it offered, noting “the visual 

and physical space in the house [is extended] by the courtyard” (Greg CY1ME, Newspaper article, 

2013, Village Archives). Importantly, views to landscape from various parts of the house were 

highly valued and often associated with a favourite room, or as Lucy (CY1SM) put it, “…the most 

spectacular part of this place is this view”. Similarly, enhanced spaciousness was derived from 

the curvature of the communal landscape spine path which combined with trees and shrubs 

to ’conceal and reveal’ parts of the precinct (Easthope and Judd 2010; Bretherton and Pleace 

2008). Furthermore, the permeable landscape precinct amenity of the Village meant that cars 

represented a barrier best kept to its edge (Figure 47, page 69):

...and with small children, we were a long way both from the road and from any cars that came 

in on the site, so the kids quite often played out the front in relative safety (Bernadette MF3ME).

Indeed, “keeping the cars in their place” (Nathan MF1SM), benefitted the Village communal 

landscape, while improving the amenity and near-home territory of occupant gardens (Brunson 

et al. 2001). Easthope and Judd (2010) agree that private gardens be kept remote from traffic 

fumes and street noise. They add that gardens should be sufficiently large to support outdoor 

activity and entertainment, sun exposure, and to minimise overlooking (Figure 45, above right). 

Here, an informal practice of ‘colonising’ communal Village land with private gardens, transpired 

as an innovative way to expand their ‘sphere’ (Shawn CY2LA and Lucy CY1SM). Ed (CY1ME) 

illustrated this practice of inhabiting their immediate surrounds, emphasising the added value 

of the visual ‘borrowing’ of landscape, near and far (Figure 46, overleaf). Kate (MF1SM) agreed, 

adding that while “...we aren’t great users of our immediate outdoor space…we do use them 

visually.”  To this end, carefully considered planting and paving arguably ‘draws the eye’ to the 

landscape beyond, as do design devices to conceal and reveal pockets of private garden. Given 

such landscaping practices also included screening planting, occupants effectively adjusted their 

desired privacy while enlarging their ‘sphere’ or usable garden and near-home territory (also 

Figure 46, overleaf; Brunson et al. 2001).

Thus, landscape borrowing, indoor-outdoor connection, internal spatial flow and volume combine 

to offer territorial definition, near-home space usability and a sense of space for occupants. 

Building on the themes of house size and its precinct surrounds, the next section discusses how 

Village communal facilities supplement this amenity.

Figure 45: Most frequently mentioned occupant perceptions 
of garden size. 

GARDEN 

SIZE
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Figure 46: A mix of outdoor storage and landscape borrowing 
depicted by Ed’s sketch (above). Beginning (top left) with 
a courtyard garden view to the public landscape beyond. 
(Top right) the roof profile extends to form “a clever little 
shed” (Ed CY1ME), which also screens the bathroom window 
from the front door. (Middle left, bottom right) “designs for...
standardised pergolas for people to add as they could“ (Ed 
CY1ME) to the northernmost wing of CY houses protects the 
sliding doors, defines a second smaller courtyard or houses a 
workshop/shed (seen bottom right). (Middle right) features 
landscape treatments visually linking public and private land. 
(Bottom left) depicts indoor-outdoor connection of houses.
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The houses, pool and ball court, mean a lot to me. But the thing I really love the best are the 

people there you see (Poem extract, 1986, Villager aged 13, Village Archives).

Previously, I discussed how the Village surrounds had extended the house size ‘sphere’. Remaining 

at precinct-scale, I now turn to aspects of communal space amenity pertinent to compact house 

design and their accompanying advantages and disadvantages. The Village communal facilities 

offer an alternate setting to that of the house for some occupant activities to occur. However, 

access to space__along with behavioural expectations, relationships and disputes__vary from the 

private domain of the house to the communal spaces of the Village, and the architect should be 

mindful of this distinction. I begin this discussion with the concept or code negotiated territory, 

to reflect a diversity of expectations and demands associated with communal space (Mulholland 

Research and Consulting 2003). The next code__Village cohesiveness and house personalisation__

continues this theme by exploring house size through the lens of precinct character and context. 

A range of facilities contribute to the communal life and negotiated territory of the Village (Figure 

47, right). Lucy (CY1SM) introduced me to the phrase “my home is bigger than my house”, referring 

to facilities__such as the community centre, swimming pool and ball court__which augment house 

size and amenity. Sharon (CY2LA) agreed, declaring the “community centre is part of our house 

in a sense”, offering space for video nights, child-minding, celebrations, recreation and fitness:

They love the pool...the ball court…tennis, basketball, whatever appeals (Vicky CY1LA).

[Had] their 18th birthday party there, and they slept in the community centre, and all had dinner 

the night before...the kitchen is there…and the next day they could hop in the pool (Edith CY1ME).

[communal] amenity which we would have had to try and fit into our houses...these houses don’t 

give you [a] family room...unless you had a much bigger house in the first place (Bryan MF3ME).

Echoing the literature, the communal facilities were located centrally to foster social interaction 

(Metzler 2005; Williams 2005). Consequently, some participating occupants praised the mutual 

support systems of the Village, deriving a sense of safety and security from knowing and having 

proximity to their Village neighbours:

I had [serious health issues], and people have just been wonderful around us, coming and 

bringing food and flowers and being supportive, and so I feel very much at home...we’ve been 

living together for so long (Edith CY1ME).

Theme 3: Communal 

and context

Code: Negotiated territory

 

Figure 47: Partial precinct view (above) of the Village 
landscape spine path, flanked by north-facing houses. 
Communal facilities are central and to the south is the public 
street and car parking__a permeable precinct with blurred 
visual and physical boundaries between public and private 
landscape space. Green denotes views from communal space 
and blue denotes views from private houses.
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...there’s a lot of older people around who’ve brought up kids…so there’s always someone 

around. And [my kids] know...who to go to but basically any door around here within a radius 

they could knock on (Vicky CY1LA).

‘Cause I do love it very much here and I know everybody. I feel very safe (Elizabeth SL3SM).

Centrally located communal facilities were effectively separated from nearby houses, thereby 

reducing light spill and noise (Raman 2010; Sarkissian et al. 2004). However, this partially secluded 

the communal spaces__concealed by a dense landscape curtilage__which contributed to some 

security issues. Communal carports were similarly remote from houses and were later ‘hardened’ 

in response to theft, vandalism and messy storage zones, as well as poor adherence to allocated 

parking when demand surged (Figures 48-49, below and overleaf). The permeable or fence-free 

character of the densely landscaped precinct was valued by the Villagers for its privacy and views 

but also presented security challenges (Cozens et al. 2015). For example, Village resident and 

security night patrols were introduced following spates of vandalism and theft (refer to Appendix 

D where the Village meeting minutes describe such security issues). Notably, the surrounding 

suburb had the third-highest ACT crime rate according to ACT Police data  published in 2018.

  

Challenges also stemmed from the “greater degree of shared responsibility and decision-making” 

associated with both communal settings and neighbours in close proximity, as is characteristic 

of the Village (Easthope and Judd 2010, p1). Implementation of the Village pool, for example, 

was a prolonged source of debate and “there were a number of people who were against it”, 

expressing concern regarding potential maintenance and noise (Bernadette MF3ME). Another 

source of dispute resulted from occupants enlarging their private garden ‘sphere’ onto communal 

land, and the ‘enlarged’ responsibilities this attracted, be it for tree maintenance or removal, trip 

hazards, or damage associated with disrupted stormwater overland flow paths:

...we live in a society which has changed….we’ve become more litigious….I think what will happen 

is there will be clearer definition about the public/private thing (Nathan MF1SM).

Figure 48: ‘Intermingled’ Village space (section above left), 
differs from the nearby suburb, where a perhaps more familiar 
defensible space pattern of street-frontyard-house-backyard 
often applies. In contrast, in the Village, the permeable 
communal landscape setting mixes public and private space 
throughout (Cooper Marcus 2003).

Cars Street 

Public Private Public Private Public 
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Code: Village cohesiveness 

and house personalisation

COMMUNAL 

SPACES

Figure 49: Frequently mentioned communal facilities, 
activities or spaces (pie chart above). Among the described  
‘parking frictions’, demand surged beyond the available car 
spaces for families with teenage children; later stabilising as 
adult children left home. The so-called ‘bin wars’  abated with 
the transition from shared bins to private bins for each house.

Tensions also arose from insufficient communal car parking when families with teenage children 

were prevalent in the Village. Demand later stabilised. Similarly, the communal “bin wars” eventually 

abated after several attempts at neighbourly management, according to Kate (MF1SM). Indeed, 

the use, access and maintenance of communal space required joint effort. Analysis of the body 

corporate minutes revealed a pet policy, a pool policy and children playing in ‘inappropriate’ 

areas, as a reminder that communal spaces can simultaneously be play-zones, entertaining zones 

or quiet zones, due to a diversity of households and expectations (Sarkissian et al. 2004). The 

management dimension of Village communal life is evident, but so too, the design of communal 

facilities must account for their flexible use (Till and Schneider 2005, Fuerst and Petty 1991):

...wedding reception…exhibitions…community Christmas parties...meditation…yoga classes… 

20th-anniversary sit-down dinner for about 80 people (Bernadette MF3ME).

In summary, a range of communal facilities contributed to Village life and amenity, at times 

requiring careful negotiation, with direct and indirect implications for house size (Figures 49-51, 

right and overleaf). The Village character similarly warranted careful management and community 

negotiation, as is discussed next.

Medium-density compact housing has an image problem, and cost-cutting along with inferior 

building quality has been prone to disappoint (PIA 2019; NSW SEPP 65 2015; de Botton 2006 

Lilley 2006; Sarkissian et al. 2004). Compounding this, Canberrans associate medium-density 

infill housing with the loss of landscape, neighbourhood character and privacy (Elton Consulting 

2011). Complex though this issue may be, there is some acceptance that exemplars are needed to 

improve community confidence, to the extent that the ACT Government is currently implementing 

compact demonstration housing and recently conducted extensive medium-density community 

consultation (ACT Housing Choices 2018; Demonstration Housing YourSay ACT 2018; Hal 2000). 

The award-winning Village served as an exemplar and precedent for several compact housing 

demonstration projects delivered by the NCDC in the late 1970s and early 1980s, as they sought 

to increase Canberra’s medium-density (Judd and Dean 1983).47 By achieving “a total result…

greater than the sum of the parts”, the architecture of the Village has a cohesiveness derived 

from a restrained palette of materials, its expressive roof forms, along with staggered, repeated 

wall elements (RAIA Awards 1977). The Village may offer an Australian version of the garden 

suburb, drawing influence from Griffin and Mahoney, who arguably pioneered the bush suburb 

(MacKenzie 2012; Seddon 2005). Here regenerated ‘natural’ bushland, along the Village spine 
47: The NCDC was initially concerned by the Village density and 

communal setting, however, once implemented, it became a 

medium-density exemplar (Interviews: Ian CY1ME; Nathan MF1SM).
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Figure 50: Community centre floor plan (above) with a dining 
hall, lounge, studio, kitchen and communal BBQ courtyard. 
Highlighted spaces have changed function to an artist studio 
with kiln (former laundry), and store (former Co-op shop). 

Figure 51: Photographs, moving from top to bottom, show 
indoor communal facilities including the dining hall, lounge, 
studio, kitchen and artist studio with kiln. Outdoor facilities 
include the communal BBQ courtyard, flexible ball court, 
carports, bin enclosures and letterboxes adjacent the public 
street, and central landscape spine path. 
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path, connects with its landscape context. ‘Sydney School’-influenced built forms and materials, 

included exposed timber, clay brick and roof tiles to harmonise with their natural surroundings. At 

street level, low-lying carport roofs are a visual extension of landscaped berms, offering a subtle 

visual transition from adjacent low-density detached houses (Figure 51, previous page). In this 

way, the Village landscape character arguably “lower[s] perceived densities” (Parolek 2012, p33). 

Nevertheless, the ‘compressed’ scale of medium-density also informs design decisions about the 

cohesiveness of a streetscape, balanced against the individual expression of compact houses. 

Medium-density streetscapes can be characterised by attached narrow house frontages, and too 

much house personalisation can create visual discord. Overly repetitive houses, on the other hand, 

can reduce occupant self-expression of identity or a ‘sense of control’ over their environment; 

potentially impeding visitor navigation and wayfinding (Lilley 2006; Bonnefoy et al. 2004; 

Sarkissian et al. 2004; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986). Within the cohesive architectural 

language of the Village, a degree of personalisation of houses occurred over time and was highly 

valued. Examples include rooms, stores or loft spaces added within an extended roofline, exterior 

painting, and workshop sheds disguised by pergolas or landscape screening (Figure 52, overleaf):

It’s surprising...houses with the same basic design. They’re all completely different  (Ian CY1ME).

While the exterior appearance is determined by the original architecture, the interior naturally 

expresses my taste and character (Greg CY1ME, Newspaper article, 2013, Village Archives).

There are structures guidelines, and there are loose rules about what you can and can’t do, but 

inevitably [you] get a bit of creep (Ed CY1ME).

While the Village architectural language typically guided the style of house alterations and 

additions, in contrast, the bushland setting enabled “every garden [to be] different, of course, 

according to people’s abilities and dreams” (Ian CY1ME). 

To recap, participating occupants explained how the Village communal amenities supplemented 

their house size. As a negotiated territory, occupants sought to balance public and private, 

noisy and quiet, and flexible and fixed elements within their communal facilities and landscape. 

Examples were also given of house personalisation and change within the cohesive character 

of the Village. Continuing in this vein, the fourth theme of flexibility and change completes my 

occupant-use thematic analysis for the Village. Therefore, a holistic pattern emerges of user-

centred design considerations to improve compact housing.
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Figure 52: Difference within a cohesive whole (above right). 
Near-original houses alongside those modified and extended, 
including various split-level types (top through to middle left) 
and courtyard houses (middle through to bottom), 
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...we are faced with a contradiction in terms: the more precisely we are able to decide what 

requirements a dwelling should meet at the start of its life, the greater the likelihood of a 

discrepancy arising between the dwelling and its future use (Leupen 2006, p18). 

From the external precinct context of the previous section, I now return to the scale of the compact 

house to explore the final theme; where changing use over time combines with examples of how 

Village occupants have maintained, adapted, modified or enlarged their houses. Here, design 

usability varies from ease of adaption to mismatch, through to the prospect of occupant stress 

caused by a misaligned design or error (Jansen 2014; Vischer 2008). Given compact houses 

can intensify the user experience__whether good or bad__this theme explores how flexibility can 

support design-use alignment.

There is strong argument for improved flexibility in medium-density compact housing (MacKay 

2007; Schneider and Till 2005; Troy 1996). Indeed, the literature on flexible housing is extensive. 

Yet despite concerted architectural effort in this area, housing frequently prescribes numbers of 

living spaces, bedrooms, bathrooms and the like (Schneider and Till 2005). While housing should 

not be designed for ‘endless change’, a range of intended, unintended or unpredictable uses over 

the life of a house can be expected (Leupen 2006; Anderson 2002). By exploring flexible change 

and use possibilities, my quadrant diagram (Figure 53, right) emerged from literature and data 

analysis to reveal spectrums and intersections of design, use, suitability, change, flexibility and 

polyvalence. The latter describing design for overlapping or varied use (Hertzberger 1991).

Occupant-use factors impacting flexibility include day to day activities, working from home, 

household and family life-cycle changes, aging and changing health, or incorrect assumptions 

about the true-end user (Bunker et al. 2017; Easthope and Judd 2010; Randolph and Holloway 

2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004). House change factors ranged from adaption or technology-aided 

adaption, through to physical modification or extension (Vischer 2008; Schneider and Till 2005). 

As a variation, Hertzberger (1991) partially completed his design for Diagon Housing prototypes, 

‘leaving space’ for the end-occupant to enrich or amplify the design through use (also Anderson 

2002). Doorley and Witthoft (2012) meanwhile, echo Cedric Price’s notion of indeterminacy, by 

demonstrating through their work, the role of iterative design and use prototyping, trial and error.

My analysis of occupant data compared fluctuating household life-cycles by decade, which some 

occupants, in turn, addressed with physical changes to their house (Figure 54, overleaf). Individual 

Theme 4: Flexibility 

and change

Figure 53: Use and change framework (above), draws on the 
literature and data analysis, as discussed this page (Steen 2011; 
Vischer 2008; Leupen 2006; Anderson 2002; Hertzberger 
1991). Earlier versions of this diagram included ‘design for the 
specific or essential’ and ‘for predictable behaviours, where 
known’. I decided that the spectrum of ‘specific through 
generic to polyvalent design’ was sufficiently encompassing. 
In a further amendment, I determined that ‘misalignment 
and amenity gap(s)’ be repeated, in the belief that this could 
occur with any design or use mode. Modifications undertaken 
in service of maintenance and repairs were, however, deemed 
part of the cycle of a building and are not mentioned.
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1976-1980

1986-1990

1996-2000

2006-2010

2014 (year)
Kate 

Nathan

(MF1SM)

Greg

(CY1ME)

Shawn
Sharon

(CY2LA)

Bernadette
Bryan and 
daughter

(MF3ME)

Lucy

(CY1SM)

Ed
Hugh

(CY1ME)

Vicky 
and sons

(CY1LA)

Ian  
Edith

(CY1ME)

Elizabeth

(SL3SM)

 Age-in-place

Modified

Extended

Figure 54:  Household composition and change by decade 
to 2014, accompanied by three broad categories of house 
change; extension, modification or age-in-place modification, 
the latter to improve disability access and mobility.
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houses, on the other hand, are depicted by space-time cube mapping to spatialise participating 

occupant descriptions (Kraak 2003). Data depiction of space use patterns was crucial, given visual 

literacy is a foundational architectural skill underpinning the design process. Below, a single code 

of flexibility, use and change analyses this aspect of the compact house occupant experience.

Almost all participating occupants modified their houses, with the notable exception of Elizabeth 

(SL1SM) and Lucy (CY1SM; Figures 54-55, previous page and below). Age-in-place modifications 

generally occurred at the ‘core’ of the house to address bathroom, kitchen, entry door and circulation 

access. Extensions, on the other hand, occurred at the house extremities, thus preserving the 

privacy and territorial amenity of the courtyard garden layout. As Ed (CY1ME) explained, “if you 

do the inverse [of a courtyard] plan, i.e., rectangle surrounded by garden, there’s often a chance 

that your laundry window’s going to face your neighbour’s laundry window and so forth.”

Modifications to the house often occurred after a period of habitation, adapting to some aspects 

and physically adjusting others: 

The layout really wasn’t as functional as we’d thought so...we just [modified] walls...put the 

second loo into a laundry. It was more good luck than good management that we managed to 

adapt to a family of four [and it] continue[s] to evolve (Bryan MF3ME; Figure 56, overleaf).

Ed (CY1ME), discussed the practicality of their house, explaining that they “...thought a single-level 

courtyard…[layout, would offer] a very long-term plan into retirement.”  In a similar vein, some 

occupants raised “their kids in the [split]-levels, [then] as they got a bit older, have moved into 

the single-level houses” (Lucy CY1SM). Elsewhere, aging occupants or those with health issues, 

undertook house modifications to improve access and manoeuvrability, seeking to age-in-place 

or prolong the time in one’s own home. That said, the feasibility of staying was influenced by the 

Village hill setting and the separation of cars from houses. House ‘downsizing’ was not raised: 

Code: Flexibility, 

use and change

Figure 55: The diagram (above left), summarises house 
change, be it at the core of the house, at its extremities or in 
the garden. It is apparent that a myriad of wants or needs were 
met with modification, extension or age-in-place solutions. 
The variety of change reminds the architect of the potential 
value of flexibility and ease of adaption through use, a key 
aspect of this theme, and my subsequent design.
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We’re getting to the age where a lot of our friends now have got mobility issues....When I had 

my hip replaced, Shawn put the little rail up the side of those steps there, and…we could get a 

wheelchair up here. We have done, in fact (Sharon CY1LA).

We’ll stay as long as we possibly can and….the other major modification[s]…a nice big shower 

(it’s hobless, it’s got a gooseneck). This is the narrowest door...at the most acute angle….[Step-

free] out on to the deck [for] motorised wheelchairs, lifters (Nathan MF1SM; Figure 56, below).

The modifications we’re doing to some extent are designed to enable us to stay here, within 

reason, as long as we can. It’s a long way from the car parks down [to the house], so the minute 

one of us has mobility [issues]...we’ve got to rethink. But for the moment...we’re doing up the 

bathroom, and part of the plan is to put in grab rails and things...so that if we need....(Bryan 

MF3ME; also Figure 56, below):

Figure 56: Space-time cube analysis of multi-family house 
change, specifically Kate and Nathan’s (MF1SM) house (left) 
and Bernadette and Bryan’s (MF3ME) house (right). While 
the previous diagram indicated household and house change 
over time, on the Z axis we see early extensions at the house 
extremities to accommodate a growing family (middle). 
Later age-in-place changes occurred centrally to address 
bathrooms, kitchens, circulation and entry doors (top).

xy
z
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As their families grew, Kate and Nathan (MF1SM), Bernadette and Bryan (MF1ME) and Shawn and 

Sharon (CY1LA) enlarged their houses:

In terms of extensions, we took one bedroom off and we...redeveloped most of the far end of

the house, and so we ended up with a bathroom, a laundry, studies upstairs/downstairs and a

bedroom (Bryan MF3ME; also Figure 56, previous page).

In contrast, Ian and Edith (CY1ME) did not enlarge their house but found it was too small when 

their children lived at home. The need for a flexible design that could absorb a variety of household 

changes emerged in several ways across the participant group (Figure 57, bottom right). For 

example, most participating occupants talked of multi-purpose or polyvalent retreat rooms used 

for visiting guests, hobbies, television watching, home-office, storage or for couples sleeping 

separately (Leupen 2006; Hertzberger 1991):

...oh well they would go in their room – or that little room where we had the TV, and we had a 

toy cupboard where they had their stuff, and I’d be here in the kitchen, and that would close off

- that part [lounge wing]….yes everything would happen in this area  (Edith CY1ME).

Well, today I’ve used the study...so I have my sewing machine set up in there. (Lucy CY1SM).

Kate uses the main bedroom, and I’m using the back bedroom, just because I sleep a bit better 

than if we are in the same room. (Nathan MF1SM).

...basically, now this is obviously my area, I can close that door, and that’s my area (Vicky CY1LA).

As Vicky (CY1LA) explained, retreat spaces were inherently compartmentalised, and this was key 

to their polyvalence. However, some occupants were frustrated that, as frequently small rooms, 

they were difficult to enlarge due to the rigid constraints of internal brick walls. This partly explains 

the array of house modifications reported (as seen at Figures 54-55 on previous pages 76-77). 

Here Leupen (2006) notes that at least two larger rooms will support interchangeable activities 

moving between them. He suggests rooms of 16sqm. or more, arguing rooms of this approximate 

size have a long history in houses. 

Continuing the polyvalence concept, I found social spaces were not as flexible as retreat spaces, 

due to their central location, open-plan layout, their provision of circulation access to other parts 

of the house and the potential for noise (Easthope and Judd 2010). A product of the ‘hub and 

spoke’ spatial layout, here Drury and Somers (2010) and Leupen (2006) agree that the overlapping 

FLEXIBILITY 
AND CHANGE

Figure 57: Frequently mentioned house change factors 
(above).
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function of primary circulation through central spaces of the house reduces their effective or 

usable size (Figure 58, below right). That said, according to the occupants, the furnishability of 

the open-plan social spaces was not compromised by their circulation function. 

For some occupants, however, home-offices required the least flexibility__given their essential 

requirement to demarcate home and work__much as Tietze and Musson (2002) had found: 

[Of working at home], what I didn’t realise was that my daily routine was about to be shattered 

(Anniversary Newsletter, 1986, Village Archives).

This desired delineation was assisted by those house layouts featuring a study (or retreat space) 

adjacent the front entry lobby (also Figure 58). In contrast, single-occupants worked more fluidly:

I may sometimes bring my laptop into the kitchen and use the table there. If I’ve got some work 

to do that I need to spread out....The third bedroom is really just used as a study now, and I have 

a laptop on the computer table set up there, so I often use that (Lucy CY1SM).

Some overlapping function, however, led to design-use misalignments. For instance “having the 

laundry in the bathroom [with] babies, I would have been annoyed about that”, explained Edith 

(CY1ME). Crucially, occupant amenity and adaptation reduce if incorrect assumptions about their 

needs are rigidly ‘hard-wired’ into the house. That said, Sarkissian et al. (2004) believe available 

research renders such oversights unnecessary. Aravena (TED Talk 2014) believes we should share 

the responsibility for problem-solving with the occupants, stating “there is nothing worse than 

answering well__the wrong problem”. 

That said, the ‘hub and spoke’ layout of larger unmodified courtyard houses offers a positive 

example of adaptation, by allowing occupants to share space or to live apart in separate wings, 

and is a further demonstration of design amplified by both intended and unintended use (Leupen 

2006; Anderson 2002; Hertzberger 1991):

…my partner at the time was here and used this space, so I virtually lived down there …. like a 

single bachelor pad room and [chuckling] family house down the other end. Which was fine 

when they were little ‘cause you’ve got to be there....you’re up ten times a night  (Vicky CY1LA)

While the above example describes a form of flexibility over time, occupants also described day-

to-day flexible use. Leupen (2006) and Nishihara (1968) describe rooms for ‘getting together’, 

eating or entertaining and rooms for solitude, ablutions, sleeping or working. So too, Ed (CY1ME) 

Figure 58: SL3SM split-level house type (above), illustrates 
social, retreat and utility spaces, as seen earlier this chapter. 
The analysis is modified here to highlight the overlapping 
function of circulation through the central spaces of the 
house as a truer picture of compact house amenity, according 
to Drury and Somers (2010) and Leupen (2006).

\ 
\_ 
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Figure 59:  Space-time cube analysis of typical daily house use 
by Ed (CY1ME) and partner (left). The X and Y-axis represent 
space, and the Z axis represents time. Individual occupants 
are colour coded, with diagrams tracking the typical patterns 
of room usage they described. Occupant descriptions of a 
typical weekday/weekend sufficed, and I did not require 
more granular data nor was I seeking ‘use optimisation’. 
More broadly, such spatial mapping offered another form 
transcription, where I synthesised large volumes of data to 
reveal visual patterns of use and change. 

explains that a typical day mixes solitary and shared activities. For example, he and his partner, 

begin a weekday with “cereal standing up. Make a pot of coffee and then get out of the house 

quite early”. Pairs of bedrooms, studies and living rooms support their independent activities, 

because “he spends a lot of time watching football on the big screen, and I spend a lot of time 

watching other things.”  Equally, some rooms offering independence also double as social hubs:

But we do spend a lot of time in the kitchen....I’ll cook a lot and make stuff to have in the week 

ahead and things like that. So a lot of time in the kitchen, talking, reading a paper or watching 

TV...kind of daytime hub of the house, I would say. We spend a lot of time in here [the lounge] 

in the night-time. We will come home and even with just the two of us during the week and 

especially at this time of year, we light the fire every night (Ed CY1ME, Figure 59, below):

x y

z

J 
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Figure 60: A further space-time cube example (above), of 
multi-family houses clustered around their ‘common room’ 
hub, which also provided a shared entry/front door for several 
decades (dotted arrows). A gradual decoupling from the 
common has culminated more recently in the introduction 
of separate front doors (solid arrows).  The colour coding, 
derived from the narrated photographic tours and interview, 
indicates different occupants using spaces within their 
respective houses and communally.

Arguably, the most widespread example of flexibility or design ‘enrichment’ through unintended use 

was the appropriation of communal space for private gardens that I discussed earlier (Anderson 

2002). Occupants have introduced shrub-planting, pergolas or screening devices to increase the 

public-private separation of their house. Here, the precinct design ably absorbs the landscape 

changes made by occupants, who variously sought more or less privacy throughout the Village.

Enrichment through use is perhaps most familiar to us in the many ways we furnish and decorate 

our homes (Figure 61, overleaf). Yet a notable example of design amplification or enrichment 

through use took the form of three houses linked by central communal space__known as the 

‘common room’__that also served as the main entrance to the houses (Figure 60, below right). As 

the product of blended communal and private space, houses were most private at their extremities, 

with social spaces in each house accommodating shared meals between these families and the 

sharing of household goods. The design reflected the philosophy of how three families wanted to 

live, with shared meals, shared child-minding, shared renovations and the like. Communal activity, 

such as meals and washing drifts between the houses, while the common room acts as a central 

meeting place, offering storage, a ‘kid’s play’ area and ‘do-it-yourself’ workshop space:

...some of the big houses had two living spaces, but this was it, so on a wet day it was wonderful 

to say, come and play in the common room. And when we all had small children here that was 

fine for a brief period (Bernadette MF3ME).

Over time the ownership and tenure of the middle house changed, as did the common room use:

[Then the house] in the middle was rented and we had a number of older people, and it was a 

bit awkward having to keep the children out of the common room. But then after that, a lovely 

grandmotherly lady [moved in] who liked hearing the children scream at each other in the 

common room….and brought her grandchildren in (Bryan MF3ME).

Their children have now left home, and the older occupants of these ‘multi-family’ houses are 

experiencing some health issues that have contributed to their reduced use of the common room 

(also Figure 60, right). Consequently, 2013-2014 renovations have introduced separate house 

entrances, enabling each household to be as communal or as private as they wish:

...so the most recent modifications have been we have the front door in here and brought the 

porch around so that we actually have our own entrance that doesn’t rely on that. And we’re 

looking at a progressive...detachment of ourselves from that room (Nathan MF1SM).

xy
z
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Figure 61: Enrichment through use (left) is perhaps most 
familiar to us in the many ways we furnish and decorate 
our homes (Anderson 2002). Some opted for light colours, 
others for original brickwork and stained rafters. Some have 
knocked out walls; others preserved their near-original house.
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This example offers a variation on the need for housing to adapt easily to family life-cycles, or in 

this case, a multi-family (Till and Schneider 2005; Fuerst and Petty 1991). While across the Village 

precinct, houses successfully combine open-plan social space with compartmentalised retreat 

space, and my findings suggest that both are needed.  However, for some, small retreat rooms 

with internal brick walls proved overly prescriptive and were physically altered. Some houses 

were extended, gardens changed, and storage or sheds added. In contrast, the relative ease with 

which occupants could enlarge their garden was notable, making it more or less private as they 

desired. Allied to such notions of flexible use, Habraken (1972) decoupled the layout of mass 

housing from its ‘base building’ of structure, services and external envelope, demonstrating that 

ease of adaptation is a transferable concept to house interiors. Aravena’s (2014) variation sought 

to address chronic housing unaffordability, in the form of easily-extendable incremental or ‘half-

houses’. Importantly, both approaches relinquish some design control to the end-user, recognising 

the limits of architectural problem-solving and the potential of occupant-use to enrich the design. 

In concluding this chapter, answers to the research question__in what ways can user-centred 

design contribute to improved supply-led medium-density compact housing__are summarised 

below in two ways. Firstly, I have analysed occupant findings on adequate house size, its spatial 

characteristics and the impact of its Village precinct context. The findings are case-specific and 

derived from a particular group of householders and houses. However, my research techniques 

can be used to study further cases, while also ‘feeding forward’ relevant case findings. Likewise, 

the resulting thematic principles can inform and enrich the design of compact housing. Secondly, 

I have revealed the effectiveness of my investigative-diagnostic POE fieldwork and descriptive-

depictive analysis. Four themes emerged for practice from these techniques, drawing on findings 

derived from the application of the described method to improve the user-centred design of 

compact housing. The exploration of the research question continues through practice in the next 

chapter by reflecting on the POE transformation of the author’s compact house designs.

Theme 1: user interface explored wanted or unwanted household interactions with one another, 

with their surrounds or with neighbours. Despite the house proximity, the Village design was 

praised because they were not “in each other’s pockets”  (Elizabeth SL3SM). Interface experiences 

were, however, dependent on neighbour relations in the “intensified” atmosphere of the Village 

(Ed CY1ME). A careful mix and configuration of social and retreat spaces were supported by 

adequate house and garden size, separate house zones and space to “meet in the middle” (Ed 

CY1ME). Design for privacy included spatial offset, wing walls and landscape screens.

Conclusion:

research for practice
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Theme 2: size and sustainability revealed aspects of sustainable house size, its liveability, spatial 

characteristics and “sphere of influence” (Lucy CY1SM). Using the data, I argued that the usable 

house ‘sphere’ expands or shrinks with the presence of surrounding connections or barriers. So too, 

the Village’s land-use reflects their priorities and amenity. For example, the Village design sought 

to maximise landscape and minimise car intrusions (around 50 per cent communal landscape area, 

35 per cent houses/gardens, and 15 per cent communal driveways/carports). Later, as households 

grew, periods of peak car parking demand remained secondary to the higher priority of maintaining 

landscape, and I described some of the tensions and negotiations which ensued.

Internally, perceived spaciousness was derived via the “integration of inside and outside” (Greg 

CY1ME). Yet the architect is reminded by the literature, that a sense of space will not overcome 

meagre room dimensions. For instance, I found retreat rooms could be too small for some, while 

for others, small houses lacked storage space (Drury and Somers 2010; Bretherton and Pleace 

2008). To explore the research question more broadly, I asked and analysed ‘how small?’ and ‘for 

whom?’ Here, the Village acquitted itself well with its sustainability ethos of house compactness 

supporting liveability across most areas of the four themes. With “very clever distribution of 

space” (Ed CY1ME), the average Village house size is around half the size of Canberra’s average 

houses (ABS-CommSec 2018; O’Donnell et al. 2016). Hence, it fulfils ‘no bigger than necessary’ 

sustainability aims__with associated CO2 reductions__in the form of highly liveable designs:

I think it’s really cleverly designed. I mean it’s obviously early passive solar L-shaped hous[ing]...

bedrooms facing east...living room’s facing north, works perfectly in that regard (ED CY1ME).

Theme 3: communal and context explored house size through the supplementary and social 

function of the Village communal amenities, which combined to make “my home bigger than my 

house,” according to Lucy (CY1SM). The occupants praised features of the Village that fostered 

social interactions, and I introduced the terms ‘precinct permeability’ and ‘negotiated territory’ as 

part of my analysis of communal connections and conflicts. Findings were also revealed through 

the lens of precinct character, density and landscape context, Village cohesiveness and house 

personalisation, or as Ian (CY1ME) simply observed; “[t]hey’re all completely different...”.

Theme 4: flexibility and change captured compact house use, adaptation, modification or 

extension to reveal design-use alignments or misalignments. Studying four decades of use 

revealed an assortment of household change. Growing families, children leaving home, adult 

children returning, couples forming, others separating, accumulated possessions and older 
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occupants staying in their home“as long as [they] can” (Bryan MF3ME). Given modifications 

occurred to most houses within the studied group, ease of compact house change is a key design 

consideration. Some retreat spaces, for example, proved too small and were modified, while some 

houses proved too small and were extended as families grew. Furthermore, the study of use and 

change revealed a range of spaces from rigid through to flexible polyvalent spaces enriched by use. 

In this way, a holistic approach to compact housing revealed thematic design-use experiences. I 

developed POE techniques to explore the research question at house and precinct-scale. Archival 

materials included nearly four decades of Village newsletters and body corporate meeting minutes, 

capturing communal celebrations, pressures, negotiations and change. The combined data sources 

conveyed high levels of occupant satisfaction, a measure of communal effort undertaken over 

time, and some conflict. At house-scale, interviews and observational narrated photographic 

tours linked occupant experiences with house and garden design analysis. I also experimented 

with occupant spatial mapping. However, this faltered during pilot interviews, so I refined my 

approach. It transpired that house tours garnered better results than mapping, catalysing my 

integration of descriptive-depictive analysis of interface, use and change by using electronic 

3D-modelling to spatialise the data (Figure 62, right). However, like so much POE research before, 

my journey from analysis to synthesis produced large volumes of data. Detail aside, the diagnosis 

of POE findings revealed design-use insights and patterns which proved beneficial to subsequent 

design processes, while my 3D spatialised data markedly improved the accessibility of findings.

Compact housing is finely-tuned, requiring the architect to find a balance of competing and 

compatible requirements, which I have outlined across four themes. Certainly, prioritising one 

theme may be detrimental to others__resulting in design-use misalignment__in the absence of 

adopting the holistic approach I have proposed. There are also pitfalls for architects relying on 

assumptions about the end-occupant or failing to access compact housing occupant satisfaction 

research. That said, the architect must recognise the limits of their role, potentially relinquishing 

some problem-solving to the occupant to evolve over the life of the house. Perhaps, compact 

housing requires a design of sufficient robustness to facilitate or ‘leave space’  for occupants to 

modify, refine, enrich or amplify their design through use (Hertzberger 1991).  For example, my so-

called ‘Multi-Gen’ spaces emerged from the findings and influenced my own design__by offering 

a flexible solution to family life-cycle considerations__as I will discuss next. The following chapter, 

therefore, explores both real (constructed) and speculative projects (competitions), focusing on 

the influence of the different stages of my POE research on the creative artefact.
Figure 62: Locating the data within a 3D-model of Village 
houses and, therefore, combining description and depiction 
to reveal visual patterns useful to the architect.
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Research through practice 

and the creative artefact

SMALL LIVING?
DESIGN RESPONSES 

AND REFLECTION

This chapter reflects on architectural practice through the user-centred design of compact houses. 

As a companion chapter to the previous discussion on findings, together they describe research 

for and through practice. Melinda Dodson Architects (MDa) provided the setting for this practice-

led research. As I discussed earlier, the contribution to new knowledge is derived from the 

research-informed transformation of supply-led medium-density compact housing, as a form of 

expanded architectural practice. I developed socio-spatial POE techniques to reveal a design-

use interpretive framework which structures and guides this chapter. A selection of the resultant 

Compass House designs accompanies this chapter and are similarly reflected upon using the 

emergent occupant-use interpretive themes (refer to Part B: Creative Artefact).

This exegesis marks a decade of Compass House design, initiated as a series of articles, design 

studios with architectural students and conference papers exploring early iterations of the author’s 

‘no bigger than necessary’ sustainable housing proposition (Figures 63-64, right and overleaf). 

The Compass House explored affordable inner-suburban housing, seeking to reduce land, energy 

and resource use while demonstrating contextual responses to the Canberra landscape and 

neighbourhood setting. My designs were smaller than the average Canberra house size, offering 

increased land-use density while retaining space for large trees (ABS Census 2011).

In a 2011 article on post-occupancy evaluation (POE), I suggested that it offered a further 

pathway to sustainability by revealing if a design had indeed proved suitable for its occupants. I 

rationalised that unnecessary resources are expended if a building, or house, proves unsuitable for 

the end-users and has to be altered. Seeking remedy, I proposed that sustainable house design 

be expanded__beyond a focus on orientation, energy and materials use__to include occupant 

satisfaction research (NatHERS 2019; Dodson 2011). Thus, the Compass House evolved, and though 

I began as an advocate for ‘small’, with later designs, I sought instead to address the questions 

of ‘how small’ and ‘for whom’, by analysing and creatively interpreting aspects of occupant-use.  

Recognising, however, that the end-user of compact houses may not be known during the project 

design and delivery phases, POE became a key method to reduce the design-use gap. The 

research method involved the identification and shortlisting of relevant precedents which led to 

the Village case study, where I conducted observation, occupant interviews, and archival analysis 

to reveal aspects of the lived-design. However, occupant behaviour and experiences rarely follow 

“simple cause-effect postulates”, and my research avoids prescriptive design rules for compact 

Figure 63: Drawing inspiration from children’s wooden 
puzzles (above), the early Compass House was a flexible, 
modular, two-storey, courtyard house. The square or 
“solar block” allowed northerly aspect regardless of street 
orientation (top), with building forms responding to solar 
access, privacy and views while minimising overshadowing. 
A mix of private and communal gardens featured. 
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Expanded architectural role

house design use-solutions (Vischer 2008, p233). Instead, I sought to expand my compact house 

design-use literacy by revealing essential lived-design criteria often unaccounted for in supply-

led medium-density. Hence, this exegesis offers a replicable method, combining POE fieldwork, 

spatialised data analysis and reflective architectural design. POE research-informed design and 

reflection interdependencies are explored next, but I begin with a brief discussion on the architect 

role and professional practice journey.

My ‘no bigger than necessary’ sustainability agenda stemmed in part from a perception of 

formalistic architectural preoccupations, which Giddens (1987, p299) calls the profession’s 

“accepted rules” (also Till 2014; 2009). My university education had a focus on form, order, and  the 

spatial and the sensory. The pragmatic assignment of space for each function is long established 

in architecture, and the crafting of light, shade, pattern and volumetric possibilities can produce 

wonderful buildings. That is not in dispute. Yet frustrated with autonomous architectural form-

making, Schneider (2016) talks of Neufert’s handbook being part of her formative architectural 

years, perhaps to suggest that design and use were never so easily reconciled. Schneider (2018; 

2016) and Till (2014; 2009) go further, arguing that continued resource wastage in buildings can 

be traced in part to the design-use misalignments of self-reflexive formalistic architecture.  

As Seidel (1981, p12) says, “architectural education does not have a tradition of explicitly using 

the results of social research, [while] social research does not have a tradition of formulating 

itself in ways that would produce results useful to professional decision-makers”. Worse still, 

built outcomes frequently fail to address the more complex aspects of medium-density compact 

housing and recurring design-use errors are well described in the literature (Shergold and Weir 

2018; Hay et al. 2018; Palmer 2016; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986). 

An over-reliance on assumptions that, in effect, serve to stereotype the occupant in medium-

density, risks the increased prospect of a weakened ‘outsider’ architectural role (Steen 2011; 

Sarkissian et al. 2004).48 Instead, valuing collaborative practice, I have actively sought input 

and critique from colleagues, clients and (where known) the end-users.  Compact house design 

liveability can benefit from socio-spatial techniques to expand the architect’s ‘insider’ or occupant-

centred role (Hay et al. 2018; Watson et al. 2014; Steen 2011; Vischer 2008; Hofer 2008; Bordass 

and Leaman 2005). Furthermore, my role within architectural practice can vary from that of 

design-director, providing guidance and steerage, through to a ‘hands-on’ design-authoring role, 

as is outlined for the featured projects at Appendix G: Design teams and patrons.

Figure 64: Hand sketch (above) of pre-PhD upper-level living 
version of the Compass House.

48: Discussing ‘outsider’ and ‘insider’ roles, Steen (2011) describes 

user-centred design techniques to ‘move’ toward the occupants.
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I have sought to combine social or POE research techniques with design analysis (as discussed in 

the Method to Reveal Occupant-Use chapter). Specifically, pre-occupancy techniques informed 

further user-centred design iterations of the creative artefact, while at post-occupancy, ‘lived-

design’ insights were revealed, and where relevant, adaptations were undertaken (Vischer 2008; 

Preiser and Nasar 2008). Design was a means to synthesise POE findings and the beneficiary of 

this analysis. I then used reflection to analyse the select works against the developed design-use 

interpretive themes. For this reason, occasional reference is made to my broader body of design 

to illustrate the Compass House trajectory. Particular focus is given to three design case studies 

informed by progressive stages of the research, as follows (Figure 65-66, below and overleaf):

Initial Literature review       Molonglo Demonstration Precinct Competition (Molonglo)      2012-2013

Fieldwork phase         New Experimental Architectural Typologies Competition (NEAT)   2014-2016

Data analysis phase          Mews-living Affordable Housing Series                        2017-current

My design iteratively incorporated a range of usability features as I progressed through the cyclical 

design and research stages (also Figure 64, above). These stages involved an initial ‘sensitisation’ 

to the literature and methods; their subsequent translation into design and evaluation; to the later 

emergence of a form of user-centred design literacy and practice of socio-spatial architecture 

(Seidel 1981). In this way, early Molonglo design responses evolved, in concert with the creative 

artefact, into the arguably more usable NEAT and Mews-living housing. It follows that my occupant-

centred approach combines innovative and ‘tried and tested’ design responses, as I will discuss.49 

Courtyard 
House

 

                   Compass 1 - 2 (2009-12)                 Compass 3 (2014)              Compass 4 (2017-current)

            

Molonglo Housing 
Competition

NEAT Housing 
Competition

Mews-living 
Housing

Architect’s 
House

      

Popout 
House

Missing 
Middle

Clerestorey 
House

 

Pre PhD 

Housing Precedents         Village Fieldwork (2014)      Data analysis

             Literature Review

Figure 65: Above depicts the user-centred design and 
research journey of the Compass House creative artefact 
and is shown as cycles of divergent and convergent design-
thinking. The 2014 Village fieldwork combined with the 
literature and fieldwork analysis to enrich my design. 

49: Sarkissian et al. (2004) are critical of untested design innovation, 

if it comes at the expense of usability. Compact housing, by its 

nature, requires effective and efficient space use including ‘tried 

and tested’ or familiar design responses and features. Though I 

have expressed caution regarding prescriptive ‘design rules’, Dovey 

(2020) argues pattern books, such as Alexander’s (et al. 1977), 

disseminate beneficial accumulated knowledge on reliable solutions.

. . 

. . . . 

. . 
. . 
• . . 

. .. 

.. . 

. . . 
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Figure 66: As seen earlier in the exegesis, this chronology 
situates three projects_Molonglo, NEAT and Mews-living_

within a broader body of Compass House work occurring 
before and after the 2014 Village fieldwork. 

Compass House 1, 2009

Architect’s House, 2010-current Molonglo Demonstration Precinct, 2012-2013 Popout House, 2013

Clerestorey House, 2017-2018

NEAT Competition, 2014-2016 Courtyard House, 2017Missing Middle competition, 2016

Mews-living Affordable Housing Precinct (Compass 4), 2017-current

Compass House 2-3, 2010 -2014
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The story of the Compass House creative artefact has been a complex decade-long journey, and 

I offer a brief background below on the chronology of the primary design case studies in the 

context of the broader body of work.  

The Compass House began as a hypothetical design proposition. Subsequent compact house 

designs, for the ACT Amaroo Group Centre masterplan, tested the robustness of neighbourhood 

planning principles at a house, garden and block scale for the former Land Development Agency 

(LDA). Similar urban scale testing occurred on the Molonglo precinct master plan in 2010-11 

and the Mews-living neighbourhood plan in 2015-16. A select-competition led to the developed 

Molonglo design of 35 compact houses for the LDA between 2012-13. Molonglo concluded when 

the statutory Development Approval (DA) was received. A further competition win in 2014 led to 

the design of NEAT compact houses for the ACT Government in the suburb of Dickson, Canberra.

However, after the ACT Government election in 2016, a shift in policy emphasised and incentivised 

private sector rather than government-led Demonstration Housing (2020). Consequently, the 

once intended government developments of Molonglo and NEAT did not ultimately proceed 

to construction. Project delays or cessation, such as this, reduced the scope for further POE on 

my own built compact housing over the research timeframe (refer to Part B: Creative Artefact, 

Popout House for an example summarising post-occupancy on my work). Instead, my research 

focus shifted, therefore, to pre-occupancy design, informed by the lessons from POE fieldwork.  

The Molonglo and NEAT competitions did, however, pave-the-way for the design of the private-

sector developed Mews-living affordable housing under construction from 2019-2021, and where 

future post-doctoral research on occupant-use is planned. The three-mentioned case studies 

are discussed further in the sections to follow, and through reflection, reveal aspects of the 

user-centred architectural journey. While this chapter mainly focuses on social or POE research-

informed design and its transformation, some reflection on the design process itself was also 

valuable and can be found at Appendix F: NEAT and the ‘cutting room floor‘ (Schön 1983).

I have advocated that my socio-spatial architectural practice model provides a method to reveal 

some of the ways that user-centred design might improve compact houses. As a mid-career 

practitioner, with over twenty-five years of experience, my method has also included scholarly 

design reflection through the lens of compact living and its emergent interpretive themes. I have 

used reflection to foreground otherwise ‘tacit’ architectural knowledge, and to help reshape or 

U-turns, pauses and 

compact house construction 

Design reflection Figure 67: Electronic concept sketch models (above) by 
the author involve dimension analysis, 2D site planning, 2D 
house planning, massing models for solar access/impact, 
land-use area analysis, compliance testing, and 3D-modelling 
of individual houses and as street-making neighbourhood 
compositions. What follows is an intensive and ad hoc 
process of exploring, revealing, discarding, re-orientating and 
refining, with the modelling allowing the author to view the 
problem and potential solutions from different vantages.

- __/ 
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expand aspects of my design approach (Schön 1983). The occupant fieldwork was conducted 

at the midpoint of a decade of Compass House design, enabling reflection on previous design 

endeavours and a consideration of the transformative impact of an occupant-centred design 

approach. As a result, learning through ‘doing’ and through reflection, was manifest in both real 

(constructed) and in speculative compact house projects (competitions; Schön 1983; de Bono 

1977). As design iterations of the creative artefact progressed, new insights and research findings 

emerged, and in turn, enabled further refinement of my compact living interpretive themes. 

Hamilton and Jaaniste (2009, p184) remind us that a process of scholarly reflection enables “the 

researcher to effectively frame [creative] practice as a research contribution to a wider field 

while doing justice to its invested poetics”. Seeking a defensible process, Kroll (2004, p9) asks 

the reflective practitioner to become an expert in their work, “a critic and examiner”. Influences, 

ideas, decisions, materials, events, and theories “which inspire, inform, restrain or facilitate” the 

creative work, are viewed through the lens of compact living (Andersson et al. 2007, p2). The 

author’s background, relevant literature, the Compass House iterations, the practical constraints 

of delivering buildings, design strengths and weaknesses add to and enhance the reflection 

context (Durling 2002). Documents and artefacts used in the reflective process have included:

•	 client requirements and functional briefs;

•	 precedent projects and site analysis;

•	 design sketches, models, options refinement and final designs;

•	 progressive design testing, analysis diagrams and superseded options;

•	 key usability requirements derived from the research, and 

•	 notes and reflections on the design (refer to Part C: Supporting Materials).

Yet rather than an intuitive or unmediated process, I have found the design of compact houses 

to be intensive and complex (Figure 67-68, previous page and right). Indeed, one of the research 

findings is that compact housing interdependencies are finely-tuned. For example, design 

decisions on space use, overlapping function, neighbour interface and sustainability (in its various 

manifestations), substantially impact the overall design-use amenity. Though small in size, it is 

arguably for this very reason that the medium-density design task should not be underestimated.

In the following sections, the creative artefact is reflected upon, drawing on the author’s interpretive 

themes of user interface, size and sustainability, communal and context, and flexibility and 

change, that emerged from occupant-use findings (Figure 69, overleaf).
Figure 68: Materials used in the reflection process include 
examples of hand sketching,  models, studio pinups and 
electronic 3D-modelling (above).
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Figure 69: Thematic Map of Compact House Design and Use 
(above) captures interpretive themes and their constituent 
codes. Derived from the fieldwork analysis, it forms the basis 
of the design and reflection protocol. Participating occupant 
in vivo quotes are in italics.

•	 Public and private

•	 Spatial offset

•	 Social, Retreat, Utility

•	 Precinct cohesiveness

•	 House personalisation

•	 Negotiated territory

•	 “Use less”- no bigger than necessary

•	 Spatial qualities and materials

•	 “Sphere of influence”

•	 Changing use over time

•	 Adapt, modify, extend

•	 Design amplified by use

USER INTERFACECOMMUNAL AND CONTEXT

SIZE AND SUSTAINABILITY

FLEXIBILITY AND CHANGE

Small 

Living and 

Design 
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In the previous chapter, the interpretive theme of user interface emerged from data analysis 

on household and neighbour interactions, wanted or unwanted views, and where privacy or 

connection was sought. Key fieldwork findings emphasised the importance of privacy within the 

house and from neighbours, made more critical by reduced house size and neighbour proximity 

(Dodson 2014; Howley et al. 2008; Cox 1983). Interface requirements exist on a spectrum and are 

context and case-specific, in part because households change over time and may encounter peaks 

and lulls in house-use intensity. Thus, adjacent functional zones, within and between houses, may 

prove compatible or conflicting, and relevantly, Sarkissian et al. (2004, p13) ask the architect to 

distinguish between the “frontstage” and “backstage” territories of the house.

The user interfaces experienced in compact housing are in part a function of density, with the 

latter described by Rapoport (1975) as the combination of the spatial environment and social 

interaction. Density is now strongly linked to metrics (dwellings/hectare) and is an emotionally 

loaded term often representing perceived community losses (ACT Planning Strategy 2018; ACT 

Housing Choices 2018; Dovey and Woodcock 2011; Elton Consulting 2011; de Botton 2006; Sarkissian 

et al. 2004). Rapoport (1975, p136) offers clues to the concept of interface, by describing: 

...various sensory modalities, the mechanisms for controlling interaction levels__spacing, physical 

elements, territorial boundaries, hierarchy, the size and nature of the group, its homogeneity, 

rules for behaviour, and…use__all of which affect the rates of social interaction. 

SCD expands the interface concept, by articulating design characteristics which might foster 

social interaction within a community (Williams 2005). Although some spaces within a house or 

garden may be ‘on-show’, the house and its territorial core must also support our interior life, with 

adequate private space and messy zones (Sarkissian 2013; 2004; Zeisel 2006). With this in mind, I 

begin by reflecting on the design device of spatial offset (Figure 70, below), before proceeding to 

distinguish retreat, social and utility spaces within my featured designs. For clarity, I define private 

gardens or car parking as territory exclusive to an individual house, and communal  landscape or 

car parking as negotiated territory shared between houses with potential for public access.

Figure 70: Left I have overlaid my ‘spatial offset’ term onto 
Zeisel’s (2006, p135) “Degree of Functional Distance Diagram” 
to succinctly summarise interface and offset between houses 
and their neighbours or with surrounds.

Theme 1: user interface

Functionally distant 
spatial offset

Functionally nearer 
spatial offset/interface

Functionally close 
spatial interface
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The device of spatial offset emerged from my efforts to address interface requirements through 

design. Based on the findings, I would argue that medium-density privacy relies on the offset 

of vertical or horizontal exterior elements, or both. In low-density housing, a greater distance 

between neighbours often supports privacy. In contrast, for attached compact houses__or those 

in close proximity__other design solutions are needed. For example, the Molonglo competition 

discussed below, realised spatial offset and privacy through its L-shaped courtyard house designs.

The LDA extended an open Expression of Interest to Canberra architects in January 2012. A 

competitive design process followed, culminating in the design of 35 houses within the broader 

Molonglo Demonstration Precinct. The LDA (2012) outlined extensive housing liveability criteria 

in their competition brief, and this winning design scheme drew directly from my literature review 

on occupant satisfaction (refer to Appendix E: Molonglo Demonstration Precinct Brief).

The Molonglo precinct combined courtyard and terrace houses overlooking a series of communal 

landscaped parks, each encircled by a shared street (Figure 71, above). North-facing houses and 

their gardens were circumscribed with landscape berms and minimal fences. As the Molonglo 

Jury (2012, p1) explained “in terms of…strategies for living, it’s like an event, and you really catch 

it. People living from the street, living in the house, living to the courtyard, and the house is this 

intervention in-between. It’s a really lovely sequence because you’ve used the landscape”.

 

Spatial offset

Figure 71: The Molonglo Demonstration Precinct (above 
left), as seen on the cover page, features compact courtyard 
and terrace houses encircling a series of landscaped parks.
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Despite the Molonglo scheme’s apparent attributes, the terrace houses, in particular, incur some 

loss of privacy for occupants, given their ‘private’ gardens are effectively contiguous with the 

shared street and park. Whether or not the connection is ‘too public’ cannot be tested, but for 

occupants to see into the communal park means they could also be seen, either within their 

private gardens or the north-facing indoor social spaces. Not only does Rowe (1991) assert that 

the private realm of the house has, in fact, pulled occupants away from the ‘street’, but Woodward 

(1989) asks the architect to also beware of untested notions of communal space use. Curtains 

permanently drawn or hedges hastily grown offer gentle reminders that compact house design 

should offer occupants choice about whether to be seen or not (Foth and Sanders 2005). The 

Molonglo scheme, therefore, offered a mix of private or public external spaces. For example, the 

terrace designs featured elevated balconies separated and screened from the street, while the 

courtyard houses, afforded greater privacy deeper within their courtyard gardens (Figures 72-

73, this page, show house-house-garden-street-park interfaces in plan and section). So too, the 

occupants may choose to be private or ‘on show’.
Figure 72: Extract of Molonglo scheme found at Part B: 
Creative Artefact. Here, terraces are viewed from the park 
(top) and in section (below).

Figure 73: Left is an extract of Part B: Creative Artefact 
showing interface and offset analysis of Molonglo; namely 
connections, separation, views and privacy. Terrace types 
run left to right and have public (or social) outdoor space, 
contiguous with the park, along with balconies (or retreat) 
outdoor space offset from the park. Courtyard house types 
run top right to bottom, and they offer a gradation of outdoor 
space, being most private deep within the courtyard. 
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Wilson-Doenges (2001) goes further, arguing that occupants now favour the private world of the 

backyard. This is a theme I explored further in the NEAT competition scheme, that immediately 

followed my Village occupant fieldwork. The NEAT design deployed spatial offsets, by ‘staggering’ 

houses and their courtyard gardens both horizontally and vertically within each repeated four-

house cluster. Clusters featured multi-level private and communal gardens along with communal 

car parking. A mix of single and tri-level houses varied in size, deploying social and retreat spaces. 

The competition was open nationally to all Australian Institute of Architects members and sought 

to demonstrate “exemplary, sustainable...and affordable” compact housing on a Canberra infill 

site (NEAT 2014, p1). Entrants were encouraged to challenge statutory planning rules currently 

inhibiting housing diversity. My competition-winning NEAT scheme was also informed by early 

indicator findings on the Village occupant preferences. The NEAT ‘chessboard’, or spatial offset 

precinct pattern, equated to each house overlooking its own courtyard, flanked by external walls 

of adjoining houses (Figure 74, right). “As a result, residents can be as private as they like, or open 

and communal if they wish; the scheme allows for these possibilities” (NEAT Jury 2014, p1).

Lessons from NEAT then fed into the Mews-living affordable housing series which followed. 

Mews-living three-house clusters pursued offset separation within U-shaped courtyard houses 

adjacent laneways. Elsewhere, elevated private balconies overlook a large communal landscape 

park (Figure 75, overleaf). Mews-living was designed to ‘bookend’ a street of north-facing terrace 

houses. With east or west street corner exposure, designs prioritised solar access and neighbour 

privacy, assisted by the placement of flexible home or workspaces toward street corners. A mix of 

upper and lower level living, large northern and small southern windows, combine with articulated 

house forms to create ‘defensible’ territory for occupants. The houses overlook a shared street 

and park, with small windows, privacy screens, courtyard walls and gates at the street edge. 

In summary, designing appropriate compact ‘house-garden-street-park’ interfaces requires an 

understanding of the occupant experiences of vertical and horizontal spatial offsets. The researched 

Village interfaces included ‘house-garden-park’, ‘house-house’ and ‘house-parking-street’. As an 

example of compact housing within a contiguous landscape setting, the Village revealed some 

occupants increased their privacy, but so too, others increased their landscape connection. In 

this way, my featured designs progressively adopted occupant-use insights revealed through the 

literature and POE fieldwork, which combined to offer guidance on occupant attitudes to public-

private interfaces for a range of households and compact house types. 

Figure 74: Diagrams (above) showing a typical NEAT cluster 
of primary and secondary (Multi-Gen) compact houses. Each 
four-house cluster features a central communal space, while 
the individual houses overlook their own private courtyard. 
Clusters then repeat; as many or few as required by the site.
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Figure 75: A creative artefact extract (left) showing Mews-
living interface and offset. I designed the three-house clusters 
to bookend each group of terrace houses. Each cluster 
comprises attached houses, with corner exposure and direct 
connection to the adjacent shared street and park. For privacy, 
I articulated house forms and carefully located windows, 
screens, courtyard walls, gates and planting. Double height 
social spaces enjoy large north-facing windows perpendicular 
to the street. Occupants can, therefore, close street-facing 
curtains if they wish, while still enjoying northern winter sun.
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Figure 76: A creative artefact extract (above), analyses 
the retreat (green), social (yellow) and utility spatial 
characteristics of Molonglo, NEAT and Mews-living to reveal 
their user interfaces and the permeability of spaces. Multi-
Gen spaces are denoted by arrows to indicate they may be 
integrated with the main house or separate, as desired.

  Molonglo

         NEAT

Mews-living

Retreat, social and utility space The design device of spatial offset can similarly apply internally to ameliorate adjacent use 

conflicts; either incorporated during the design phase or later by the end-user as they refine and 

adapt their lived-design. Internal user interface categories emerged from the fieldwork as retreat, 

social or utility space. Spatial layout variables included house shape, number of retreat and social 

spaces and their access. Schoul (1993, p24) explains that house permeability refers to “the ways 

people…move into and through” its spaces. For instance, reflecting on my Molonglo and Mews 

‘upper-level living’ house types revealed a potential lack of permeability due to their apparent 

public-private space use conflicts (Figure 76, right). Specifically, designs featuring upper-level 

social spaces, require visitors to traverse through private gardens to the front door, and then via 

the lower-level retreat spaces of the house. Of course, a lack of permeability might be desirable 

at times, and Tietze and Musson’s (2002, p334) example found some occupants benefited from 

re-creating “the home-work divide”. 

Likewise, earlier I explained that retreat spaces strengthen their independence when separated 

from social spaces (Ishikawa et al. 2011). My research also showed that the extent of privacy or 

independence required for social or retreat spaces varied with households and over time. For 

example, some Village fieldwork occupants required proximity to their young children, while adult 

children and parents valued their separation (Interviews: Vicky CY1LA; Ian and Edith CY1ME). I also 

found that two separate retreat wings allowed occupants to “meet in the middle” at the social 

spaces (Interview: Ed CY1ME). Consequently, my own compact house designs often centralise 

social spaces, thereby separating or ‘offsetting’ retreat spaces either horizontally or vertically. 

Hence, broad categories of use__retreat, social or utility__can assist the compact house architect by 

potentially highlighting compatible or conflicting interfaces and flexibility opportunities. Analysis 

of the spatial characteristics of compact houses continues in the next section, shifting focus to 

size, spatial volume, and the “sphere of influence” (Lucy CY1SM).

This theme explores compact house size, spatial qualities and its sphere, with an emphasis on the 

physical and sustainable aspects of space. Among the themes are size, materials, space utilisation, 

indoor-outdoor connection, spatial flow and volume, and an ethos to “simply use less” (Interviews/

Village Archives: Greg CY1ME; Kate and Nathan MF1SM; Bernadette and Bryan MF3ME). 

Compact houses invariably rely on efficient space utilisation, derived from overlapping function. 

Examples from my own work include carports doubling as outdoor entertaining spaces contiguous 

Theme 2: Size and sustainability

Size  and spatial qualities
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“Sphere of influence”

with their garden, or study spaces co-located within stair lobbies. Furthermore, my compact house 

designs feature ‘tried and tested’ design devices, such as light-play, vaulted spaces, and indoor-

outdoor connection adding to spaciousness. Likewise, the inclusion in several of my designs of 

large sliding doors flexibly supported the connection or separation of house zones (refer to POE 

feedback at Part B: Creative Artefact, Popout House). Occupant feedback received on my own 

work and at the Village confirmed this to be a desirable attribute (also refer to the Popout House).  

Studying the Village also revealed occupants appreciated light-filled, open-plan spaces with 

indoor-outdoor connection, combined with cellular or private retreat spaces (Interviews/Village 

Archives: Greg CY1ME; Shawn and Sharon CY2LA; Bernadette MF3ME; Ed CY1ME). Here caution 

needs to be exercised by the architect. For example, my own work contrasts the perceived size of 

a small cellular room, to that of an equivalent-sized room with indoor-outdoor connection. While 

the enclosed room features small windows and flat ceilings, the raking ceiling and larger corner 

windows of the indoor-outdoor room visually ‘borrow’ landscape but incur some loss of privacy 

(refer to Part B: Creative Artefact, Clerestorey House). That said, some privacy concessions were 

accepted by the Village occupants, in favour of landscape views (Interviews/Village Archives: 

Greg CY1ME; Lucy CY1SM; Vicky CY1LA). These tensions and trade-offs reinforce Kaplan’s (2001) 

argument for privacy control as an occupant-overlay, derived from foliage, fences or curtains.

My work on Molonglo and Mews-living offers further examples of spatial flow and volume derived 

from vaulted ceilings, lofts, indoor-outdoor connection and internal daylight penetration to social 

and retreat spaces (Figure 77, right). Split-level housing__responding to landform__also adds to the 

array of manipulated internal spatial volume examples found in the Molonglo scheme. As the Jury 

(2012, p1) noted, the internal design “catches all the volumetric possibilities [with spaces] open 

and interconnected, which we love, but it comes back to [balancing this with winter] heating”.  

Architects have an enormous capacity to create ‘delight’ through their internal spatial compositions. 

So too, the complexities of compact house design can benefit from the insights my occupant 

fieldwork offers on size, spaciousness and cellular versus connected or indoor-outdoor space. 

The next section continues in a similar vein, moving outside to consider the “sphere of influence”, 

or precinct characteristics which may expand or shrink effective house size (Lucy CY1SM).

My fieldwork revealed that the Village communal landscape was perceived by the occupants as 

an extension of their private house and garden amenity (Interviews/Village Archives: Lucy CY1SM; 
Figure 77: Mews-living spaciousness strategies, such as 
raked ceiling, indoor-outdoor connection and multi-purpose 
carports, contiguous with private gardens (above).
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Kate and Nathan MF1SM; Ed CY1ME; Bernadette and Bryan MF3ME; Ian and Edith CY1ME et al.). 

It is readily apparent then, that precinct permeability is directly impacted by the connections or 

barriers present in the immediate surrounds or ‘sphere’ of the compact house and its garden. 

I argued from the findings, therefore, that effective house space utilisation is impacted by its 

surrounding sphere. To this end, the diagrams, right,  compare the proportion of street, verge, 

private garden, landscape park, and house land-use to reveal aspects of occupant amenity (Figure 

78). For instance, Mews-living houses benefit from their proximity to a large park, as is depicted 

(refer also to Part B: Creative Artefact, Comparative Analysis Size and Sustainability). Moreover, 

certain compact house typologies__featuring distributed private car parking__can produce private-

public space conflicts. In this scenario, the so-called ‘private’ garden space becomes more akin to 

a front garden or landscape verge, shrinking the usable house ‘sphere’ and inhibiting its indoor-

outdoor connection, due to potential overlooking, traffic noise and light-spill infringements. 

What is striking about such compact housing precincts, is the proportion of land required for 

street and driveway. Security perceptions, market expectations, increasing car size, and storage 

requirements have manifest in mandated one to two-car garages or carports for even the smallest 

of Canberra houses. For example, the combined driveway and car parking of a recent project 

fulfilled its statutory requirements for vehicle-turning and car parking space. However, the land 

required within the block for the driveway and garages equalled that of the houses themselves 

(refer to Part B: Creative Artefact, Clerestorey House). Similarly, the design of the Mews-living 

houses required substantial land area allocated to its distributed parking infrastructure (also 

Figure 78, right). Consequently, the driveway and carport of each house was designed as multi-

purpose spaces contiguous with the garden and to meet the statutory planning rules for car 

spaces (Figure 77, previous page). Indeed, such overlap of external functions was crucial to 

effective space utilisation given the average block was 150sqm.s with a compact 100sqm. house.

In contrast to the previous examples, communal car parking clusters at a precinct scale, can free-

up space for communal landscape. In one sense, compact housing clustered around communal 

landscape space is not new, and before the ‘automobile era’, villages and towns exhibited such 

characteristics (Lacy 1990; Jacobs 1961). Later 1970s examples, including some in Canberra, 

limited car parking to the precinct perimeter, favouring shared central landscape to foster 

interaction and informal surveillance (Metzler 2005; Williams 2005; Newman 1983). Certainly, 

the Village occupants clearly understood their reasons to “keep the cars out” of their shared 

pedestrian landscape (Interviews/Village Archives: Kate and Nathan MF1SM; Bernadette and Bryan 

Village fieldwork
Compass select designs

65% landscape

20% house

15% street/driveway

Figure 78: Spatial analysis (above), seen earlier, compares 
house size, landscape and street infrastructure land-use 
(ACTPLA 2010). Although around half of the precinct area 
is typically allocated to landscaping, the balance mainly 
varies due to the street/driveway reticulation for car parking 
adjacent to houses, or remote from them. For example, the 
Village peripheral parking strategy is a very efficient 15 per 

cent of land area, while the NEAT middle strategy of communal 
parking within the near-home territory is 23 per cent.

50% landscape

22% house

28% street/driveway

50% landscape

27% house

23% street/driveway

35% landscape

40% house

25% street/driveway

  Molonglo

        NEAT
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Theme 3: Communal and context

Negotiated territory 

“My home is bigger than my house” 

MF3ME; Ian and Edith CY1ME; Ed CY1ME; Greg CY1ME). However, remote car parking__beyond 

the defensible house zone__raises perceived security issues, suffering from low acceptance as a 

solution to contemporary low-rise medium-density in Canberra (Cozens et al. 2015; Metzler 2005; 

Williams 2005; Devlin 1980). Therefore, examples are needed to help demonstrate that a balanced 

approach to land-use is possible for compact houses, their landscape and car infrastructure. To this 

end, NEAT introduced a middle strategy. Here, each housing cluster and their private gardens are 

separated from the public street by distributed communal car parking and landscape (Brunson et 

al. 2001). NEAT locates communal car parking within the defensible space of four houses, thereby 

maintaining car proximity and partial separation from the street (Figure 79, right). A later design 

went further, responding to occupant findings, by separating lower ground parking from ground 

level pedestrianised landscapes (refer to Part B: Creative Artefact, Missing Middle Competition). 

This section identified barriers or connections which expand or shrink the compact house usable 

‘sphere’; comparing land allocated for the private garden, landscape park, street and driveway. 

So too, a contemporary overburdening of medium-density by car infrastructure land-use remains 

a critical issue to resolve and in broader terms warrants future post-doctoral design research.50 

The next section explores the precinct context of the compact house further, specifically the role 

of communal space to supplement house or garden size. Here, I found precinct permeability and 

streetscape scale and character influenced house size satisfaction and amenity, as I will discuss.

Continuing at precinct scale, some advantages and disadvantages of communal space are 

explored below, including their function as negotiated territory to supplement compact house or 

garden amenity. The influence of communal space in proximity to the house is also considered, 

before progressing to the proximity, scale and density perceptions of the houses themselves, in 

the context of the precinct cohesiveness and house personalisation theme.

Earlier I argued that communal space is negotiated territory, with the consequence of wanted and 

unwanted interactions (Interviews: Ian and Edith CY1ME). In the Village fieldwork, for instance, 

remote communal carports inhibited the setup of hobby or workshop space, due to concerns 

about generating noise outside of the house territory (Interview: Bryan MF3ME). In contrast, 

the close proximity of communal landscape and car parking, associated with each NEAT four-

house cluster, was designed to encourage resident appropriation of their near-home space. 

Rather than “large scale anonymous…common space”, articulated outdoor spaces vary in size, 

HI lo HI

lo

GROUND

UPPER

HI lo

Figure 79: Shared space (above) of the NEAT four-house 
cluster, comprising landscape and car parking.

50: A comparison of Canberra compact house, landscape and car 

infrastructure over five decades reveals a growing proportion of 

street, driveway and car parking space land-use (ACTPLA 2010).
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Precinct cohesiveness

and house personalisation

 

  Molonglo

         NEAT

Mews-living

Figure 80: 3D images (above) of the three case study projects 
where I treated several houses as a single composition. Visual 
cohesion is derived from repeated elements while enabling 
individual house expression.

height, elevation and privacy (Brunson et al. 2001, p628; also Sarkissian et al. 2004; Yancey 

1971). Care was required to locate NEAT bedroom windows away from communal car parking, 

thereby limiting noise conflicts between neighbours. The resulting design transitioned from the 

public street through communal space to the private territory of the house, assisted by the level 

changes of the design (Sarkissian et al. 2004; Newman 1983; Paterson et al. 1976). Indeed, the 

NEAT Jury (2014, p1) acknowledged “the incorporation of an elevated external space, [as] having 

both private and communal possibilities....With equality of access, these raised terraces create 

an engaging and exciting integration of inside and out. As a result, residents can be as private as 

they like, or open and communal if they wish”. 

Communal landscape space has been a strong theme through my work, utilised to supplement 

medium-density precincts and to enhance house and garden amenity. In the Molonglo and Mews-

living examples, adjacent landscape parks were crucial to ameliorate dwelling densities of around 

30dw/ha. So too, the density and scale of compact housing directly impacts neighbourhood 

context and precinct cohesiveness. This aspect of house size is often a function of building height, 

articulation and house proximity; its street setbacks and landscape context, as I explore next.

The Molonglo terrace and courtyard house designs responded to a sloping site, seeking to maximise 

north-facing living spaces while minimising overshadowing to the south. The street frontages of 

these attached compact houses ranged from five to ten metres in width. Repetition of wing walls, 

screens and roof forms provided useful street-scale visual cohesion while still enabling individual 

house expression through colour and material variations, and prominent front doors. 

The Canberra suburban context typically comprises existing low-rise, detached houses with 

frontages two to three times wider than their medium-density neighbours. I would argue, therefore, 

that compact house design requires particular attention to street frontage width and context. To 

do this, a common thread through my work has been the treatment of housing clusters as a single 

composition with visual variety (Figure 80, right). I also used steep roof forms to disguise the 

height of a second or third floor. As the Molonglo Jury (2012, p1) highlighted: “…the overall logic of 

this is wonderful….the street articulation is so strong that you don’t need Urban Design Guidelines 

because the integrity of the [design] is quite strong”. In this way, my design compositions seek 

to offer a robust foundation for future change, personalisation, extension or modification by the 

occupants, guided by a legible design language. The next section continues this idea by exploring 

household and house change and the potential for design amplification through use. 
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This theme returns from precinct-scale to the scale of the compact house, exploring the final 

theme of household and house change, and the role of flexibility to support design-use alignment. 

Priemus (1986) helpfully describes housing as a creative adaptation process, with households 

seeking alignment between their residential aspirations and situation. He adds “change of use, 

change of attitude, non-adaptation or protest”, to the range of design-use factors I discussed in 

the last chapter (Priemus 1986, p31). My research found that compact housing can amplify design-

use misalignment by intensifying the occupant experience (Interviews: Ian and Edith CY1ME; Ed 

CY1ME). So much so, that house alteration, demolition and replacement (knock-down rebuild), 

represent a hidden cost in cities due to the resources consumed. Of course, the reasons to change 

a house are many-fold and infinite flexibility is not the goal, but my findings suggest that our 

compact houses are not flexible enough. Mackay (2007, p224) agrees, asking:

...why haven’t some of our brightest architects and engineers come up with beautiful and 

functional ways of creating basic houses with ‘options’: bolt-on bedrooms, dens, conservatories...

added or subtracted as the household expands and shrinks? 

Conspiring against Mackay’s challenge to architects, however, is one of the aims of statutory 

planning; namely to define the maximum block development within an acceptable ‘impact envelope’, 

reflective of the neighbourhood character, privacy, daylight, solar access and landscape amenity 

sought (Figure 81, above right). Hence at any point in time, the developer ‘opportunity envelope’, 

along with its usable ‘sphere’, is arguably smaller than its ‘impact envelope’. Consequently, a 

compact block may begin its life already developed to its maximum potential. As a result, medium-

density often adapts poorly to the family life-cycle, according to London and Anderson (2008).

Analysis of the fieldwork offered some clues to the above challenges. From the POE findings and 

interpretive themes, I synthesised key variables affecting occupant satisfaction with house size 

into the diagram right (Figure 82). Use is both time and circumstance dependent, addressed in 

my compact housing design through a range of social, retreat and utility spaces. Should house 

size and the household profile become misaligned, the occupants may move elsewhere, alter the 

house, access available communal facilities, or expand into so-called Multi-Gen spaces (Vischer 

2008). In particular, my fieldwork revealed that compact houses do not readily expand or contract 

over time with changing household occupancy or the family life-cycle, and my Multi-Gen response 

emerged in the lead up to NEAT to become a strong design underpinning. In this context, the 

extension table served as an inspirational metaphor, as I grappled with the temporal aspects of 

house use (Figure 83, overleaf). Multi-Gen spaces might be thought of as a secondary residence 

Figure 81: This diagram (above), produced in the months 
before NEAT, sought to reconcile development opportunity 
limits in medium-density with the life-cycle of a house.

‘IMPACT’ ENVELOPE

DEVELOPER/OWNER 

‘OPPORTUNITY’ 

ENVELOPE

PLANNING 

LIMITS
Theme 4: Flexibility and change

Adapt, modify, extend:

changing use over time
EXTERNAL 

‘SPHERE’

Figure 82: Also produced in the months before NEAT, I 
distilled POE fieldwork findings into key variables reflecting 
Village household satisfaction with house size (above). If 
design and use become misaligned over time, then remedies 
may include access to communal or Multi-Gen spaces, house 
alteration or moving (latter not depicted).
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Figure 83: The Herman Miller Aalto Extension Table (1956), 
explored use and change solutions in the lead up to the 
NEAT scheme (above). Hence, the ‘concertina house’ notion 
became a strong underpinning of the design. 

or colloquially as ‘granny flats’ in the front or backyard, offering the option of multi-purpose 

space for home, work, carer or tenant use, or the like. As the NEAT Jury (2014, p1) explained:

Hi House is a scheme offering vertically organised flexible housing as a variety of possibilities; 

a single house; house with ancillary spaces; house with office studio [Multi-Gen]; two separate 

houses. That flexibility of accommodation is allied with adaptability over time; the house may 

change from any one of those states to another with minimum disruption. 

The reasons for household change are complex, supported by residential mobility and life-

cycle factors such as health, family, interests, income, wealth and consumption (Coulton et al. 

2012; Priemus 1986). Arguably, ease of compact house change is among the more challenging 

requirements emerging from the fieldwork. Yet it also served as the greatest source of creative 

inspiration for NEAT and has underpinned my subsequent design, making a substantial contribution 

to the creative artefact body of work, described here and at Part B.

Developing design-use techniques to answer questions about ‘how small’ and ‘for whom’ reveals 

my compact house research-practice journey. The journey began with a ‘small house’ proposition. 

It quickly moved from attempts to discover the ‘correct’ numerical dimensions of small, to instead 

peeling back the layers of small living and design. As I reflected, through design, on aspects of 

‘how small is appropriate from an occupant perspective’, a broader interpretation emerged to 

encompass a range of sustainable practices, or “to simply use less”, as Greg (CY1ME) described. 

By progressively incorporating findings from my usability research, the creative artefact evolved 

from the early Compass House to the later design examples that were the subject of this chapter. 

My select body of work responded to POE fieldwork criteria__seeking to address some of the 

pressing medium-density compact housing problems__through design solutions such as:

•	 the enlarged Molonglo house ‘sphere’ derived from its communal park setting; 

•	 communal car parking within the near-home territory at NEAT;

•	 the emergence of the NEAT Multi-Gen houses or the Mews-living Multi-Gen rooms, and

•	 the public-private gradation of the NEAT modulated multi-level landscape spaces.

Arguably, the NEAT scheme achieves a superior territorial core for its occupants, due to the 

interplay of internal social spaces with private courtyard gardens across two levels (Sarkissian 

et al. 2014). Car parking, on the other hand, is distributed throughout the Molonglo and Mews-

living precincts, bringing potential utilisation challenges to private spaces adjacent to the street.

 

Conclusion: research 

through practice
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Collectively, NEAT, Mews-living and Molonglo explore the privacy afforded by their upper-level 

living to separate the private-realm of the house from the public-realm of the street and park. 

My research has explored a decade of user-centred design research increasingly integrated with 

practice. While in the previous chapter I sought improved occupant-use problem-definition, 

this chapter reflected on the effectiveness of both my creative problem-solving and the socio-

spatial techniques I developed to link design with use in supply-led medium-density (Scrivener 

2000). Molonglo and NEAT__the subject of pre-occupancy input and my growing user-centred 

design literacy__were judged exemplary (NEAT Jury 2014; Molonglo Jury 2012).51 Mews-living was 

the subject of prospective occupant focus-testing, and I sought post-occupancy feedback on 

the ‘lived-design’ for my completed work (refer to Part B: Creative Artefact: Popout House). 

My socio-spatial architectural practice cycle continues. For design case studies which remain 

unbuilt, it follows that the lived-design remains untested for occupant satisfaction. Rather than a 

contradiction of the research, it is a reminder that delivering buildings is complex and often spans 

years. Hence, the future occupancy of Mews-living creates a further opportunity to obtain feedback. 

However, even with a model that consciously integrates POE into the delivered design__as I have 

done__at some point the architect must consider the work finished. This point of completion 

effectively freezes the design in response to a particular brief for a particular occupant or 

occupants. But what is the completed design artefact? What should it be? Too much flexibility 

could be criticised as “false neutrality”; a notion that the design must not seek to fulfil too many 

purposes (Schneider and Till 2005, p158). Instead, my use of the term ‘lived-design’ seeks to 

‘leave space’ for occupant-use, adaptation and change. In this context, my occupant findings and 

designs revealed some attributes of flexible, multi-use or polyvalent space, and offered examples 

of amplification or enrichment through use (Leupen 2006; Anderson 2002; Hertzberger 1991). 

Indeed, one of the criticisms of environmental behaviour research was, and remains, a tendency 

towards prescriptive recommendations. Too many inputs may blinker the architect from examining 

appropriate solutions needed for a particular problem circumstance, and this may prove as unhelpful 

as assumptions about the occupant (Steen 2011). If we study the preferences and behaviours of a 

particular group, even a large sample, is it of value to the architect to generalise, and apply the design 

recommendations to other similar buildings or housing projects (Vischer 2008)? In considering 

this fundamental question, my research supports the middle way by developing user-centred 

techniques that are progressively integrated into each project, thereby adding to the knowledge 

Implications for compact 

house user-centred design

51: Both the NEAT and Molonglo wins offer evidence of peer-

recognition of design quality supported by the evaluation criteria__ 

including liveability__those competitions articulated.
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Figure 84: Table (left) summarises interpretive themes and 
key usability requirements derived from the fieldwork, with 
accompanying design response examples derived from 
design and reflection. The latter is explored in further detail 
in the conclusion of Part B: Creative Artefact.

frontier or ongoing body of compact housing user-centred design (Vischer 2008). Exploring the 

compact house, garden and its surrounds in this way revealed a variety of occupant experiences 

and priorities. Consequently, the four interpretive themes__discussed across two chapters__could 

be seen as equally weighted. They are not. Instead, drawing on the fieldwork, analysis, design 

and related literature, I would contend that many compact house design requirements, within 

the four themes, can be addressed through careful user-centred design; achieved either through 

direct access to the users, where possible, or when the end-user is not known, through precedent 

occupant research and design (Figure 84, below). Examples include:

Theme        Usability Requirement       Design Response

User interface       Household and neighbour        - Spatial offset and connection
        interaction, views, privacy       - Social, retreat, utility space

Size and sustainability          Physical and sustainable        - Spatial volume, light, overlap, and flow
        characteristics of house size      - “Simply use less” 
                       - Usable “sphere” of the house

Communal and context     Communal supplementary space       - Flexible, accessible, communal space
        and precinct character       - Permeability, negotiated territory 
              - Cohesiveness, personalisation
 
Flexibility and change          Household change, expansion      - Adapt, modify, extend
        and contraction        - Spatial flexibility
              - Use transcending design
              - Multi-Gen spaces

There are, however, some persistent, perhaps elusive problems associated with house change, 

interface and its ‘sphere’ that remain (Figure 85, right). For example, the impact of changing 

technology on the lived-design warrants further research and a recognition that households are 

not static; instead, they change, expand and contract over time. I also emphasised the impact 

of the car and street on the compact house public-private sphere, drawing particular attention 

to occupant satisfaction with the house-landscape-street interfaces and land apportionment. 

Furthermore, interfaces within the house and between neighbours require careful spatial offset 

to limit pockets of potentially underutilised space in an already compact block. 

These themes warrant further research in the Canberra context to reduce future problems with 

medium-density. Inaction would risk adding to or perpetuating the pattern of recurring design 

errors historically documented with this housing type (Hay et al. 2018; Palmer 2016; Vischer 

2008; Sarkissian et al. 2004). Reduced house size intensifies the occupant experience (whether 

           NEAR        MIDDLE                  FAR 

Figure 85: A further extract from Part B: Creative Artefact 
(above), shows interface analysis from left to right of Mews-
living, NEAT and Molonglo. Zeisel’s (2006, p.135) notion of 
near-middle-far is depicted as a scale comparison (1:1000).

  MolongloMews-living         NEAT
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Figure 86: NEAT four-house cluster (above, middle); a 
‘chessboard’ of houses with interspersed communal and 
private landscape across two levels.

good or bad). So too, the creative artefact has evolved following a deepening appreciation that 

compact house design is complex and finely-tuned. How we prioritise space use, and spatial 

characteristics, impacts the end-user. My social research-informed architectural techniques offer 

one pathway to improve supply-led medium-density compact housing. Not only do they expand 

the architect’s design-use literacy, in the ways I have shown, but they enrich the design process 

by supporting improved occupant-use problem definition for each project__the demands of which 

can foster creative solutions (Crawford 2019; Figure 86, below). This, in turn, can assist policy-

makers, planners and developers better pinpoint who will use compact houses and how they will 

use them. The Conclusion, Benefits and Future Research chapter follows.
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•	 Public and private

•	 Spatial offset

•	 Social, Retreat, Utility

•	 Precinct cohesiveness

•	 House personalisation

•	 Negotiated territory

•	 “Use less” - no bigger than necessary

•	 Spatial qualities and materials

•	 “Sphere of influence”

•	 Changing use over time

•	 Adapt, modify, extend

•	 Design amplified by use

USER INTERFACECOMMUNAL AND CONTEXT

SIZE AND SUSTAINABILITY

FLEXIBILITY AND CHANGE

Small 

Living and 

Design 

Introduction

Occupant-use 

findings for practice

SMALL LIVING?
CONCLUSION, 

BENEFITS 
AND FUTURE 

RESEARCH

This exegesis described architectural research which sought to investigate and integrate occupant-

use findings with the design of supply-led medium-density compact housing. In user-centred 

design theory, compact housing exists to support occupant activities, with POE techniques 

utilised to verify its success. Yet the medium-density design-use gaps I revealed in the literature, 

contribute to occupant dissatisfaction and recurring design errors with this housing form. Some 

errors trace back to the design and delivery remit of the architect, and their lack of access to the 

end-users of medium-density, reliance on design assumptions about an unknown occupant, or 

their failure to access existing POE research. Hence, the primary question I sought to answer was:

As a variation on the archetypical architectural design process, in what ways can user-centred 

design contribute to improved supply-led medium-density compact housing in Canberra?

Seeking, therefore, to reduce the disconnect between intended and actual performance, I 

investigated occupant-use through a range of household and compact house types located in 

the Village; a medium-density precinct in Canberra. The chosen method exploited beneficial links 

between POE’s ability to reveal occupant-use requirements and the opportunity through design 

to creatively address them. Rich qualitative findings were derived and incorporated into an over-

arching design-use theoretical framework for the studied case. The four interpretive themes 

within the framework were user interface, size and sustainability, communal and context, and 

flexibility and change (Figure 87, bottom right). These themes emerged from the chosen case 

study as detailed findings__synthesised into my ‘Thematic Map of Compact House Design and 

Use’__a holistic framework of principles to guide improved compact housing.

In order to do this, I sought tools to help verify built environment effectiveness, fed into different 

stages of design and delivery. I also demonstrated that direct architectural involvement with 

occupants and their built environment__through observation, interview and archival materials__

helped bridge the design-use gap, enabling progress toward socio-spatial architectural practice. 

Frustrated, however, by poor links between existing research on occupant experiences and actual 

house size, spatial layouts and design features, I devised investigative-diagnostic POE techniques 

to spatialise the data. Significantly, my method focused on the lesser-studied private-realm of the 

house within its precinct context, thus adding findings to the medium-density compact housing 

knowledge frontier. On best indications, the supply-led nature of mass-housing will likely persist, 
Figure 87: Previously introduced Thematic Map of Compact 
House Design and Use (above), captures interpretive themes 
and their constituent codes, derived from fieldwork analysis. 
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EPENDENTand restricted access to the end-occupant will continue. With this in mind, my descriptive-

depictive analysis of data revealed findings on household and house types which__with care taken 

to understand the similarities and differences of each studied case__can inform future design. 

Indeed, ‘home’ is a highly personal idea, and compact house liveability a subjective concept. 

Hence the research does not offer design absolutes but instead techniques that can be applied 

to each compact housing case to reveal aspects of the occupant experience and the lived-design. 

For example, user interface explored the design attributes which support privacy and interaction 

within the compact house and between neighbours. The findings revealed that medium-density 

“intensified” neighbour relations (Ed CY1ME). Consequently, adequate house and garden size 

was assisted by spatial offset between neighbours, and house layouts of central social spaces 

combined with separate retreat spaces. Continuing, the communal and context theme explored 

the supplementary and social function of Village communal amenities which combined to make a 

“home bigger than [its] house” (Lucy CY1SM). It also explored the influence of house size, precinct, 

streetscape and landscape character on density perceptions and individual house expression. 

One aspect of the theme size and sustainability stemmed from “...simply us[ing] less. Less space, 

materials...” (Greg CY1ME). Therefore, I looked at actual, perceived, effective and sustainable house 

size. I also measured the house-landscape-street apportionment, to understand the presence 

of connections or barriers surrounding the house, which expand or shrink its liveable ‘sphere’. 

Internally, I found ‘tried and tested’ design strategies such as generous windows for indoor-

outdoor connection, raking ceilings and open-plan enhanced perceived spaciousness, but were 

not a substitute for appropriately sized and configured rooms. This analysis was reinforced by the 

theme flexibility and change which captured household and house alignment or misalignment, 

accompanied by adaptation, alteration or access to multi-purpose space (Figure 88, above right).

The research was not only for practice (POE techniques and findings) but importantly also through 

practice (design responses__unbuilt and built) and supported my endeavours to integrate a 

continuous design-research feedback loop. My select body of work comprised constructed projects 

and competitions won. Featured Canberra projects included precincts of low-rise, semi-detached 

terrace, townhouse or courtyard houses of around 100sqm. in size.   The projects were the subject 

of scholarly reflection, appraised against the research aim to improve compact housing. Hence, 

the research contribution to new knowledge is an expanded definition of architectural practice, 

the user-centred design journey, and the transformation of the Compass House creative artefact. 

Research through practice: 

design responses

 

No. of 
utility 
spaces

No. of 
rooms

Size of 
rooms

No. of 
occupants

INTERNAL

  INTERFACE

ALTER 
THE 

HOUSE

ACCESS 
COMMUNAL 
FACILITIES

ACCESS TO 
‘MULTI-GEN’

SPACES

EXTERNAL 

‘SPHERE’

Figure 88: The earlier diagram (above) of key variables 
affecting household satisfaction with house size over time. If 
design and use become misaligned over time, then solutions 
of a flexibility spectrum range from access to multi-purpose 
space (communal or Multi-Gen), house alteration or moving.

52: Though I pursued occupant-centred design research, a further 

variable is that some contracts allow for architectural oversight of 

construction delivery, while others, including the mentioned D&C 

example, may not (described at Part A, p34 and Part B, p47). Poor 

quality can result from the latter and negative perceptions may follow. 

Continued architectural involvement during construction delivery 

complements occupant-centred design, as it allows for construction 

quality verification inclusive of design features to support occupant 

amenity. The influence of D&C delivery and quality on occupant 

amenity is a topic worthy of future research.
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Broadly, I found many of the occupant requirements__revealed through the four themes__could be 

addressed through careful user-centred design to balance size, spatial volume, offset, flexibility 

and flow, and territory versus permeability. However, the design of compact housing is finely-

tuned. Inadvertently prioritising one theme in compact housing, can come at the expense of others, 

with the potential for design-use misalignment. To test this further, I developed visual comparative 

analysis against the four themes, which assisted my architectural interpretation of research criteria 

(refer to Part B: Creative Artefact: Precinct comparison). This also enabled efficient comparison 

of each new project to its precedent, and a compact house ‘design language’ emerged; arguably 

more nuanced and informative than the ‘blunt tool’ of numeric density descriptors alone (Figure 

89, right). So too, the transformation of the creative artefact reflected a deepening appreciation 

that compact house design is complex and should not be underestimated by the architect. 

Yet the urban policy and design community are right to have high expectations of medium-density, 

given the important challenges before us to reduce urban sprawl and improve housing choice for 

a changing household mix. Moreover, I began this exegesis by stating that Canberra’s 2045 CO2 

net zero target is a key policy for the city. Here, my research revealed medium-density compact 

housings’ contribution, through its reduced CO2, energy, land and resource use. I argued, however, 

that delivering low carbon, sustainable housing would not suffice, given unnecessary resources 

are consumed if a house proves too small for its occupants and has to change (Vischer 2008). 

To understand liveability, therefore, I asked ‘how small?’ and ‘for whom?’, and revealed through the 

research a wide range of findings. Among them, the occupant experience and utilisation of house 

and room size, numbers of rooms and their spaciousness, flexibility and the limits of overlapping 

function, privacy within and between houses, and connection to outside, or to multi-purpose 

or communal spaces. These factors combined to guide critical land-use and neighbourhood 

formation decisions. My comparative precinct analysis drew influence from government policy-

makers. Now augmented by my liveability findings, these techniques, in turn, offer guidance to 

architects, developers, planners and policy-makers in Australia on medium-density compact 

housing neighbourhood formation and statutory planning provisions (also Figure 89, right).

For example, medium-density interfaces between the car, the street and to neighbours warrant 

careful attention; otherwise, an already compact block risks pockets of underutilised space. 

Compounding this issue, I found solutions are needed to rebalance land allocation for the compact 

house, its landscape and car infrastructure. It is not, however, merely a case of overlapping car 

Benefits and future research: 

low carbon, liveable and land-use 

Figure 89: Extract from Part B: Creative Artefact of depictive 
analysis across four themes for Mews-living housing series (or 
Compass 4), 2017-2019. Among the analysis, land allocation is 
compared for house footprint, landscape and road/driveway 
across the Compass House projects.

Number of storeys: One-two 

Block/House size: 130sqm./115sqm.

Communal landscape: 200sqm./dw

Gross Density: 32dw/ha

50% landscape

22% house

28% street/driveway

User interface

Size and sustainability

Communal and context

Flexibility and change

park 
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spaces with other outdoor functions. Nor should peripheral or reduced car parking solutions go 

untested, given my research identified complex occupant attitudes to the near-home territory 

and its impact on the usable ‘sphere’ of the house. I also drew attention in the research to the 

increasing placement of private gardens in the front zone of compact blocks adjacent to the 

public street. What hitherto may have worked for a larger block, I argued has led to an awkward 

public-private mix risking pockets of underutilised space within compact blocks. Hence, further 

design research on the defensible territory of the compact house, along with its territorial core, is 

needed to verify the efficacy of such planning-subdivision strategies. 

Similarly, my research identified the susceptibility of compact house streetscapes to visual discord 

due to the typically narrow street frontages with reduced space for mature trees. Thus a ‘calming’ 

of streetscape facades needs to be balanced with house personalisation and form articulation. In 

particular, the research revealed that houses in close proximity benefit from spatial offset devices 

for household occupant privacy and to minimise overlooking. Future research is also needed as 

households continue to diversify, and because compact houses generally do not easily expand 

with the family life-cycle. My Multi-Gen designs for household change are a good beginning and 

competition-winning. Instead of building extra rooms ‘just in case’, the occupants can ‘plugin’ 

additional rooms or decouple them when no longer needed. These areas are worthy of further 

POE research if we are to reduce the design errors historically associated with this housing form. 

However, given large volumes of POE data may overwhelm the creative process, or blinker the 

exploration of appropriate solutions, I developed visual techniques to synthesise the findings.  

For example, my method dispensed with prescriptive room labels, favouring the generic terms 

of ‘social, retreat or utility’ space to reveal patterns of use. My use of 3D data modelling also 

facilitated space-time cube analysis to depict aspects of use and change. Therefore, a future 

research priority involves the streamlined delivery of social-research informed design through 

further refinement of the data spatialisation techniques I have introduced.53 

My POE findings informed the creative artefact, progressively enhancing my user-centred design 

literacy, and Molonglo and NEAT were judged exemplary against criteria which included liveability. 

Not only did these competitions reveal ‘possibilities’, but they aided the synthesis of diverse 

research findings and their complex interdependencies. Moreover, Mews-living was focus group 

tested with prospective occupants, and I accessed advocates with ‘expertise’ on its occupant 

cohort (refer to Appendix H: Summary of industry feedback). POE evaluation also occurred on 

53: As previously mentioned, Revit 3D-modelling electronic drawing 

software has Building Information Management (BIM) capabilities, 

and as a future project, I would like to trial adding occupant 

information to a 3D-model via BIM. This would be an improvement 

on the method I utilised to ‘spatialise’ the data, which involved the 

manual assignment of information geo-spatially.
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•	 Contingent The design ‘leaves space’ for amplification through occupant-use (Figure 90, below)

•	 Integrated  The goal is a constant design-research feedback loop

•	 Verifiable   The design ‘hypothesis’ is verified through actual performance and design usability 

•	 Sustainable  Using less land, energy and resources but of sufficient size for occupant amenity

•	 Liveable  Design-use data on ‘how small?’ and ‘for whom?’ is required for each project

•	 Spatialised Data description will not suffice__design and depiction is needed for synthesis 

•	 Finely-tuned Compact housing intensifies the occupant experience, and its design is complex

•	 Repeatable Adds to the ‘knowledge frontier’ and literacy with replicable visual data comparison

•	 Creative  But not prescriptive__design benefits from the precise problem-definition that    

   POE offers, but ‘good design’ ultimately transcends it 

my own work (refer to Part B: Creative Artefact: Popout House). Future POE research is planned 

for the soon-to-be-occupied Mews-living housing, thus continuing my design-use practice cycle.

My social research-informed architectural techniques offer a pathway to improve supply-led 

medium-density compact housing. Both the techniques and overarching thematic framework are 

replicable. At the same time, the occupant experiences of the studied house and household types 

can__with careful application__inform the design of future compact housing. I have also shown 

that research-expanded creative practice is potentially enriched by more accurately pinpointing 

occupant-use requirements. Therefore, my compact house research for and through practice 

exhibited a range of characteristics, and accordingly, I define socio-spatial architecture as:

Socio-spatial architecture 

Moreover, compact houses are concurrently interpreted by multiple occupants (Hertzberger 

1991). Therefore, traditional architectural notions of an ‘untampered’ building, or house, may 

prove unsustainable for the occupants (Till 2014). Rather than investing unhelpful assumptions in 

the design, we should set aside some decisions for the end-occupants; adopting an architectural 

sensibility which ‘leaves space’ for design amplification through use (Hertzberger 1991). 

To go further, using the Popout House example, design became an ‘offer’, with the “capacity to 

elicit, time and again, specific reactions befitting specific situations” (Hertzberger 1991, p152; refer 

to Part B: Creative Artefact). In this scenario, it is no longer sufficient to merely understand the 

constructed house; our attention must turn to the occupied house or lived-design and the extent 

to which it has supported the occupants (Vischer 2008). An iterative data-gathering and creative 

problem-solving process revealed how spaces were experienced (Abras et al. 2004). Through the 

exegetical journey, improved compact housing emerged as a series of research-informed designs Figure 90: The above framework describes multiple design-
use states, and as one of the research findings, drew on both 
the literature and data analysis (Steen 2011; Vischer 2008; 
Leupen 2006; Anderson 2002; Hertzberger 1991). 
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which increasingly occupy the gap between “those who practice…and those who use” space 

(Dodd 2011, p12; Figure 91, below, from Part B: Creative Artefact: Missing Middle Competition). 

Compact houses offer one pathway to low carbon housing for Canberra, as elsewhere in 

Australia, provided they are liveable.54 Without intervention to verify aspects of occupant-

use (as this research has shown), based on the current trajectory of medium-density, we risk 

staggering wastage should this housing prove unsuitable for its occupants. Therefore, as we strive 

to consolidate our Australian cities including Canberra, my user-centred medium-density design 

is made more compelling; revealing who will use compact housing, how they will use them, and 

the neighbourhood land-use patterns needed to support liveability.

As I conclude this exegesis, my socio-spatial architectural journey is by no means over. Necessity 

requires a point of pause, but the cycle of POE integration with practice is ongoing. A new design-

use sensibility or literacy has emerged. One I trust will continue to improve compact housing.

54: Earlier in the exegesis I noted that compact houses__terrace, 

townhouses and the like__are around 100sqm. smaller than our 

largest houses (averages from ABS-Commsec 2018). Using life-cycle 

analysis, Stephan and Crawford (2016a), found that for equivalent 

household sizes and house types, the carbon footprint was reduced 

by approximately one-third for every 100sqm. of floor area removed.  

Figure 91: Part B: Creative Artefact accompanies the 
exegesis with a project chronology of design responses 
and thematic reflection. Images (right) are from the Missing 
Middle competition scheme found in extract form at Part B.
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Figure 1: The cover page depicts the medium-density compact housing research focus (Gonzalez 2013).           

Figure 2: Research method diagram of my design-use feedback (or forward) loop supported by scholarly reflection.

Figure 3: Diagrams of growing house size, contrast with shrinking households and block sizes. 

Figure 4: Sketch teasing out a ‘hunch’ about gaps between compact house design and use. 

Figure 5: Canberra medium-density compact housing formed part of my case study shortlisting process. 

Figure 6: Snapshot of the Compass House creative artefact timeline situates three design case studies.

Figure 7: The so-called ‘missing middle’ diagram succinctly describes the housing studied.

Figure 8: Tabulated summary of the research paradigm. 

Figure 9: Author’s three featured projects compared for house footprint, gross density, landscape and street.

Figure 10: The design-use method diagram__featured earlier__is now annotated with exegesis chapters. 

Figure 11: Medium-density compact housing design-use examples. 

Figure 12: Griffin-Mahony design for Canberra (1912) overlaid in blue over the Y-plan (1967) by Peter Harrison. 

Figure 13: Contrasting suburbs built several decades apart in Canberra (David Flannery FRAIA 2010). 

Figure 14: Jerilderie Court (1977) demonstration precinct by architect Philip Cox (Judd and Dean 1983).

Figure 15: Genealogy of Canberra medium-density compact housing by the author.

Figure 16: Canberra distribution map of medium-density compact housing by the author. 

Figure 17: Low-density detached dwellings compared with medium-density suburban form, block size and house size. 

Figure 18: Changing neighbourhood character with the influx of  contemporary medium-density. 

Figure 19: Townhouse balconies overlooking and overlooked by a laneway, natural ladders and exposed balconies. 

Figure 20: Architect Walter Stamm’s 1987 competition entry for the ‘unknown second tenant’.

Figure 21: Archetypical design process (top), according to Swann (2002, p53).

Figure 22: Unintended use or design interpretation through use. 

Figure 23: Research method diagram featured in earlier in the document. 

Figure 24: Project example from the Compass House body of work.

Figure 25: Quadrant diagram prepared by the author to clarify the shifting roles of architect and researcher. 

Figure 26: Partial precinct view (above) of the fieldwork case study setting, the Village. 

Figure 27: Canberra map by the author seen earlier indicates medium-density compact housing distribution. 

Figure 28: Sample of precedent research drawings prepared by the author.  

Figure 29: Sample from NVivo showing descriptive coding.

Figure 30: Sample of spatialised fieldwork data which geo-located occupant-use feedback in the digital 3D house.  

Figure 31: Partial precinct view of the Village landscaped spine path, flanked by north-facing  houses. 

Figure 32: Household composition by decade to present.

Figure 33: Demographic overview derived from sources. 
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TABLE OF FIGURES

Figure 34: Section shows the site sloping from south to north away from the public street. 

Figure 35: Three key user-centred fieldwork and analysis techniques.

Figure 36: Thematic Map of Compact House Design and Use.

Figure 37: Interface pie chart.

Figure 38: Interface analysis diagram of the Village. 

Figure 39: Broad categories of retreat, social and utility space introduced to aid pattern analysis.

Figure 40: Spine path, house offset with wing walls for privacy and courtyard garden pergola and shrub ‘edge’. 

Figure 41: One aspect of the size and sustainability theme referring to perceived spaciousness.  

Figure 42: Households and house size compared. 

Figure 43: Examples of small, medium and large courtyard house average sizes.

Figure 44: Design devices to create a sense of space. 

Figure 45: Most frequently mentioned occupant perceptions of garden size.  

Figure 46: A mix of outdoor storage and landscape borrowing depicted by Ed’s sketch. 

Figure 47: Partial precinct view of the Village landscape spine path, flanked by north-facing  houses. 

Figure 48: ‘Intermingled’ Village space, differs from the nearby suburb (Cooper Marcus 2003). 

Figure 49: Frequently mentioned communal facilities, activities or spaces. 

Figure 50: Community centre floor plan with dining hall, lounge, studio, kitchen and communal BBQ courtyard. 

Figure 51: Photographs show indoor communal facilities.

Figure 52: Difference within a cohesive whole. Near-original houses alongside those modified and extended.

Figure 53: Use and change framework draws on the literature and data analysis. 

Figure 54:  Household composition and change by decade to present. 

Figure 55: The diagram summarises house change. 

Figure 56: Space-time cube analysis of multi-family house change. 

Figure 57: Frequently mentioned house change factors. 

Figure 58: Split-level house type illustrates circulation through social, retreat and utility spaces, 

Figure 59:  Space-time cube analysis of typical daily house use by Ed (CY1ME) and partner.

Figure 60: A further space-time cube example of multi-family houses clustered around a common room hub. 

Figure 61: Enrichment through use, seen in the many ways we furnish and decorate our homes. 

Figure 62: Locating the data within a 3D-model of Village houses.  

Figure 63: Compass House draws inspiration from children’s wooden puzzles with a modular flexible floorplan, 

Figure 64: Hand sketch of pre-PhD upper-level living version of the Compass House. 

Figure 65: Compass House creative artefact depicting the user-centred design and research journey. 

Figure 66: Snapshot of the Compass House creative artefact timeline situates three design case studies.
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Figure 67: Electronic concept sketch models by the author explore design interdependencies. 

Figure 68: Materials used in the reflection process include examples of hand sketching,  models, pinups.

Figure 69: Thematic Map of Compact House Design and Use.

Figure 70: Zeisel’s (2006, p135) “Degree of Functional Distance Diagram” and the public-private interface. 

Figure 71: Molonglo Demonstration Precinct features compact houses encircling a series of landscaped parks. 

Figure 72: Extract of Molonglo scheme shows terraces viewed from the park and in section. 

Figure 73: Interface analysis of Molonglo, namely connections, separation, views and privacy. 

Figure 74: Diagrams showing typical NEAT cluster of primary and secondary or Multi-Gen compact houses. 

Figure 75: Interface analysis of Mews-living. 

Figure 76: The retreat (green), social (yellow) and utility spatial characteristics, of Molonglo, NEAT and Mews-living.

Figure 77: Mews-living spaciousness strategies__raked ceiling, indoor-outdoor connection and multi-purpose space.

Figure 78: Diagram compares the three case studies for house, landscape and street/driveway land-use.   

Figure 79: Shared space of the NEAT four-house cluster, comprising landscape and car parking. 

Figure 80: Several houses as a single composition. Visual cohesion is derived from repeated elements. 

Figure 81: Reconciling development opportunity limits in medium-density with the life-cycle of a house. 

Figure 82: POE fieldwork findings distilled the key variables affecting household satisfaction with house size. 

Figure 83: Aalto Extension Table (1956), explored use and change solutions in the lead up to the NEAT scheme. 

Figure 84: Table summarises interpretive themes, usability requirements and accompanying design responses. 

Figure 85: Interface analysis of Mews-living, NEAT and Molonglo. Zeisel’s (2006, p.135) notion of near-middle-far. 

Figure 86: NEAT ‘chessboard’ of houses with interspersed communal and private landscape across two levels. 

Figure 87: Thematic Map of Compact House Design and Use. 

Figure 88: Key variables affecting household satisfaction with house size over time. 

Figure 89: Creative Artefact of depictive analysis across four themes. 

Figure 90: Multiple design-use states (Steen 2011; Vischer 2008; Leupen 2006; Anderson 2002; Hertzberger 1991). 

Figure 91: Part B: Creative Artefact supports the exegesis with a design and thematic reflective project chronology. 
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The ‘Compass House’ creative artefact (Part B) accompanies the occupant-use and design 

response findings found in Part A: Exegesis. It chronicles my compact house select body of work, 

providing further context to the three design case studies__Molonglo and NEAT competitions and 

the Mews-living affordable housing precinct__which were the subject of the Design Responses 

and Reflection chapter found at Part A. These case studies were recognised as exemplars and 

offered a point of reflection on the research-transformed design.  

Early Compass House designs explored a range of ‘hunches’, drawing on my sustainable 

architectural experience and philosophies. Following PhD commencement, the literature review 

and post-occupancy evaluation (POE) findings, iteratively informed my design and its subsequent 

evaluation (Seidel 1981). While much of the design process remained familiar to me; a reorientation 

occurred as occupant-use research increasingly informed and enriched the cycles of divergent 

and convergent design thinking across the body of work (Figure 2, below):

The Compass House, as creative artefact, is the source for synthesis and reflection on my social 

research-informed or ‘socio-spatial’ architecture. It provides the design and use evolutionary 

thread through the work. Iterative in nature, early design responses evolved into the arguably more 

usable housing propositions of my later work, which progressively sought to reduce the design-

use gap. Projects which refined particular design-use themes or offered new insights are featured, 

and I have excluded projects felt to be repetitious. Acknowledging that repetitive ‘practise’ plays 

SMALL LIVING?
SELECT WORKS 
INTRODUCTION

Figure 2: Research-informed cycles of divergent and 
convergent design thinking produced iterations of the 
Compass House creative artefact (above). My select 
work combined innovative and ‘tried and tested’ house 
features, and arguably, both are valid in user-centred 
design. Sarkissian et al. (2004) go further, explaining that 
innovation, must not come at the expense of usability.

Courtyard 
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Figure 3: ACT Housing Choices 2018 diagram above of 
the so-called ‘missing middle’ dwelling types succinctly 
describes the type of work chronicled in this volume.

a role in design evolution and the consolidation of ideas, the included projects are sufficiently 

representative of my work (Figure 3, below). Compass progressed from inception through a 

range of precinct configurations with Compass 2 and 3. Some iterations were satisfactory, others 

not, but ultimately Compass 3 directly informed the NEAT scheme__NEAT in-turn informing 

the Missing Middle__with Mews-living emerging as the culmination of this design and research 

period. Reflection themes were derived from the literature and fieldwork findings and applied to 

chronologically featured projects. Core to this body of work, pre-occupancy research informed 

many of my described user-centred design decisions. Post-occupancy insights on the occupied 

house or ‘lived-design’, on the other hand, were derived from the literature, the Village case study 

and the Popout House. The latter is summarised in this document at pages 151-154.

Design linkages and comparative thematic analysis offered insights, while revealing the impact of 

my user-centred research and fieldwork. Drawings, photographs, artist’s impressions and analysis 

diagrams illustrate accompanying theme descriptions. Themes include the flexible use of Multi-

Gen (or subsidiary) houses, car use, negotiated territory and ‘no bigger than necessary’ solutions. 

Communal spaces mostly take the form of landscaped parks which supplement compact houses 

and blocks within their medium-density precincts.  

Housing at its best, balances privacy and community, the individual and context, and amenity and 

change. In seeking to resolve interdependencies, the architect should be conscious that compact 

housing intensifies the occupant experience. Critically, there is design complexity at the interface 

of medium-density communal, social and retreat space, and here lies a potential for design-

use conflicts or barriers to its effective use. Incorrect or rigid design has particular implications 

for visual, acoustic and spatial user experiences. Yet the precise mapping of occupant-use in 

supply-led medium-density is not the goal. Instead, my findings revealed that multi-purpose, 

reconfigurable spaces allowed occupants to adapt their houses progressively (Schneider 2018; 

Till 2014; Leupen 2006; Schneider and Till 2005; Anderson 2002; Hertzberger 1991). Hence, my 

research sought a deeper appraisal of usability by drawing upon literature, fieldwork and the 

Single 
dwelling

Home office
or granny flat
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lived-design, while also ‘leaving space’ for design amplification through use (Hertzberger 1991). 

The taxonomy of compact houses is explored thematically in the following sections, beginning 

with Figure 4 (below), which summarises the occupant-use interpretive themes. In this volume, 

readers can sample a project of interest, follow the chronology of projects or of a specific theme. My 

design responses commence with an overview of the select works precinct plans. This document 

concludes with a visual project comparative analysis of my select projects against the interpretive 

themes, and I discuss the wider implications of design-use ‘literacy’ on neighbourhood formation.

•	 Public and private

•	 Spatial offset

•	 Social, Retreat, Utility

•	 Precinct cohesiveness

•	 House personalisation

•	 Negotiated territory

•	 “Use less”- no bigger than necessary

•	 Spatial qualities and materials

•	 “Sphere of influence”

•	 Changing use over time

•	 Adapt, modify, extend

•	 Design amplified by use

USER INTERFACECOMMUNAL AND CONTEXT

SIZE AND SUSTAINABILITY

FLEXIBILITY AND CHANGE

Small 

Living and 

Design 

Figure 4: As seen in Part A, the Thematic map of Compact 
House Design and Use captures interpretive themes, 
and their constituent codes, derived from the fieldwork 
analysis. Themes guide the design reflection of select 
works which follow and accompany the Design Response 
and Reflection chapter.

SMALL LIVING?
INTERPRETIVE 

THEMES
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COMPASS 3

SWALE 

COMMUNAL OR PUBLIC PARK 

0.5HECTARE (HA) AREA 

TERRACE HOUSE 

COURTYARD HOUSE

DUPLEX

MULTI-GEN (multi-purpose or subsidiary house)

1 STOREY / 2 STOREY

ADAPTABLE HOUSE (ie: wheelchair clearances)

BLOCK/HOUSE SIZE ARE PRECINCT AVERAGES 

GROSS DENSITY (DWELLING / HECTARE)

COMMUNAL LANDSCAPE / SHARED SPACE

COMPASS HOUSE, 2009
Block/House size:   150sqm./100sqm.
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   24dw/ha
House type:    Courtyard
Carparking:    Communal
Construction:  Unbuilt

ARCHITECT’S HOUSE, 2010 (ONGOING)
Block/House size:   130sqm./70sqm.
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   12dw/ha
House type:    Courtyard + Multi-Gen 
Carparking:    Private
Construction:  Stage 1-2 Complete

MOLONGLO COMPETITION, 2012-2013
Block/House size:   125sqm./160sqm. 
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   28dw/ha
House type:    Terrace + Courtyard
Carparking:    Private
Construction:  Up to Planning Approval

POPOUT HOUSE, 2013
Block/House size:   100sqm./80sqm. 
Communal landscape: 75sqm./dw
Gross Density:   12dw/ha
House type:    Duplex + Multi-Gen
Carparking:    Private
Construction:  Stage 1 Complete with POE
  

CLERESTOREY HOUSE, 2017-2018
Block/House size:   310sqm./160sqm. 
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   14dw/ha
House type:    Courtyard, Adapt + Multi-Gen
Carparking:    Private
Construction:  Complete

MEWS-LIVING SERIES (COMPASS 4), 2017-2019
Block/House size:   130sqm./115sqm.
Communal landscape: 200sqm./dw
Gross Density:   32dw/ha
House type:    Terrace + Courtyard + Multi-Gen
Carparking:    Private
Construction:  Current

COMPASS 2 + 3, 2010 - 2014
Block/House size:   130sqm./100sqm. 
Communal landscape: 40sqm./dw 
Gross Density:   40dw/ha
House type:    Terrace, Duplex + Courtyard
Carparking:    Private
Construction:  Unbuilt

NEAT COMPETITION, 2014-2016
Block/House size:   150sqm./115sqm.
Communal landscape: 70sqm./dw
Gross Density:   32dw/ha
House type:    Courtyard, Terrace + Multi-Gen
Carparking:    Communal
Construction:  Unbuilt

COURTYARD HOUSE, 2017
Block/House size:   300sqm./160sqm.
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   14dw/ha
House type:    Courtyard + Adapt
Carparking:    Private
Construction:  Complete

MISSING MIDDLE COMPETITION, 2016
Block/House size:   150sqm./100sqm.
Communal landscape: 400sqm./dw 
Gross Density:   28dw/ha
House type:    Terrace + Courtyard +Multi-Gen
Carparking:    Private
Construction:  Unbuilt

COMPASS 2 

Adapt

sqm. 

dw/ha 

sqm./dw

The diagrams (right) compare select work precinct plans 

chronologically. Typically, three house sizes feature, 

averaging 70, 100 or 160 square metres (sqm.). Block sizes 

vary as a function of building height, ranging from one to 

three storeys. Consistent with client requirements, private 

car parking features most often. Communal landscape 

averaged 100sqm. per dwelling (sqm./dw). However, 

Compass 2 and 3 were the notable exception at only 

40sqm./dw, which I later deemed insufficient.

/
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COVERED 
OPEN 
SPACE

GARDEN

YARD

My early exploration of a ‘no bigger than necessary’ 

sustainability proposition first manifest as the Compass 

House. Drawing inspiration from children’s wooden 

puzzles, I was interested in the multi-directional potential 

of square or so-called ‘solar blocks’. Thus, a variety of 

modular one to two storey compact house types were 

derived, offering northerly aspect regardless of street 

orientation. Flexibility, privacy, and views were among 

the design strategies explored (images below).  Roof 

profiles minimised overshadowing and raked internal 

ceilings offered spatial volume (refer overleaf).

COMPASS HOUSE 1-3
2009-2014

STREET  

S
T

R
E

E
T

Figure 5: Author’s Compass House assembled wooden 
models (left). Site plan images show the multi-directional 
potential of square or so-called ‘solar blocks’ of Compass 1 
and 2 (middle). Floorplan layout of Compass 1 (right).

COMPASS 1COMPASS 2

• • • ----, : 
• 
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COMPASS HOUSE 
PRECINCT COHESIVENESS

Compact house streetscapes__when compared with low-

density equivalents__can be prone to visual clutter due 

to typically small blocks, narrow street frontages and 

reduced space for mature trees. The Compass square 

block instead offered a generous frontage to the street 

relative to its compact size. 

Yet despite its apparent flexibility of form and street 

orientation, I found early Compass iterations produced 

a visually eclectic street assemblage of compact houses 

(Compass 1 image below). Consequently, I emphasized 

visual cohesion, repeated roof forms and materials in later 

designs (Compass 2 image right and Compass 3 image 

bottom right). My research supported this approach, 

which ‘leaves space’ for house personalisation or 

modification (Molonglo Jury 2012; Sarkissian et al. 2004;  

Hertzberger 1991; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986; 

Village Interviews: Ian and Edith CY1ME; Ed CY1ME).  

COMPASS 1

COMPASS 2

COMPASS 3
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My research revealed that the combination of street, 

driveway and private car parking can dominate the 

character of precincts featuring compact houses and 

blocks. Such land apportionment in favour of the car, 

may also impinge on the defensible house territory and 

potentially diminish its effective usage. Consequently, 

Compass House iterations compared both adjacent 

(private) and remote (communal) car parking strategies: 

•	 Compass 1 (below and top right), featured communal 

detached parking serving a cluster of houses. As a 

form of Radburn Planning, each house was connected 

via pedestrianised landscaped zones to reduce 

street impacts (Wallace and Reed 2005). Though 

the scheme had promise, I was ultimately dissatisfied 

with its way-finding and surveillance characteristics.

•	 In contrast, the Compass 2 precinct (below, right 

and overleaf) emphasised distributed private car 

parking associated with each house. “Ribbons of 

verge” adjacent the street resulted, and arguably the 

landscape character proved inferior to the preceding 

scheme (MacKenzie 2012, p186).

•	 Compass 3 (image bottom right and overleaf) 

combined terrace and courtyard houses with 

alternating driveway locations, thereby avoiding 

street frontages dominated by garages. Its higher 

dwelling densities also generated space for a central 

communal park. Despite good solar access, its 

weakness was the dominant southern ‘roofscapes’; 

a circumstance which later provided the impetus for 

the dispersed slender roofs of the NEAT scheme.

COMPASS HOUSE 
THE CAR AND THE STREET

COMPASS 1

COMPASS 2

SCALE 1:500

0

10m

COMPASS 3

68% landscape
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Upper-level living or social spaces (right), prioritised 

elevated views of tree canopies, along with privacy 

derived from street separation. Externally, articulated 

building forms offered visual screening and privacy, 

coupled with large windows overlooking private northern 

gardens on two levels. Other windows were kept small. 

Internally within the house, the device of two or more 

retreat wings combined with central social spaces, as an 

early feature of the Compass designs. Later occupant 

research, which formed part of this exegesis, confirmed 

the merit of this design strategy.

COMPASS HOUSE 
SPATIAL OFFSET, SPATIAL FLOW A

SECTION B
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A

COMPASS HOUSE 
NO BIGGER THAN NECESSARY

In contemplating compact houses and blocks, I explored 

techniques to maximise usable space and perceived 

spaciousness including light-play, vaulted spaces, and 

high-level or corner windows. For example, the indoor-

outdoor connection of social spaces offered ‘landscape 

borrowing’ and spatial flow. In contrast, utility and retreat 

spaces were more self-contained (images right, far-right 

and below right). Multi-purpose, reconfigurable spaces 

also formed part of the design exploration (below).

B

10AM STUDYING

8PM WATCHING TV

1AM SLEEPING
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ARCHITECT’S HOUSE 
SPATIAL OFFSET, SPATIAL FLOW

Built in the 1960s as a so-called ‘ex-government’ (ex-

govie) Canberra house, my own home began as a 

compact rectangular plan, sited with a north-westerly 

aspect. Testing options for refurbishment and extension 

to accommodate an architectural studio, I settled on a 

T-shaped plan, with its articulated form creating a series 

of landscaped courtyards (image right). The result 

offers private self-contained zones within the house, 

alternating with zones of indoor-outdoor connection 

and landscape views (refer to photographs below).
VIEWS

VIEWS

B

A

C

B CA

INTERFACE / FIGURE GROUND
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ARCHITECT’S HOUSE
FLEXIBILITY AND CHANGE

SECTION A

Using the Compass House as precedent, the Architect’s 

House served as a site for experimentation. Multi-

purpose, reconfigurable spaces proved essential to 

amenity and emerged as my first prototyping of the 

Multi-Gen space. Named for its ability to support a 

range of uses and occupant configurations over time, 

the so-called Multi-Gen space, is light-filled, private 

and features direct access from the street. The range 

of functions__accommodated with minimal physical 

alteration__has included design studio, rumpus room, 

music room, bedroom and now design studio once 

more (images overleaf). Here the pattern of room usage 

accords with Leupen’s (2006) assertion that separate 

retreat rooms are the most polyvalent.

Overall, the design supports several house configurations 

or modes of use; as a single house or main house plus two 

sub-tenanted studio spaces. Consequently, bathrooms 

are located to be accessible from various parts of the 

house and garden (images right). Despite pre-dating my 

PhD commencement, subsequent findings supported 

aspects of these early design explorations on flexibility, 

given I had found most participating occupants modified 

their houses (Interviews: Ian and Edith CY1ME; Nathan 

and Kate MF1SM; Shawn and Sharon CY2LA; et al.).

SECTION B
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ARCHITECT’S HOUSE 
FLEXIBILITY AND CHANGE
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As the first of the three design case studies, detailed 

thematic analysis of Molonglo can be found at the 

Design Responses and Reflection chapter in Part A. The 

project continued to Development Approval stage, and 

at that point, the ACT Government sold the land.

Interlocking courtyard and terrace houses, and their 

private gardens, overlook a series of communal parks 

and shared streets on a south-facing sloping site (images 

above, middle and below right). The analysis featured 

here (right) labels outdoor social or retreat spaces to 

reflect the extent of defensible territory associated 

with each house type. For example, terrace houses 

incorporate gardens contiguous with the communal 

park, arguably resulting in a loss of ground level privacy. 

In contrast, courtyard houses offered greater privacy 

deep within their gardens (Sarkissian et al. 2004). 
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TERRACE

B

Molonglo occurred immediately after my literature 

review of precedent compact housing in Canberra, and 

that research had revealed a range of flexible use criteria. 

For example, the interlocking ‘battle-axe’-shaped sites 

of this project, enabled the core function of a 1-bed 

house to be substituted with 2-bed or 3-bed versions 

during the sub-division planning stage (right).

The small living ‘kit of parts’, was devised as part of 

the competition submission, describing a range of 

expandable storage spaces and operable privacy screens 

for occupant flexibility and privacy (refer to Appendix E: 

Molonglo Demonstration Precinct brief). By centralising 

the utility spaces, the indoor-outdoor connection was 

maximised for the narrow terrace frontages, while 

simultaneously offering a sense of the overall interior 

volume across three levels (bottom right). 

Finally, I introduced front doors at both lower ground 

and ground level to support a range of vertical house 

configurations. This project was a predecessor to NEAT, 

where I then explored both vertical and horizontal 

reconfiguration strategies for their flexibility as a single 

house or subdivided for multiple occupants.

MOLONGLO COMPETITION
FLEXIBILITY AND CHANGE A
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MOLONGLO COMPETITION
FLEXIBILITY AND CHANGE A

SECTION B
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Terrace and courtyard houses incorporated the level 

and half-level changes of the sloping site. The northerly 

aspect was maximised for living spaces with minimal 

overshadowing to the south. The cohesive street 

composition arguably supports house personalisation 

by occupants, as the Molonglo jury described:

The overall logic of this is wonderful….the street 

articulation is so strong that you don’t need Urban 

Design Guidelines because the integrity of the 

[design] is quite strong (Molonglo transcribed jury 

citation extract, 2012).

MOLONGLO COMPETITION
PRECINCT COHESIVENESS

articulation thru roof forms 

articulated roof forms assist sloping site 

roof form 

"edge" built form with rhythmic articulation 

roof forms minimise overshadowing _ ............. 

courtyard forms terraced landform 

_ .............. 
'-..... 

roof form 
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POPOUT HOUSE
SPATIAL OFFSET, SPATIAL FLOW

VIEWS
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An existing Canberra ex-govie two-storey duplex was 

remodelled to improve the space utilisation of the main 

house in the first project stage. The second stage involved 

the design of a ‘studio’ space, or secondary residence, in 

the backyard, which later evolved into a studio option 

nestled into the slope of the front yard (refer site/floor 

plans and sections overleaf).

I introduced ‘popout’ windows to frame desired views 

and screen neighbour sightlines (image below and 

previous page). Motivated by a desire to have small 

but carefully crafted or ‘curated’ spaces, the occupants 

wanted to maintain their compact living and sustainable 

footprint, while addressing pinch points within the house 

(Interview: Tom and Nerida). Hence, the mentioned 

‘popouts’ subtly expanded previously constricted spaces 

in the entry lobby, lounge, kitchen scullery, and ground 

floor toilet. Replacing an internal wall with a large sliding 

door, similarly, relieved the constricted entry lobby.
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SECTION A

LOWERGROUND

SECTION B

POPOUT HOUSE
NO BIGGER THAN NECESSARY
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The studio space was intended to provide overflow 

space to the main house, described as ‘cramped’ for two 

adults and their teenage daughter. The other driver was 

to create an income-generating tenanted space.  The 

studio, located at the south-west corner of the block, 

progressed through to statutory planning approval stage 

(image right). As the conversion of an existing brick 

garage, the minor additions consisted of prefabricated 

bathroom and kitchen ‘popouts’. Eventually, the main 

house returned to ‘ideal size’ when Tom and Nerida’s 

daughter moved out, and the studio conversion did not 

proceed. Nevertheless, my design explorations into house 

flexibility__supplemented by a studio space located in 

the front yard__influenced the later NEAT scheme.
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POPOUT HOUSE
DESIGN AMPLIFIED BY USE

As an architect seeking to close the design-use gap, I 

undertook POE on the main house stage of work with 

the occupants, Tom and Nerida. They purchased the 

house because of its location close to the city, the 

expected capital appreciation of the property and 

a desire to minimise car use. Hence, addressing the 

“difficult floorplan....small” on a busy street, facing east-

west became their priority. Rather than enlarge the 

main house, they sought design solutions to improve its 

amenity and presentation, describing the changes as:

...really subtle…but it makes a really big difference. 

Visually it’s a lot more finished and smart-looking....

Inside-outside feel has been really successful....Not 

one particular thing...it just feels more spacious.

Among the changes made, they value:

Putting that on [the window popout] it just makes 

the room so much bigger and much more private. 

So you can sit there...that’s a real privacy thing 

now....Having the fridge away [in another popout] 

is more open and it’s more visually beautiful now. 

Before the fridge used to take up a lot of space.

The door of course...the ‘great wall’ [a large sliding 

door which addressed an entry pinch point]. Open-

plan is expensive heating-wise, so we like being 

able to close off the spaces. I’m so glad I’ve got 

that because it just creeps the width of the room.

That said, further changes to the ‘great wall’ occurred 

due to its weight. Heavy double-glazed doors and their 

locking mechanisms were similarly difficult to operate.

Nerida is an artist, with a strong design interest. They 

continue to design or ‘curate’ the spaces, and the 

architecture robustly absorbs their ‘design amplification’ 

through use (Hertzberger 1991).

.
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NEAT COMPETITION
2014-2016
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the proposition

consider articulated forms for privacy, with forms mediating 1, 2, 3 storey heights

current condition

low-rise, low density housing increasingly interspersed with medium-density

NEAT COMPETITION
NEGOTIATED TERRITORY 

INTERFACE / FIGURE GROUND

NEIGHBOURHOOD CHARACTER

VIEWS

4-HOUSE CLUSTER

Encouraging contextual quality design, the organisers 

of the NEAT competition sought to profile the benefits 

of compact housing, to reassure a Canberra community 

suspicious of medium-density, and to reduce statutory 

planning obstacles (NEAT 2014, p1). As my second 

design case study, NEAT was prepared immediately 

following the Village fieldwork which informed occupant 

requirements for this competition-winning scheme (refer 

Design Responses and Reflection chapter). 

Organised around a central landscaped spine, the 

precinct of compact houses mixes communal and private 

gardens over two levels (image right). I established a 

typical four-house cluster as a mix of main houses plus 

subsidiary or Multi-Gen houses. Communal car parking 

was co-located within each typical cluster, responding to 

occupant preferences regarding near-home territory and 

security found in the literature (Sarkissian et al. 2004; 

Brunson et al. 2001; Devlin 1980; Yancey 1971). 

By sharing walls, the single-storey podium visually 

grounds taller house forms interleaved through the 

precinct, with the resultant composition respectful 

of neighbourhood context (image bottom right). 

Articulated forms are derived from slender skillion 

roof forms, limiting overshadowing. These forms offer 

visual screening between houses and modulate external 

space, thus avoiding large homogenous communal 

spaces (Sarkissian et al. 2004; Yancey 1971). The result 

is a medium-density precinct of compact houses with 

landscape weaved throughout (image overleaf).
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NEAT COMPETITION
NEGOTIATED TERRITORY 
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NEAT COMPETITION
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To assist my house use analysis, I categorised rooms as 

‘social, retreat or utility’ spaces. NEAT comprises ordered 

floor plans (refer Legend, below right). The utility zone 

of each house adjoins its shared party walls, thus freeing 

up valuable house frontage for central social spaces and 

up to three separate retreat zones. The combination of 

spaces offered a range of household configurations, with 

the main house (lo) also able to expand into__or retreat 

from__its subsidiary Multi-Gen house (HI lo).
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NEAT COMPETITION
MULTI-GEN SPACE
The fieldwork revealed that medium-density compact 

houses adapt poorly to household expansion and 

contraction with the family life-cycle (London and 

Anderson 2008; Mackay 2007). This constraint became 

the creative catalyst for my NEAT scheme, and with 

minimal physical alteration, I sought to accommodate 

household change. HI house, for example, could be wholly 

occupied or stratified as several one-level living spaces.   
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MISSING MIDDLE COMPETITION
2016

 /  SEQUEL TO NEAT   /  COURTYARDS   /  THE CAR AND THE STREET 
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MISSING MIDDLE COMPETITION
SEQUEL TO NEAT

As an elevated sloping site, organised around multi-level 

communal landscaped spaces, Missing Middle carried 

forward key design principles from NEAT. Among them, 

Multi-Gen spaces offered vertical household expansion. 

Privacy was derived from articulated forms and a mix 

of building heights to screen neighbours and frame 

distant views of the Newcastle foreshore (images right 

and overleaf). The design focused on two terrace types 

developed to maximise their spatial offset for privacy. 

As an alternating pattern of north facing terraces, 

Understorey overlooked its low-lying courtyard and is 

separated vertically and horizontally from the elevated 

spaces of the adjacent Canopy type.
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MISSING MIDDLE COMPETITION
COURTYARDS

Designing compact houses, I had hither-to deployed 

courtyards for their privacy and landscape borrowing. 

Here, collaborating with Dr Andrew MacKenzie, the 

Missing Middle competition scheme introduced heat 

mitigating design features through low-lying shaded 

courtyards and undercrofts. Courtyard landscapes 

mediated seasonal temperatures offering cool, shaded 

summer spaces and sun-filled winter spaces.
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MISSING MIDDLE COMPETITION 
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MISSING MIDDLE COMPETITION
THE CAR AND THE STREET

With a sense of ‘unfinished business’, my work on Missing 

Middle continued the design testing of compact house car 

parking scenarios by deploying parking at lower ground 

and prioritising pedestrian space at ground level (image 

below). Responding to the research criteria, I located 

parking within the house territory, but at undercroft 

level, thus subordinating it to the upper level pedestrian 

and landscape spaces of the precinct. 
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COURTYARD HOUSE
2017

   /  PRECINCT COHESIVENESS     /  SPATIAL OFFSET, SPATIAL FLOW
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COURTYARD HOUSE
PRECINCT COHESIVENESS

VIEWS

Repeated courtyard houses present a rhythmic 

streetscape, with robust roof forms. Houses offer 

individual variation within a purposely restrained materials 

palette. Perhaps the result of improved compact housing 

literacy, this design exhibits form-making discipline, 

modesty, and economy without being austere.
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COURTYARD HOUSE
SPATIAL OFFSET, SPATIAL FLOW

B

SECTION A SECTION B

The floorplan is arranged around a social courtyard to the 

north-east and a utility court to the south-west. Perhaps 

one might consider this project to be a contemporary 

revisiting of the earlier precedent housing examples 

studied? Instead, designed and delivered nearly 50 years 

apart, certain differences are evident. For example: 

•	 the broad mix of house functions have endured, but 

technology has enabled more flexible room use;

•	 likewise, technology use has supported the ability to 

work from home. The ABS (2015) reports that one-

third of employed persons are regularly doing so, 

and with this comes demand for physical home-work 

demarcation (Tietze and Musson 2002, p334; Part A, 

page 23 also notes COVID-19 impacts on home-work);

•	 as a step-free design, rooms and corridors have 

grown to support wheelchair manoeuvrability;  

•	 private garages and associated driveway widths have 

also grown and are attached to the house, unlike the 

grouped communal carports of earlier examples; 

•	 bedrooms (retreat spaces) are therefore arranged 

to share exterior frontage with the garage, as can be 

seen in the example right, and 

•	 unlike the archetypical suburban backyard found in 

studied precedents, here the main private garden 

is adjacent to the verge and street. So too, this 

convergence of front and backyards reinforces the 

criticality of privacy and interface for occupants.   
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CLERESTORY HOUSE
2017-2018
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CLERESTORY HOUSE
PRECINCT COHESIVENESS 

Adjacent Woden Town Centre, an existing house was 

replaced with two single-level townhouses. Despite 

doubling the density of the developed block, the result 

is highly contextual in terms of the existing street and 

landscape character (image bottom right).
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CLERESTORY HOUSE
SPATIAL OFFSET, SPATIAL FLOW

A clerestory-lit circulation spine links compact spaces and 

private landscaped courtyards, where pre-occupancy 

images show recent landscaping (this page and previous 

page). Away from neighbours, spaces are vaulted, open-

plan and feature large windows. Conversely, spaces 

adjacent neighbour boundaries are self-contained with 

smaller lower windows framing landscape views.
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Accessed from the street, the multi-purpose retreat space 

and its associated bathroom, form part of the townhouse 

or a separate wing, in the manner of my earlier Multi-Gen 

schemes. Large sliding doors offer this subsidiary space 

the flexibility to be private and separate or connected 

to the main house. Each townhouse is also separate 

and private, organised around their central social/living 

space and adjacent landscaped courtyard. Retreat wings 

can be found at either end of the townhouse, drawing 

directly from my fieldwork findings (Interviews: Ed 

CY1ME; Edith CY1ME; Vicky CY1LA).
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MEWS-LIVING
2017-CURRENT
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MEWS-LIVING
SPATIAL OFFSET

Following the success of NEAT, I was invited to design 

affordable compact houses in northern Canberra for the 

Mews-living series, constructed between 2019 and 2021. 

Consistent with the method, I researched the occupant 

demographic before feeding-forward findings on house 

or household types. Sources included occupant focus-

testing and access to occupant ‘advocates’ who had 

delivered housing to similar households.

Mews-living (or Compass 4) marks the further evolution 

of Compass House research-informed design. This is the 

third and final design case study explored in the Design 

Responses and Reflection chapter. It also drew influence 

from the earlier Compass themes of northern orientation 

regardless of street address, with upper-level living 

for privacy and landscape views. For example, double 

height social spaces enjoy large north-facing windows 

perpendicular to the street, thus occupants can close 

street-facing curtains if they wish, while still accessing 

northern winter sun (images shown previous page, 

right and overleaf, noting the terrace houses were not 

designed by the author).

Neighbour privacy, perceived spaciousness within the 

house and borrowed landscape were critical given the 

compact house and garden. For example, landscape 

treatments are contiguous throughout private gardens, 

including driveways which double as entertaining 

space. Open-plan internal spaces connect visually with 

gardens via sliding doors, offering further potential for 

overlapping function. The generous ceilings of interior 

spaces echo roof forms. 
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MEWS-LIVING
SPATIAL VOLUME
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MEWS-LIVING
SPATIAL FLOW
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Mews-living meets strict ACT Planning Affordable 

Housing (2019) thresholds. There is a high demand and 

buyer wait-lists for these houses. Its low carbon footprint 

and operational affordability are attributable to its 

compactness, passive solar energy efficient design and 

on-site renewable energy. It is marketed as an affordable, 

separately titled alternative to apartment living with 

nearby community facilities. 

The images overleaf include the recently landscaped 

large public park overlooked by the houses. At ground 

level, privacy is afforded by articulated form-making 

adjacent the shared subsidiary streets and lanes. The 

zero boundary setbacks of the house were essential 

to maximise the usable space of its compact block. 

House forms, therefore, help to screen the landscaped 

courtyards from adjacent street corners. Unlike its 

predecessor NEAT, the compactness of Mews-living 

arguably does not support substantial household change 

with the family life-cycle; the house effectively beginning 

its life already developed to its maximum potential.

The mentioned images also show the in-progress design 

and construct (D&C) delivery of the Mews-living houses. 

Akin to the D&C description I offered in the literature 

review, the construction of Mews-living commenced in 

2019 without architectural involvement, and my practice 

was released from the project in 2017 once the preliminary 

design received statutory Development Approval. The 

influence of D&C delivered quality on occupant amenity 

is a topic worthy of future post-doctoral research.
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MEWS-LIVING
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SMALL LIVING?
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CONCLUSION 
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The Design Responses and Reflection chapter discussed the research transformation of the 

Compass House creative artefact, focusing on three design case studies. This accompanying 

document chronicled the design and reflection on the author’s select works, beginning with 

Compass 1 and culminating with Mews-living (Compass 4). By offering background context to 

my compact house design-thinking, this document reinforces the reorientation to user-centred 

design, as described in Part A. My design analysis and reflection utilised the interpretive themes__ 

derived from occupant fieldwork findings__to reveal design insights and transformations.

The first of three featured projects, Molonglo, followed a stage of my literature review focused 

on housing occupant satisfaction. Compared with earlier Compass work, Molonglo benefitted 

from early design-use sensitisation, thus minimising the occupant-use assumptions which 

can characterise supply-led medium-density. Where Compass was perhaps too small in some 

areas, Molonglo offered a more realistic appraisal of space, the importance of private gardens 

supplemented by communal landscape and exploration of flexible Multi-Gen or subsidiary spaces.

In 2014, as I completed the fieldwork and early indicator findings, an opportunity presented to 

enter the NEAT competition, the second featured project. Although a coincidence of timing, 

NEAT provided an elegant opportunity to analyse and synthesise data, given my fieldwork had 

revealed a great many constraints. Competition schemes, at their best, allow the architect ‘space’ 

or scope to transcend such constraints, by offering a chance to experiment. The interplay of 

indoor and outdoor spaces over several levels was a core rationale of my NEAT scheme, offering 

the potential for dynamic space use for landscape, interaction, privacy, and flexibility. My research 

had revealed the futility of condensing too many functions into a reduced space. Instead, NEAT 

signified a ‘loosening’ of the assignment of space, offering an expanded vocabulary for Canberra 

medium-density, which interleaved landscape and built form through its ‘chessboard’ precinct 

pattern (refer to NEAT image, previous page).

As the research progressed, Mews-living, the final featured project, refined the earlier themes of 

courtyard and upper-level living housing for their privacy benefits. Multi-Gen spaces supported 

flexible house use. Proximity to a large park adjacent houses offered views and landscape 

borrowing. Where Compass 3 had achieved mixed success with courtyard and terrace house 

interleaving, Mews-living succeeded with courtyard types ‘book-ending’ terrace houses. Despite 

their compactness, the result is a cohesive street composition with visual variety and landscape.

SMALL LIVING?
SELECT WORKS 

CONCLUSION
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Reflecting on the research and design, I would argue that the categories of spatial offset, flow, 

volume and flexibility, distil the essence and challenges of compact house design. For example, 

I found compact housing intensifies the occupant experience and that the design device of 

spatial offset offered privacy between occupants within the house and from their neighbours. 

Conversely, spatial flow reflected the precinct permeability and connections between occupants 

and their indoor or outdoor spaces, and to the communal parts of a precinct. Spatial volume 

described design devices to improve perceived spaciousness, essential to compact housing.  

Spatial flexibility captured the extent to which the design might accommodate multi-purpose 

use or adapt to household change and the family life-cycle. These spatial concepts have complex 

interdependencies, and I found that compact houses are finely-tuned, requiring the architect to 

avoid inadvertently prioritising one requirement over another. 

Crucial, therefore, to improved compact house design literacy is the comparative visualisation of 

its design-use themes to reveal attributes or conflicts, and to pinpoint if one precinct characteristic 

is dominating at the expense of others. Hence, a critical concept underpinning the work was 

effective space utilisation, influenced by the ‘sphere’ of the house, its territory and precinct 

permeability.  Here a tension persists between land allocation for the compact house, its car 

infrastructure and landscape, as is depicted in the size and sustainability precinct comparison 

on page 191. The select works I have included in this document are a good beginning to address 

this tension. However, more is to be done to avoid medium-density precincts being dominated 

by garage, driveway and public street at the expense of landscape or compact house amenity. 

Indeed, I found that the design of compact housing was highly dependent on the precinct it 

occupies. So too, social and retreat spaces within the house are impacted by adjacent housing, 

communal facilities, street, or park, as can be seen at the user interface and flexibility and change 

precinct comparisons on pages 185 and 189. 

Lastly, the close proximity of medium-density can equate to narrow house frontages, and 

excessive built form articulation or house personalisation can create visual discord. Critically, 

“lower perceived densities” are derived from built form interspersed with landscape (Parolek 

2012, p33). Hence, my communal and context precinct comparison, on page 187, explores the 

streetscape articulation and cohesiveness of compact houses and the space between them. The 

pages that follow, therefore, compare the size, space utilisation, streetscape formation, density 

and interfaces of my select works against criteria established by my ‘Thematic map of Compact 

House Design and Use’, which in turn, emerged from design-use research findings.
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SWALE 

COMMUNAL OR PUBLIC PARK 

HEAVY LINES DENOTE OFFET / SEPARATION

LIGHT LINES DENOTE  FLOW / CONNECTION

MIDDLE

NEAR

FAR (ZIESEL 2006, P135)
 

PRECINCT COMPARISON
USER INTERFACE
The image right compares precinct interfaces, offering a 

high-level depiction of spatial offset, connection and flow. 

The body of work utilises a variety of design devices to 

address user interfaces. Site topology, landscape context, 

dwelling density, household mix, function and car parking 

location combine to inform interface design decisions.

NEAT achieved a superior interface resolution by combining 

horizontal and vertical spatial offset, through modulated “....

elevated external space, [with] both private and communal 

possibilities” (NEAT Competition Jury Citation 2014). Like 

its predecessor NEAT, Mews-living also offers vertical and 

horizontal spatial offset, but notably, its proximity to the 

shared street and verge impacts the public-private interface. 

Molonglo houses overlook a series of communal parks, with 

their interface characterised by landscape views.
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COMPASS HOUSE, 2009
Block/House size:   150sqm./100sqm.
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   24dw/ha

ARCHITECT’S HOUSE, 2010 (ONGOING)
Block/House size:   130sqm./70sqm.
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   12dw/ha

MOLONGLO COMPETITION, 2012-2013
Block/House size:   125sqm./160sqm. 
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   28dw/ha

POPOUT HOUSE, 2013
Block/House size:   100sqm./80sqm. 
Communal landscape: 75sqm./dw
Gross Density:   12dw/ha

  

CLERESTOREY HOUSE, 2017-2018
Block/House size:   310sqm./160sqm. 
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   14dw/ha

MEWS-LIVING SERIES (COMPASS 4), 2017-2019
Block/House size:   130sqm./115sqm.
Communal landscape: 200sqm./dw
Gross Density:   32dw/ha

COMPASS 2 + 3, 2010 - 2014
Block/House size:   130sqm./100sqm. 
Communal landscape: 40sqm./dw 
Gross Density:   40dw/ha

NEAT COMPETITION, 2014-2016
Block/House size:   150sqm./115sqm.
Communal landscape: 70sqm./dw
Gross Density:   32dw/ha

COURTYARD HOUSE, 2017
Block/House size:   300sqm./160sqm.
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   14dw/ha

MISSING MIDDLE COMPETITION, 2016
Block/House size:   150sqm./100sqm.
Communal landscape: 400sqm./dw 
Gross Density:   28dw/ha
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COMMUNAL OR PUBLIC PARK 

SWALE 

LANDSCAPE OR OTHER SCREENING

DENOTES BUILDING ARTICULATION

STREET

PRECINCT COMPARISON 
COMMUNAL AND CONTEXT
This theme explored precinct cohesiveness, house 

personalisation, the house, car, street and negotiated 

territory. The diagrams right compare buildings and the 

space between, the latter comprising private garden, 

courtyard or communal landscape. 

Articulated low-rise houses with repeated roof shapes 

predominate. Built form is interspersed with landscape 

features throughout the body of work, reflecting the author’s 

affection for courtyards. The landscape consists of private 

garden, verge, and communal or public park. For instance, 

Molonglo precinct is characterised by a communal park, 

while in contrast, Architect’s House has a high proportion of 

private landscape. NEAT is one of the denser schemes, but 

supplements ground level landscape with rooftop gardens 

throughout.

SCALE 1:750

0

15m

COMPASS HOUSE, 2009
Block/House size:   150sqm./100sqm.
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   24dw/ha

ARCHITECT’S HOUSE, 2010 (ONGOING)
Block/House size:   130sqm./70sqm.
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   12dw/ha

MOLONGLO COMPETITION, 2012-2013
Block/House size:   125sqm./160sqm. 
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   28dw/ha

POPOUT HOUSE, 2013
Block/House size:   100sqm./80sqm. 
Communal landscape: 75sqm./dw
Gross Density:   12dw/ha

  

CLERESTOREY HOUSE, 2017-2018
Block/House size:   310sqm./160sqm. 
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   14dw/ha

MEWS-LIVING SERIES (COMPASS 4), 2017-2019
Block/House size:   130sqm./115sqm.
Communal landscape: 200sqm./dw
Gross Density:   32dw/ha

COMPASS 2 + 3, 2010 - 2014
Block/House size:   130sqm./100sqm. 
Communal landscape: 40sqm./dw 
Gross Density:   40dw/ha

NEAT COMPETITION, 2014-2016
Block/House size:   150sqm./115sqm.
Communal landscape: 70sqm./dw
Gross Density:   32dw/ha

COURTYARD HOUSE, 2017
Block/House size:   300sqm./160sqm.
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   14dw/ha

MISSING MIDDLE COMPETITION, 2016
Block/House size:   150sqm./100sqm.
Communal landscape: 400sqm./dw 
Gross Density:   28dw/ha
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SOCIAL SPACE

RETREAT SPACE

UTILITY, SHOWN AS WHITE SPACE FOR CLARITY

MULTI-GEN OR MULTI-PURPOSE SPACE

DENOTES FRONT DOOR(S)
 

PRECINCT COMPARISON 
FLEXIBILITY AND CHANGE
Use is both time and circumstance dependent and I sought 

to express this through a range of social, retreat and utility 

spaces, depicted right. My compact housing projects sought 

ease of use and change by progressively experimenting 

with spaces subsidiary to the main house to accommodate 

its flexible use and the potential for household expansion or 

contraction over time (depicted as Multi-Gen spaces below 

and right).

I also found the sequence of social and retreat spaces 

impacted user interfaces, permeability and space utilisation. 

For example, my upper-level-living housing types, found at 

Molonglo and Mews-living, effectively drew visitors through 

private gardens and retreat spaces to front doors, potentially 

creating a public-private conflict. In other words, so-called 

private spaces may be ‘on show’, potentially reducing their 

usability.

SCALE 1:500

0

10m

COMPASS HOUSE, 2009
Block/House size:   150sqm./100sqm.
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   24dw/ha

ARCHITECT’S HOUSE, 2010 (ONGOING)
Block/House size:   130sqm./70sqm.
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   12dw/ha

MOLONGLO COMPETITION, 2012-2013
Block/House size:   125sqm./160sqm. 
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   28dw/ha

POPOUT HOUSE, 2013
Block/House size:   100sqm./80sqm. 
Communal landscape: 75sqm./dw
Gross Density:   12dw/ha

  

CLERESTOREY HOUSE, 2017-2018
Block/House size:   310sqm./160sqm. 
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   14dw/ha

MEWS-LIVING SERIES (COMPASS 4), 2017-2019
Block/House size:   130sqm./115sqm.
Communal landscape: 200sqm./dw
Gross Density:   32dw/ha

COMPASS 2 + 3, 2010 - 2014
Block/House size:   130sqm./100sqm. 
Communal landscape: 40sqm./dw 
Gross Density:   40dw/ha

NEAT COMPETITION, 2014-2016
Block/House size:   150sqm./115sqm.
Communal landscape: 70sqm./dw
Gross Density:   32dw/ha

COURTYARD HOUSE, 2017
Block/House size:   300sqm./160sqm.
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   14dw/ha

MISSING MIDDLE COMPETITION, 2016
Block/House size:   150sqm./100sqm.
Communal landscape: 400sqm./dw 
Gross Density:   28dw/ha
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68% landscape

24% house

8% street/driveway

70% landscape

16% house

14% street/driveway

35% landscape

40% house

25% street/driveway 

67% landscape

15% house

18% street/driveway

50% landscape

27% house

23% street/driveway

46% landscape

25% house

29% street/driveway

49% landscape

20% house

31% street/driveway

54% landscape

27% house

19% street/driveway

50% landscape

22% house

28% street/driveway

37% landscape

29% house

34% street/drivewayPRECINCT COMPARISON 
SIZE AND SUSTAINABILITY
This theme explored the spatial characteristics of house size, 

with an emphasis on the physical attributes contributing to 

spaciousness, along with the sustainability benefits derived 

from a compact house and garden. The area analysis (right) 

refines an ACT Government dwelling-density protocol 

(ACTPLA 2010). Analysing the proportion of land-use 

for different functions reveals aspects of the amenity and 

character of a precinct. For example, the area allocated to 

street or driveway increases with distributed private car 

parking and reduces with communal perimeter car parking. 

Across the select works, landscape in its different forms, 

represents typically half of the precinct area. Compass 1 and 

my own house offer increased landscape areas. Compass 

2+3, on the other hand, reduced landscape area, and this 

metric reaffirmed my previous reservations with those 

early Compass precinct designs. Land-use is necessarily 

silent on upper level or rooftop gardens, translating to an 

under reportage of multi-level landscape designs, such 

as found in NEAT. Molonglo was notable for having the 

largest building footprints. Given the landscape focus of its 

precinct__comprised of houses encircling communal parks__

this suggests an efficient space use.

verge

park

garden

verge
park

garden

verge

garden

park

garden

verge

garden
SCALE 1:1500

30m

0

verge

park

garden

verge

park

garden

verge

park

garden

verge
park

garden

verge

park

garden

STREET/DRIVEWAY

SHARED STREET

STREET OR ROAD VERGE 

COMMUNAL LANDSCAPE/PUBLIC PARK 

PRIVATE OPEN SPACE (GARDEN)

HOUSE FOOTPRINT

COMPASS HOUSE, 2009
Block/House size:   150sqm./100sqm.
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   24dw/ha

ARCHITECT’S HOUSE, 2010 (ONGOING)
Block/House size:   130sqm./70sqm.
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   12dw/ha

MOLONGLO COMPETITION, 2012-2013
Block/House size:   125sqm./160sqm. 
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   28dw/ha

POPOUT HOUSE, 2013
Block/House size:   100sqm./80sqm. 
Communal landscape: 75sqm./dw
Gross Density:   12dw/ha

  

CLERESTOREY HOUSE, 2017-2018
Block/House size:   310sqm./160sqm. 
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   14dw/ha

MEWS-LIVING SERIES (COMPASS 4), 2017-2019
Block/House size:   130sqm./115sqm.
Communal landscape: 200sqm./dw
Gross Density:   32dw/ha

COMPASS 2 + 3, 2010 - 2014
Block/House size:   130sqm./100sqm. 
Communal landscape: 40sqm./dw 
Gross Density:   40dw/ha

NEAT COMPETITION, 2014-2016
Block/House size:   150sqm./115sqm.
Communal landscape: 70sqm./dw
Gross Density:   32dw/ha

COURTYARD HOUSE, 2017
Block/House size:   300sqm./160sqm.
Communal landscape: 100sqm./dw
Gross Density:   14dw/ha

MISSING MIDDLE COMPETITION, 2016
Block/House size:   150sqm./100sqm.
Communal landscape: 400sqm./dw 
Gross Density:   28dw/ha
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Figure 1: Part C cover page features an ‘artist’s impression’ 
from the Mews-living affordable housing.
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APPENDIX A: 
DEFINITIONS 

Attached and 
detached 
dwellings

Attached dwellings refer to terrace, courtyard, duplexes and townhouses 
where a wall (common or party wall) is shared between neighbours. 
Detached dwellings refer to single-lot free-standing houses.

Author Refers to the ‘architect/researcher’. While I prioritise the use of the 
term ‘author’, certain exegesis sections warrant use of ‘architect’ or 
‘researcher’ for emphasis. 

Big houses The average Australian home is currently the second largest in the 
developed world, while Canberra builds some of its largest houses 
(ABS-Commsec 2018).    

Bush Capital More than half of the ACT is a conservation reserve (ACT NRMC 2013). 
According to Elton Consulting (2011), Canberrans value the ‘bush’ 
capital, along with the street tree planting character established in its 
post-war inner suburbs.

Cluster housing Defined as low-rise ‘walk-up’ housing typically clustered around a 
central area of shared landscape space. Car parking may be central, 
distributed or peripheral.

Cohousing Cohousing co-operatives originated over four decades ago in Denmark 
with community-led development enabling occupant participation in 
the design process. Privacy within individual houses is combined with 
shared areas to encourage a sense of community and security (Sarkissian 
et al. 2004).  Such communities rely on a positive attitude toward social 
interaction. Group homogeneity has been a typical characteristic, as 
is education and affluence.  Age and the family unit varies (Williams 
2005; Metzler 2005). 

Community Bender (1978) describes community as a network of social relations, 
supported by mutuality, emotional bonds and the social ties that bind 
people (also Greig 2009). Though social sustainability may not be 
consistently defined, it recognises that individuals within society need 
to interact and to work together in order for societies to be ‘socially 
sustained’ (Bramley 2009). 

Compact housing Medium-density compact housing describes attached low-rise terrace, 
courtyard, duplexes or townhouses in cluster formations. House size 
averages 70–150sqm. and dwelling density averages 12-40dw/ha. 
Examples include ecovillages and cohousing communities.

Demonstration Demonstration is the act of proving, reasoning or showing evidence. 

dw/ha Gross dwelling density per hectare accounts for land area within and 
beyond the development boundary, the latter including its public 
streets, roads and verges.

Ecovillage Describes a “healthy human settlement...harmlessly integrated into the 
natural environment in a way...that can be successfully continued into 
the indefinite future.” (Global Ecovillage Network cited in Sarkissian et 
al. 2004, p27).

GFA Gross Floor Area of a house is measured to the outside of external 
walls and windows and generally includes garages and semi-enclosed 
balconies. Carports and ‘open’ balconies can be excluded depending 
on local statutory planning authority definitions. 

Medium-density Refer to previous Compact housing definition.

Post-occupancy 
evaluation (POE)

User-centred study or analysis of how occupants perceive, use and 
judge their built environment. It typically utilises social science research 
to gather systematic feedback from occupants on their experiences, 
and where relevant, techniques to measure building performance 
(Vischer cited in Dodson 2011). 

Small living Refers to occupant behaviours and preferences within compact 
houses, and is the subject of this research. It is a relative and subjective 
concept, and it is not a goal of this research to arrive at absolutes, such 
as definitive house size, but rather to ask, observe and depict occupant 
small living experiences. 

The ‘tiny house movement’ on the other hand, extends a challenge to 
occupy the smallest house footprint possible. My research overlaps 
with some of the  movement’s sustainability, affordability and space 
innovation themes but is not seeking or advocating design solutions to 
meet such a challenge. 

Social 
sustainability or 
liveability

Social sustainability or liveability tend to be interchangeable terms in 
the literature, describing the ‘essentials’ of living, including adequate 
house size.  Among them, preference, choice, and ‘placemaking’ 
contribute to liveability. Canberra’s liveability and health indicators 
compare favourably in an Australian context; however, suburban sprawl 
and reliance on car-based travel undermine this, according to Elton 
Consulting (2011).  

sqm. Size in square metres (sqm.) is reported as site/block or house floor 
areas.

Sustainable urban 
development

As coined by the Brundtland Commission (1987), sustainable 
development aims to meet human needs of present and future 
generations while ensuring the sustainability of natural systems and 
the environment, and it is often cited as a driver for pursuing medium-
density and compact city goals.

User-centred 
design

Describes a multi-stage problem-solving process where the preferences, 
behaviours and limitations of end-users are revealed, reflected upon 
and incorporated into the design (Steen 2011). Design assumptions 
are tested and verified with users, and their environment, seeking to 
improve the design-use fit.
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APPENDIX B: 
CATALOGUE OF 
CANBERRA HOUSING 
PRECEDENTS 

NORTHBOURNE HOUSING, 
ANCHER MORTLOCK MURRAY (AMM), NCDC, 1959

FISHER HOUSING PRECINCT, 
CAMERON CHISHOLM & NICOL, NCDC 1970

SWINGER HILL, 
IAN MCKAY, NCDC, 1972

THE VILLAGE, 
UNDISCLOSED, PRIVATE CO-OP, 1976

CAMPBELL HOUSING , 
HARRY SEIDLER, ANU, 1968

THE ELMS 
JOHN PLAYOUST, NCDC, 1981

PARK TERRACE TELOPEA PARK, 
NEIL RENFREE, NCDC, 1982

YARRALUMLA SHORES, 
ANCHER MORTLOCK WOOLLEY, NCDC, 1982

EMU RIDGE, BELCONNEN, 
GRAEME GUNN, NCDC, 1978

JERILDERIE COURT, REID, 
PHILIP COX, NCDC, 1977

August 2011 

Authorised by the ACT Parliamentary Counsel—also accessible at www.legislation.act.gov.au 3

A copy of the plan for Seidler’s Campbell Housing Apartments,  
showing internal corridors and split-level apartments. 

A three dimensional view of Seidler’s Campbell Housing Apartments design, showing the central corridor 
and split-level design, with an apartment spanning across both sides of the building. 

Seidler has described his split-level planning at Campbell as creating ‘expanded horizontal space by 
offsetting two floor levels’ (Blake, 1973).

Authorised by the ACT Parliamentary Counsel—also accessible at www.legislation.act.gov.au 15

Aerial view of Swinger Hill 
ACTMAPi, accessed 15 October 2010 

Swinger Hill, NCDC, 1972 
Credit: NLA Npf 728.312099471 S978 

August 2011 

Authorised by the ACT Parliamentary Counsel—also accessible at www.legislation.act.gov.au 3

NCDC, 1971 An Invitation to view and comment on the Radburn Exhibition Homes, Fisher ACT. 

NCDC, 1971 An Invitation to view and comment on the Radburn Exhibition Homes, Fisher ACT. 
Figure 2: Max Dupain Figure 3: AMM Architects Figure 4: ACT Heritage Notice 2011 - 489 Figure 5: Author Figure 6: Author Figure 7: ACT Heritage Notice 2011 - 490 Figure 8: National Archives of 

Australia A6180, 28/7/75/24
Figure 9: ACT Heritage 
Notice 2011 - 743

Figure 10: Author Figure 11: Author

Figure 12: Judd et al. 1993, 1983 Figure 13: Judd et al. 1993, 1983 Figure 14: Judd et al. 1993, 1983 Figure 15: Judd et al. 1993, 1983 Figure 16: Author Figure 17: Judd et al. 1993, 1983 Figure 18: Judd et al. 1993, 1983 Figure 19: Judd et al. 1993, 1983 Figure 20: Author Figure 21: Judd et al. 1993, 1983

My initial fieldwork phase involved site visits and 
desktop reviews to shortlist housing precedents 
(right), focussing on a prolific period of medium-
density development during Canberra’s post-war 
boom (RAIA 2018; RAIA Awards 2018; RSTCA R047 
2012; ACT Heritage 2011; RSTCA 2010, Williams 
2005; Metcalfe 2003; Judd et al. 1993; 1993).
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APPENDIX C: 
FIELDWORK 
INSTRUMENTS 
De-identified research instruments:
•	 letter of researcher introduction
•	 participant information form
•	 interview protocol, parts A, B and C
•	 household participant details
•	 participant consent form

 

27 July14 

 

Dear Village Resident 

An Architectural Exploration of Medium Density Housing Choice and Living Experiences in Canberra 
Invitation to Participate in the Village Research 

I am a PhD researcher with the University of Canberra, Faculty of Arts and Design.  The research project 
explores people’s housing choices and everyday living experiences in medium density housing in order to 
inform future architectural design implementation. The Village is one of the research case studies and I 
would be delighted if you are interested to participate. 

If you agree to be involved you would be asked to participate in a household interview with the researcher 
at a time that is convenient to you. The interview will take up to one hour and involve questions about your 
house, house and garden, and its surrounds.  

Later a workshop on the shared spaces within the Village is planned and your participation in that group 
forum would be most welcome. This would involve other Village residents at a date and time to be agreed. 

If you have questions regarding this study and participation, you may contact me directly:  
Melinda Dodson, FAD, University of Canberra. Phone 6281 3470 Email melinda.dodson@canberra.edu.au  

This research is intended to promote more sustainable and liveable suburban development and your 
participation would be greatly valued. A research focus on housing liveability has the potential to help city 
planners, architects and builders understand how to design and deliver better medium density housing 
communities. 

A copy of the interview transcript would be available upon request for checking. Anonymity and 
confidentiality would be maintained at all times. Results of the study will be made available to you upon 
request at its conclusion. Thank you in advance for your participation.  

Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
Melinda  Dodson 
Registered Architect ACT1104 

UNIVERSITY OF 
CANBERRA 

AUSTRALIA'S CAPITAL UNIVERSITY 
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Participant Information Form  

Project Title: An Architectural Exploration of Medium Density Housing Choice and Living Experiences  

Researcher: Ms Melinda Dodson 
PhD Candidate in Environmental Design, Faculty of Arts and Design, University of Canberra (UCAN) ACT 2601 
Email: melinda.dodson@canberra.edu.au Phone: c/- 02 6201 2972 (Debra Hippisley, UCAN) 
    
 
Project Aim 
The aim of this research is to explore people’s housing choices and everyday living experiences in medium 
density housing in order to inform future architectural design implementation. 

Benefits of the Project 
A research focus on medium density housing liveability has the potential to help city planners, architects and 
builders understand how to design and deliver better medium density housing communities.  This research is 
intended to promote more sustainable and liveable suburban development. 

General Outline of the Project 
Canberra is unique as a planned Garden City. Known as the city in the landscape, Australia’s national capital 
presents a microcosm of the challenges faced by cities. Like many cities, Canberra is now shifting its attention to 
various forms of medium density housing in order to contain the outward expansion of the city boundaries.  

A goal to increase the representation of medium density housing in Australian cities has been advocated in 
policy and research for half a century, and yet in recent decades we have seen the per capita average house size 
double while average household occupant numbers have halved and become more diverse. 

Research describes a range of sustainability and liveability features of medium density housing, among them the 
offer of more housing choice for a changing and aging Canberra demographic. As a housing form however 
medium density remains persistently contentious, with many community and usability concerns described. 

This research seeks to inform the architectural design of medium density housing through a greater 
understanding of housing choices and resident living experiences across several case study projects in Canberra. 

Participant Involvement 
If you agree to be involved, you will be asked to participate in an interview with the researcher at a time that is 
convenient to you and / or your household. One or more occupants (18 years and over) of your household may 
wish to participate. Some points to note about the interview: 

a. The interview will take up to one hour, and with your permission, would be audio-taped. The 
preference would be to conduct the interview in your house. 

b. The researcher will ask questions about how you use your house, house and garden, and 
surrounds. The interview includes an optional mapping / sketching exercise assist the depiction 
of your house. The researcher will bring paper and pens but table space will help. 

c. There is also the option to show the researcher some parts of your house, garden and surrounds 
after the interview, and with your permission, relevant photographs taken.  

 

 
d. You may request a transcript of the interview for checking.  

Participation in the research is completely voluntary and participants may, without any penalty, decline to take 
part or withdraw at any time without providing an explanation.  

The only potential risks to participation relate to privacy and confidentiality. Please be assured that all the data 
collected from participants will be stored securely and only accessed by the researcher. Great care will be taken 
to ensure that any reports of the data do not identify any individual or their circumstances. 

Confidentiality and Anonymity 
If you request a copy of the research report or would like to be interviewed about your experiences living at the 
Village, then you can opt to provide contact details. Of importance, all research responses are anonymous and 
participant contacts details, where applicable, are stored separately in a secure database. Only the researcher 
will have access to the individual information provided by participants. Privacy, confidentiality and anonymity 
will be assured at all times.  

The research outcomes will be included in the researcher’s PhD thesis and may be presented at conferences and 
written up for publication. However, with all such material, the privacy, confidentiality and anonymity of 
participants will be protected. The research will contain no information that can identify any individual and strict 
confidence will be maintained. 

Data Storage 
The information collected will be stored securely on a password protected computer throughout the project and 
then stored at the University of Canberra for the required five year period after which it will be destroyed 
according to university protocols. 

Contact details will be stored using the same method, separately from interview responses, with the contact list 
destroyed once the study is over. 

Queries and Concerns 
Queries or concerns regarding the research can be directed to the researcher, Melinda Dodson, whose contact 
details are at the top of this form. She welcomes answering any queries.  

Ethics Committee Clearance 
The project has been approved under the University of Canberra Human Ethics Committee Protocol (#14-29). If 
you have any concerns about the research please contact the researcher first, but you can also contact the 
Ethics Officer (phone: 02 6201 5220, email: humanethicsscommittee@canberra.edu.au). 

Thankyou for your participation, it is greatly appreciated. 

Yours faithfully 
 

 
 

Melinda  Dodson 
Registered Architect ACT1104 
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PART A: Before the interview - researcher observations / notes   

Interview Code:     Date: 
 

1. House type? 
 Split-level (middle of row) 
 Split-level (end of row) 
 Courtyard house (middle of row) 
 Courtyard house (end of row) 
 Other 
 
…………………………………………………………………... 
 
…………………………………………………………………... 
 

2. House location – close to: 
 De-identified 
 Communal park / pedestrian path 
 Communal dining / pool / studio space 
 Public road 
 Carports and garages 
 Nature reserve 
 
…………………………………………………………………... 
 
…………………………………………………………………... 
 

3. Immediate surrounds access amenity? 
 Legible, lit, navigable communal paths  
 Shared kids play areas close to houses 
 Spaces to discover, to meander 
 Steps / steep slopes 
 Concealment / entrapment spaces 
 Natural ladders 

 
…………………………………………………………………... 
 
…………………………………………………………………... 
 
…………………………………………………………………... 

 
4. House and garden size (add site/ floor plans)? 

 Small               Medium               Large  
 
…………………………………………………………………... 

 
5. Context and Surrounding Views of? 
 De-identified 
 Nature reserve 
 Public road 
 Carports 
 Other houses and gardens 
 Neighbour fences 
 
…………………………………………………………………... 
 
…………………………………………………………………... 

 
6. Features, Connections and Interfaces? 
 Defined front garden  
 Identifiable front door 
 Defined private garden 

 Soft edges (hedges and the like) 
 Fenced perimeter 
 Implied edge (pergola / arbour) 
 Blended with communal areas 

 Garden overlooked by neighbours 
 Overlooking neighbour spaces 
 Private utility area (for washing and alike) 
 Outdoor dining/entertaining 
 Balcony 
 Sloping block 
 
…………………………………………………………………... 
 
…………………………………………………………………... 
 

 
Note: De-identified. Provides a spatial and design context the interview responses. Involves desk top review 
(from floor plans), minor field work observation (photos). Observations reviewed / clarified with participants. 

 

 

PART B: The interview/mapping  

Interview Code:            Date: 
Thank you 
name / who 
 
Project 
introduction 
and  
justification 
 
Confidentiality 
 
Duration 
 
How interview  
is conducted 
 
Opportunity 
for 
questions 
 
 
 
 Participant  
Information  
Form received  
and explained 
  
 
 Participant  
Consent Form  
signed 
 
 
 
Time allowed  
For drawing  
(participants  
may choose to 
narrate and  
others not 
 
 
 

I want to thank you for taking the time to meet with me today. My name is Melinda Dodson 
and I am an architect and PhD researcher with the University of Canberra.  

I would like to talk to you about how you use your house, house and garden, and surrounds 
within the village. The research focus is on medium density housing liveability, and is intended 
to promote more sustainable and liveable suburban development. I want to explore house 
design (what works and what doesn’t work) and capture lessons for the design of future 
housing projects and the Village is one of the research case studies. 

The interview and mapping exercise should take less than an hour. I’ve brought pens, paper, 
post-it notes etc with me for the mapping. The aim is to try to present in some way – whether 
it’s through drawing, or charts, or whatever – aspects of your house, garden and the village. 
 
I would like to tape the session because I don’t want to miss any of your comments. Although I 
will be taking some notes during the session, I won’t be able write fast enough to get it all 
down. Will taping as well be okay with you? And because we’re on tape, please be sure to 
speak up so that we don’t miss your comments. 

If you want to show me any aspects of your house and garden, we can do that at the end of the 
interview. And if you are comfortable I will take some photographs as we walk through.  

All responses are kept confidential and all material is de-identified which means no research 
findings would identify you as the respondent.  

Remember, you don’t have to talk about anything you don’t want to and you may end the 
interview at any time without explanation. I’ve included information on how we keep data 
secure, along with the ethics review and approval of this research. 

Are there any questions about what I have just explained? Are you willing to participate in this 
interview? 

Can you start by drawing a map or diagram of your house? 

Questions: 1. How long have you lived in the Village? 
   Why did you move here? Did you look at other places? 
   How long do you plan to stay? 
  2. Tell me about your favourite part of the house (or house and garden)? 
   What is it you like about that space or space(s)? Why? 
  3. If you could make changes to your house / garden, what would you do? 
   Why? 
  4. Tell me how you use your house (or house and garden)?  
   Say a typical day 
   OR a typical weekend day 
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Additional 
Comments 

Now can you now draw a map of your house and garden in relation to the Village  

  probe: you might include parts of the village that you use a lot (or avoid) 

  4. How do you use the shared indoor and outdoor spaces of the village? 
   What is an example of interaction with your neighbours? 

Recap the session….. 

  6. Is there anything more you would like to add? 
 

 In closing can you take a few moments to answer a few demographic questions to help my 
research  analysis (overleaf) 

 

PART C: Optional house / garden tour and closing information 

Optional  
house and  
garden tour 
 
Transcript  
findings summary 
request option  
 
 
Follow up  
workshop(s) 
 
 
Thank you 
 
 
 
Researcher to  
write up other notes, 
observations 
immediately 
following session 

Is there any part of your house or garden you’d like to show me?  
 
Thank you for your time today – there are a couple of items I’d like to brief you on in closing. 
 
I’ll be analysing the information you and other Village residents have provided. I am happy 
to provide you an interview transcript for checking – would you like me to send that to you? 
I will also prepare a summary report of the Village case study findings later in the year, so 
let me know if you would like a copy of the report. 
 
A workshop on the shared spaces within the Village will also be held in a few months. The 
date and venue for the workshop is still to be confirmed but I will follow up in writing with 
more detail.  
 
Are you happy for me to take the map and photos and keep them as a record of this interview? 
 
Thank you again for your time. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Household Participant Details               
 
Date: ___/___/2014 
Project Title: An Architectural Exploration of Medium Density Housing Choice and Living Experiences  
Researcher: Ms Melinda Dodson, PhD Candidate, Faculty of Arts and Design, University of Canberra  

            
Date of birth: ___/___/________(18 years and over) 

Birthplace/Ethnicity: 

 Australian-born (non-Indigenous) 
 Indigenous-Australian 
 Born over-seas (English speaking) 
 Born over-seas (non-English speaking) 

Current employment status:  

 Full time 
 Part-time 
 Unemployed and looking for work 
 Work from home 
 Other home duties 
 Retired 
 Non-working student/other 
 Other________________________________ 

What is the highest level of education you have ever completed?  

 Did not finish high school 
 Year 12 
 Certificate or diploma 
 Tertiary or higher 

Which best describes your current living situation?  

 Living as a couple, no children younger than 15 years at home 
 Living as a couple, with 1 or more children younger than 15 years at home 
 Single parent, with 1 or more children aged under 15 at home 
 Sharing with other occupants (such as a boarder) 
 Regular house guests. How often?_____________________________ 
 Living alone  
 Any pets? Specify_____________________________ 
 Other_______________________________ 
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Participant Consent Form – Interview 

Project Title: An Architectural Exploration of Medium Density Housing Choice and Living Experiences  

Consent Statement 

I have read and understood the information about the research. I am not aware of any condition that would 
prevent my participation, and I agree to participate in this project. I also agree to: 

  the audio recording of the interview by the researcher (please tick if agree) 
 
  spatial mapping and tour of your house with the researcher (please tick if agree) 
 
I have had the opportunity to ask questions about my participation in the research. All questions I have asked 
have been answered to my satisfaction. 

Please sign and date below if you agree to participate in an interview with the researcher: 

Participant 

Name……………………………………………………………………….………..…Signature…………........................................................................... 

Date ……………………………………………. 
Witnessed by the Researcher 

Name……………………………………………………………………….………..…Signature…………........................................................................... 

Date ……………………………………………. 

 

Research Next Steps 

  A copy of the interview transcript can be provided to you for checking. Please tick and provide a 
preferred contact email or postal address if you would like to receive a copy of the transcript. 

 
If you tick a box then please include your mailing (or email) address below.  
 
Name…………………………………………………………………………….…………….....……….Address……………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…….……………………….. 
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APPENDIX D: 
SUMMARY ANALYSIS
OF VILLAGE 
MEETING MINUTES

Analysis conducted at three monthly intervals, and by themes, of body 
corporate meeting minutes dating back to Village inception. As expected, 
the communal aspects of the Village feature prominently in the minutes.

Year Flexibility & Change (changes to own home) User Interfaces (interfacing between private and public) ESD Cars Communal & Context (effecting all residents)
1977-06 P1/4 - S3.8/8.5 = practicing a profession from ones home
1977-08b P3 - S5.2.5 = reluctant approval of cat house in a courtyard P1 - S3.4 = issue of pets
1977-11a P5 - S4.4 = parking allotment and access P3 - S3.8 = architect discussed central covered walkway (did not proceed)
1978-02b
1978-06a P2-S5.3 = unapproved fence erected P1-S5.1 = no cars on public land or will be liable for damage P1 - 3.1 = unsupervised children
1978-09b P1 -S3 = reapproval of practicing professsion from ones home P2 = parking changes
1978-12b
1979-03b P2 - S1 = addtion of gate to courtyard P2 - S3 = community fair
1979 -09b P1 - S1 - flat roof carports to be builts over carspaces P1 - S3b = thefts/possible engagement of security company for patrols

P3 - S5 - erection of barriers to stop car entry into landsacpe spine P1 - S3e = drying area security recitification
P3 - S6 = establishment of registry of pets

1979 - 11 P4 - S6e - painting of external timbers of houses needs approval P3 - S6 = untidy garden visible from landscape spine
1980 - 02b P1 - S4 = a particular endorsed  wood stain for exteriors P2 - S4g/5f = renting car spaces/erection of carports P1 -S3C - badly behaved dogs

P2 - S5e = how to get pool approved
1980-05b P1 - S3b = erection of external staircase P1 - S3a = legality of vote on pool
1980-08b P1-2 = vegetable garden on community land
1980-11a P2 - S5a = resident parking in visitor parking sapce P2 - S6b = swimming pool recommendations 

P3 - S6c = dog policy 
1981 -02c P2 - S6a = access point to landscape spine P1-S5d = pet register

P2 - S6b = families on holidays to advice committee - provisions made for their dogs
1981 - 04b P3 - S5e = car set alight in car space, owner request roller doors
1981-07a P2 - S6 = pool and ball courts proposal
1981-12a P1 = pool motion passed
1982-05 P1/2 - S3/4 = controversy over fence erection beyond unit boundaries
1982-11a
1983-04 P1 = installation of skylight and internal wall moves in units P1 = communal vegetable patch failed
1983-11 P1 = two fireplaces approved P1 = biannual handicraft fair

P1 = pool club
1984-10b
1985-07
1986-02 P2 = glass extension of house 
1986-08 P2 - S17 = person adopts dog
1987-03
1987-09 P4 - S12 = mesh fence aproved provided it is planted out P3 - S10 = delivery truck parked on spine P3 -S9 = ongoing vandalism will now be reported to police/night patrols start
1988-04 P3 = ugly aerials P1 = additional parking spaces created P1 = developments plan for new signage/sprinklers

P3 = non resident renting of car spaces
1988 - 11 P3 - S8 = vandalism and car theft
1989-06 P2 - S15 = stolen pool furniture
1990-02 P1 - S2 = rationalised aerial locations 
1990-09
1991-04 P2 - S2 = erection of private gate P3 - S3 = spare car parking spaces
1991-10 P1 - S1 = inadequate flashing on most roofs P2 - S5 = children playing in unacceptable location

P3 = vandals interfering with residents petrol tanks
1992-05 P3 = controversial fence erections on street side of tri level houses P1 = quote for acceptable garage doors P3 = children playing on /damage to  public park
1992-11 P3 = wheels of residents car stolen by vandals P3 = visitors dog nearly attacks child
1993-07 P1 = ridge capping on all carport roofs need replacing
1994-02 P3 - S8 = several carports doors installed P2 - S7 = no standing signs erected at locations throughout village

P4 - S11 = several car spaces available 
1994-09 P2 - S4g = resident parking between village and public park
1995-05 P2 - S7c = development of landscape plan for village
1995-11
1996-05 P1 = ball court nearing completion 

P2 = bin etiquette/residents putting recyling in wrong bins
1996-11 P2 - S10 = visitors parking in residents car space
1997-06 P1 = resident fence on spine path required relocation and painting P1 = community centre pergola being constructed

P2 = loud dog/concerns about dogs in village generally
1997-12 P1 = resident air conditioner approved
1998-07 P2/S5 = general disrepair of communal spaces
1999-03 P1 = use of community centre by young village resident on Saturday afternoons approved
1999-10 P1 = private planting on communal land
2000-05 P2 - S7 = available parking spaces in village
2001-02 P4 - S5 = bathroom extension approved P3 - S4 = major installation of garage doors
2003-02 P2 - S5 = extension by 3.6m towards public park

P1 - S3 = gutter improvements to all houses required
P2 -S5 =  balcony extension and addition of sail

2003-11 P2 =  balcony extension and addition of sail discussed further P1 = additional car space created
P3 =  shed approval 

2004-05 P2 - S2 = residents taking over and maintaing body corporate land P1 - S1 = capturing rain water discussed P3 - S5 = automated door to be installed at carport
P3 - S4 = possible revive of sustainability committee

2004-11 P2 = deck renovations P2 = residents growing vegetable garden in landscape spine P2 = two new carparking spaces to be created P1 - S4 = strangers walking through communal space
2005-06 P4 = barking dog P2 = parking entitlements shifting between residents
2006-01 P3 - S8 = consruction of enclosed garages P1 - S4 = discussions on new pet policy 

P4 - S8 = residents after enclosed parking P3 - S8 = further vandalism of community facilities 
P4-6 = rebutle of pet policy 

2006-07 P3 - S12 = balcony extension P2 -S8/9 = parking space allocations to become more transparent
P3 -S12 = Unit proposal to enclose parking space

2007-03 P2 - S3e = house painting colour guide P2 - S4 = wanted to retain water runoff on site but topography prevents
P2 - S4 = village flooded/investigating ways to deal with water run off

2007-09 P1 - S2 = document outlining sustainability issues distributed
2008-04 P1 - S5b = private shed approved P1 - S6a = complaint about clothes line/hanging on unit balcony
2008-11 P1 - S2b =  unapproved fence to be removed P1 - S4C = unit 21 solar panels approved P2 -S4g = All garages and all but one of the open spaces are now occupied P1 - S3c = removable posts and low shrubs to reduce traffic from the golf course.

P2 - S4f = chickens escaping from house onto communal land
2009-04 P1 - S5b =  balcony and room extension P1 - S5f = barking dog

P1 - S4 = foxtel dish approved
2009-09b P1 - S3d = additional parking space to be installed P1 - S4h = car 'eggings' by vandals
2010-04 P1 - S5e =  extension P2 - s5b = resident wanting to build fence on body corporate land P1 - S5e = Unit 50 solar panels

P1 - s5g = barking/escaping dogs
2010-09 P1 - s4e = overlap in actpla and structures commitee consultation P2 -S4h = more car parking spaces required P1 - S2c = Possible UC student involvemet in revamp of entrances
2011-02 P2 - S4e =  shed approval P2 - S4e = various units solar panels P1 - S2c = UC student involvment in revamp
2011-08
2012-02 P3 - S6 = proposed discussion about creating a more sustainable community P3 -S4 = playground to remain in current location
2012-08
2013-04 P2 - S4 = everyone happy with parking allocation P2 - S2b = more yellow bins requested from ACT government

P2 - S4 = restoration of playground equipment
2013-11 P2 - S4 = new pergola P1 - S4 = people parking on communal land 

P4 - S5 = inadequate roof flashing on tri level houses
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APPENDIX E: 
MOLONGLO BRIEF 
EXTRACT

•	 To provide dwellings that do not impede home occupants quality of life, so benefiting young 

families, the temporarily injured, the aged and the disabled.

•	 To provide dwellings which allow for changing needs of the home occupants.

•	 Design dwellings which provide for a range of occupants in age, ability and needs.

•	 Design dwellings which are easy to enter, easy to move around in and are capable of easy and 

cost-effective adaptation.

•	 Compact dwellings should be designed to the Liveable Housing Design Guidelines.

•	 Plan spaces so that they may accommodate a variety of furniture arrangements.

•	 Utilise flexible room sizes so that a dwelling may support change in the future.

•	 Provide dual master bedrooms to support a mix of inhabitants or a live/work situation.

•	 Minimise internal structural walls which limit options for future adaption.

•	 Provide adequate pedestrian mobility, access and circulation spaces.

•	 Provide spaces that are safe, of high amenity and ultimately pleasurable for occupants.

•	 Efficiently plan spaces to ensure functionality and make best use of limited space.

•	 Provide for a range of household activities and occupants needs.

•	 Promote pride in affordable housing that is a credit to the whole community.

•	 Compact dwellings should respond to target GFAs as informed by market advice.

•	 Compact and multi-unit dwellings should respond to target minimum room sizes.

•	 Living, Lounge and Dining rooms can be combined proportionately with the number of 

bedrooms the dwelling contains. For example, 3 and 4 bedroom dwellings may have separate 

Lounge and Living Rooms, whereas these may combine for one and two-bedroom dwellings.

•	 Compact and multi-unit dwellings should respond to target storage sizes as informed by 

market advice received by LDA.

•	 Ensure vertical circulation is planned efficiently to limit impact on living spaces.

•	 Ensure living spaces are located adjacent to Principal Private Open Space.

•	 Balconies are to be provided for all multi-unit dwellings to maximise passive surveillance, 

maintain internal privacy and of sufficient size to promote indoor/outdoor living.

•	 Ceilings heights should facilitate daylight access, define a spatial hierarchy and aim at achieving 

well-proportioned rooms. A height of 2.7m applies to the storey containing the main living.

•	 Windows and doors should be placed to prevent the overlooking of adjacent properties.

•	 Kitchens are to accommodate pantry storage and a strip or two-sided galley configuration 

along a wall or corner. A kitchen may not be a part of a main circulation space.

•	 Bathrooms to be separate from toilets except where ensuites are provided,

•	 Laundry space to provide for the option of a washer and dryer. This may be in a separate room 

in larger dwellings or a cupboard for smaller dwellings.

The LDA’s Molonglo design competition 
featured a precinct of 70 courtyard and terrace 
houses overlooking a series of communal parks, 
with a shared road encircling each park. Their 
competition brief outlined extensive housing 
liveability, flexible space use, privacy, age-in-
place and ‘spaciousness’ criteria. Responding 
to criteria, Melinda Dodson Architect’s 
competition submission drew directly from my 
literature review and included a small living ‘kit 
of parts’, and flexible living strategies (both 
found overleaf).
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1. Standard height ceilings 
contrast w ith void spaces 

2. Compact bath option with bath 
separate from shower 

3. Open tread stairs and storage 

4. No cei ling l inings to 
intermed iate floors 

s. Optional access to roof space L 
for storage 

6. Optional m ezzanine space over 
wet areas and storage 

7, Optional storage w indow seat 

8. Central wet area "pod" feat uring ---
some translucent walls 

6. 

2. Private gardens borrow from public landscape spaces 
w ith a " loose,. layout of courtyard walls, screens & hedges 

w hile pergola entertaining area doubles as carport as required 

3. Study space in stair lobby 

4. Facade can accomodate low cost screens as desired by occupants for privacy 

LIVING SMALL 'KIT OF PARTS' 

Melinda Dodson Architects - Molonglo Demonstration Precinct 

HOUSING TYPOLOGIES 3 
E SERIES 
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articulation thru roof forms 
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Melinda Dodson Architects - Molonglo Demonstration Precinct E SERIES 
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APPENDIX F: 
NEAT AND 
‘THE CUTTING 
ROOM FLOOR’

Figure 22: Summary of the typical household characteristics 
of the NEAT suburb (ABS 2011).

The Design Responses and Reflection chapter featured on three case studies from the creative 

artefact, the research question, and the transformative impact of the fieldwork. While design 

processes per se, were not central to the research__explored through the lens of the NEAT scheme__

they illustrate how I fed-forward occupant-use findings and my rationale for rejected solutions:

The [architect] must consider not only the present choice but the tree of further choices to which 

it leads, each of which has different meanings in relation to the systems of implications set up by 

earlier moves (Schon 1983, p99).

Aspects of the process serve as a reminder of the author’s systematic design analysis of the 

fieldwork, along with the complexity and subtleties of designing compact houses using thematic 

occupant requirements. In Part A, I described the need for architects of supply-led medium-

density to familiarise themselves, through research, with the needs of the anticipated occupants 

or demographic group (Foth and Sanders 2005; Randolph and Holloway 2005; Sarkissian et al. 

2004). Hence, I researched some of the demographic characteristics of the NEAT suburb before 

I fed-forward findings on house or household types (Figure 22, below):

••••• • • 
... ♦ 1/2 ••• 
• • 

JI] 

• • • • • • 

•• •• 
• • 
Other 

transport 
modes and 

work at 
home 

:-..... 
• • • • • • • • • • • Car • •• •• •• •• .... .. ••••••• 
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Drawing on relevant literature and fieldwork findings, the central ideas of NEAT emerged early. 

For example, secondary residences__which came to be known as ‘Multi-Gen’ spaces__emerged 

as a solution to fluctuating household size (Figure 23, top two images right). However, these 

were initially poorly executed, with homogenous buildings overdeveloping the site and resulting 

in the loss of landscape. An unsatisfactory ‘all roof’ option emerged, when instead a balance of 

landscape and built form was needed (Livesley 2014, Hall 2010). 

The second version sought to remedy the shortcomings I had identified, by experimenting with 

submerged courtyard gardens and houses used to increase landscape, reduce built form and to 

separate houses vertically from the street for privacy. Submerged courtyards were ultimately 

abandoned in favour of ‘upper-level’ living within the tree canopies and separated from the street. 

A version of NEAT followed which offered a promising balance of landscape and built form (Figure 

24, image right). Yet with each compact house assigned its own car spaces and driveway, the 

result was overly dominated by car infrastructure. Nevertheless, it was a helpful design iteration, 

building on the density, neighbour interface and landscape agendas of the earlier versions. Here 

the street making was very successful, benefitting from the visual clarity of contrasting roof 

forms. This option also hinted at a later design philosophy, with pitch roofs at upper-levels and 

lower-levels constrained to a ‘flat’ orthogonal podium which included roof gardens. The circuitous 

network of private driveways associated with each house, however, gave way to the shared 

driveways, communal parking and increased soft landscaping of later schemes.

 

Design digressions and backward steps occurred before leading to increased clarity (Figure 25, 

bottom two images below right). Cohesive street-making dissembled somewhat with the next 

versions, and I ‘wrestled’ with ‘too much roof’ facing south, unsatisfactory attempts to integrate 

solar panels and an overly regimented precinct of houses dominated by driveway. Other rejected 

experiments with house personalisation skewed the design toward an eclectic mix of house styles, 

at the expense of a cohesive precinct integrated with its landscape (also Figure 25, bottom right 

image). The least successful designs featured in this stage, but helpfully, my dissatisfaction with 

these versions had a catalysing effect. 

Breakthroughs came by pursuing communal driveways shared between repeated four-house 

clusters (Figure 26, images overleaf). Each cluster was a mix of house size and numbers of storeys. 

Concentrating on the neighbour interfaces within a typical four-house cluster, shifted the precinct 

Figure 23: images above early loss of landscape due to overly 
densified dwellings.

Figure 24: images above improved harmony landscape and 
building.

Figure 25: Images above showing clarifying design 
digressions and backward steps.
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Figure 26: The complexity of compact house design 
coinciding at house, block and precinct scale. A synthesising 
and ‘balancing’ task for the designer, their compactness 
heightens tensions between design interdependencies.

Figure 27: Penultimate design option with orthogonal low 
form ‘adjunct rooms’ or Multi-Gen spaces contrast with 
slender pitched upper-level forms.

Figure 28: Final NEAT concept with the Hi-lo adjunct rooms 
or secondary residences adjacent the street and modulated 
outdoor spaces range from communal to private

level focus to the mix of communal facilities, landscape distribution, driveway reticulation and the 

relationship between each cluster. With various permutations for arranging each cluster, came 

a loosening of the earlier precinct regimentation. During this design phase, the upper-level roof 

forms became slender to minimise their overshadowing and visual impact. Additionally, the tall, 

slender roof forms acted as ‘wing walls’ between neighbouring houses, thus offering privacy. 

The complexity of compact house design required concurrent house, block and precinct scale 

explorations (also Figure 26, right). Their compactness and proximity heightened the tensions 

between design interdependencies, arguably reinforcing the need for a balance of house, 

landscape and car amenity. Consequently, a mix of shared and private gardens emerged on two 

levels associated with a typical four-house cluster. It opened-up rich design possibilities by altering 

the street, Multi-Gen and main house relationships, ultimately progressing to a ‘chessboard’ 

alternating pattern of ‘HI’ and ‘lo’ houses interspersed with landscaped courtyards throughout 

the precinct. The penultimate design option featured an orthogonal podium of Multi-Gen spaces, 

which I contrasted with slender pitched upper-level forms (Figure 27, image right), progressing 

to the competition entry scheme (Figure 28, image below right).
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APPENDIX G: 
DESIGN TEAMS 
AND PATRONS

The author’s practice Melinda Dodson Architect’s (MDa), has employed architectural, landscape 

and urban design staff to assist with the compact houses which constitute the creative artefact: 

Primary case studies:

•	 The team responsible for the Molonglo competition and subsequent design stages comprised 

the author, Jane Monk, Justin Payne, Steve Kirsu, Tim Dyer and Anthony Knobel. Jane and 

Justin were the primary designers of the first stage of Molonglo, along with the author. The 

author undertook subsequent design development on all types, except for the type B house 

undertaken by Anthony. Tait Waddington Architects (now the Tait Network) provided the 

precinct urban design framework for 35 houses by MDa, while Philip Leeson Architects 

designed the balance of houses (also around 35 houses).

•	 The team responsible for the NEAT housing competition comprised the author, Tim Dyer, 

Candice Andrews and Phoebe Gordon. The author was the primary designer of NEAT and 

the competition-winning HI house. Tim designed the floor plan layout of the lo house and co-

authored the four-house cluster concept. Additional contributions to NEAT came from builder 

Matthew Sandford and environmental engineer Bridgett Glasson.

•	 The team responsible for Mews-living comprised the author, Tim Dyer, James Tedman and 

Daniel Sandford. The author was the primary designer of Mews-living except for Type A West 

and Pocket House, co-authored with Tim. The Type C houses are a refinement of the NEAT lo 

houses and therefore again co-authored with Tim.  

Other compact house projects providing context to the case studies:

•	 The team responsible for Missing Middle__which received the Minister’s special mention__were 

the author, Daniel Sandford, James Tedman and Candice Andrews. The author was the primary 

designer of Missing Middle with Daniel co-authoring the Canopy Terrace design. Dr Andrew 

Mackenzie was the scheme’s ‘critic in residence’ and advocate for heat mitigating solutions.

•	 Compass House 1-3, Clerestory Townhouses and Architect’s House are by the author. 

•	 Popout House was by the author and Tim Dyer.

•	 Courtyard Houses were co-authored with Daniel Sandford.

Electronic drawing packages and related software support:

•	 Since joining MDa in 2015, Daniel Sandford intermittently supplemented the author’s use of 

software such as Revit, Sketchup, Indesign, Excel and PDF text conversion, found in these 

documents. For presentation purposes, I decided to convert Select Works floors plans and 

sections to a consistent format, and Daniel undertook much of that Revit redrafting. I then 

finalised the detail of each Revit model to ensure consistency with the original design.
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APPENDIX H: 
SUMMARY OF 
INDUSTRY 
FEEDBACK

Australian Institute of Architects

NEAT Presentation 

27 October 2014  

Mews-living Affordable Housing 

Resident Focus Groups

December 2015 

(with architect clarifications,

 made at the time, in brackets)

•	 Concern regarding party wall disputes.

•	 Similarly concern regarding body corporate and strata title disputes.

•	 Perception that residents have reservations about communal living.

•	 Positive response to secondary residences in the front yard.

•	 Scepticism about the workability of communal car spaces.

•	 Walk to house from car – is it safe/accessible? Scepticism regarding decoupled car parking.

•	 Is there enough carparking?

•	 Is the car space covered?

•	 Scepticism regarding parking on the verge (despite the integrated landscape scheme).

•	 Surveillance of car spaces okay.

•	 How do you move from the lift to the house? This was explained.

•	 Upper-level living – is it accessible? This was explained.

•	 Supportive of the mix and distribution of single-level houses.

•	 Reduced setbacks supported.

•	 Flexible room usage (hobby, tenant, office) supported.

•	 Designs for household growth/shrinkage supported.

OUTSIDE

•	 The external imagery of concept A attracted the least strong response. The more traditional 

materials and styling was not overtly ‘desirable’ to participants, but also did not create any 

strong negative reaction as the other two did (no fundamental change from materials, i.e., 

brick and tin are good; add paint/colour).

•	 Lack of variety unappealing (agree, more paint colour).

•	 Good to see the three concepts mixed up together in a streetscape.

•	 More variety of materials and colours.

•	 More visual personality (distinguish houses from one another).

•	 A narrow, dull and very typical palette of colours.

•	 The use of carports and shared driveways were seen as less pleasing than garages, but a 

reasonable solution for an affordable housing style (test a decorative screen carport door).

•	 The large external windows were seen as a positive feature.

•	 ‘Lack of roofs’ (explore pitched roofs in lieu of parapets or the earlier steep roofs).

•	 Designs need to look more  ‘eco-friendly’ (yes, solar panels integrated with pitch).
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•	 Rainwater tanks.

•	 Community gardens.

•	 Proximity to local amenities (planners). 

•	 Amenity is good.

•	 Uncomfortable with being close to neighbours.

INSIDE

•	 Different people put emphasis on maximising the size of different parts of their home (have 

done a reasonable amount to accommodate reconfigurability. Sliding walls etc – multi-use 

rooms, i.e., rumpus/living – study/bedroom).

•	 Living spaces were very small. Seemed to be a trade-off of affordability and other functions.

•	 Having some sense of control over which space was maximised was attractive (Island 

kitchen bench on castors, main bedroom: dresser  zone + robe + queen-size bed).

•	 Modular/portable/movable walls/sliding doors (incorporated)

•	 Clever storage (yes incorporate with furniture and other house functions, i.e., banquet seat)

•	 Clever kitchens  (island benches on castors – stool height tables/kitchen island – glass 

shelves across windows. ?? Sit to stand dining table??).

•	 High importance on balconies, outside spaces (agree, yes we have done this).

•	 Large windows (agree).

•	 Raked ceilings/split levels (test  pitched roofs, affordability and internal volumes).

•	 Younger/first home buyers (forward step) and downsizers (backward step) observation.

Very positive response to the research and associated design, with roughly 15 questions/comments 

at the presentation, including:

•	 How would you manage body corporate and strata titling of upper-level walkways, i.e., 

where it is a shared roof over another house? (Concerning the journey from the lift to the 

house and would require vertical and horizontal leases and fire separation).

•	 How would you make communal spaces useable and not thoroughfares? (There are pockets 

of contained and screened space).

•	 Secondary residences in the front yard__responses positive.

•	 Secondary residences. Would like to see a mix of single-level along with the 2-storey types, 

i.e., for aging in place.

•	 Single-level houses more broadly supported.

  

Planning Institute of Australia

MDa PhD Research / NEAT 

Presentation 31 May 2017 
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•	 Agreed that ‘smaller’ intensifies the community experience/interaction and this is arguably 

where the community apprehension arises from (in terms of ‘fear of change’ and concern for 

intensified neighbourhoods and roads__being feedback that the planners tend to receive).

•	 Questions about ‘going further’ to reduce cars (car share programs, for example).

•	 Verge/front setback__cars and structures in these front zones__response seemed nervous. 

(noting the landscaped berms around car spaces in the verge was of interest, i.e., as a 

considered design response).

•	 Upper-level living__is it accessible? (Yes).

•	 Reduced setbacks__question was asked if there is an optimum setback (note I suggested the 

reduced setback decision related to whether the room adjacent the setback was a ‘social’ or 

a ‘retreat’ space).

•	 Designed for household growth/shrinkage was supported, following family life-cycle.

•	 Are they affordable, and how? (note I explained the use of standard ‘cottage construction’ 

and the size kept within ACT housing thresholds for affordability).

•	 What other features beyond size were sustainable (explained 50% smaller with 

accompanying energy/resource benefit, more permeable surface re heat island, passive solar 

principles, well-insulated facades, car share, space for bike parking, solar panels, rainwater 

tanks, solar panels and the avoidance of basement car parking).

•	 Agreed that the demographic is changing with the rise of the single-person household and 

single, older women households.

•	 Can you get the garbage truck and emergency vehicles onto the site? (No, but the distance 

to  bin enclosures are within guidelines).

•	 Privacy concepts__the slender tri-level houses which subdivide communal spaces__well 

received.

•	 Question about who is interested in this product__is there the interest (note I explained that 

we have many successful Canberra precedents over the last 50years and the competition 

scheme builds on those precedents__so not new. And then beyond that, we see that over 

50% of  Dickson residents are “1st home buyers and downsizers”, according to ABS 2016. I 

also discussed Mews-living, the successor to NEAT, for which there is a waiting list to buy 

this housing product).

•	 How the concept fits into existing urban areas, the proximity of services and facilities, etc? 

(RZ2 zones encircling local shops, schools, community centres and bus stops is an obvious 

fit, but they are designed to visually knit into a low-density neighbourhood).
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APPENDIX J: 
SUBMISSION TO ACT
HOUSING CHOICES
2018

melindadodsonarchitects
MDa

“I mean it’s private…you’re not living in each other’s pockets in the village”  Elizabeth

“[of the central landscape spine] our main idea was to keep the cars in their place” Nathan

“[the village interaction is] …one of the pluses of the place …”  Edith

“isn’t it surprising…houses with the same basic design and there all completely different ….” Ian

“being a courtyard-style house…extends both the visual and physical space in the house” Bruce

“that view [of landscape] out there is absolutely priceless ”  Lucy

“[the communal family room] …is an amenity ... we would have had to…fit into our houses” Bryan

“the modifications we're doing…are designed to enable us to stay here...as long we can” Nathan

“in supporting the environment we …simply use less; less space, materials and so on…” Bruce

“my home is bigger than my house” Lucy

People‐centred Design: In Their Words…….

Source: Research Fieldwork Melinda Dodson

melindadodsonarchitects
MDa
melindadodsonarchitects
MDahttps://www.housingchoicecanberra.architecture.com.au/

The author prepared materials and 
presented to stakeholders as part of the 
ACT Housing Choices series of expert 
forums, on behalf of the Australian Institute 
of Architects. The goal was to profile the 
extensive high-quality medium-density 
built historically in established Canberra 
suburbs; to share liveability feedback 
from residents of medium-density and to 
advocate for planning controls such as 
landscape minimums and development 
envelope maximums.

H ::m,=; Lessons from th-e past Missed opportunrtles A way fotward Project summanes Blog f in 

HOUSING CHOICE: J.t.iijl ~=!~~t .....Ll • .1l_ Architects 

CANBERRA 

HOUSING CHOICE: J.t.iijl ~~~!~~t .....Ll • .1l_ Architects 

CANBERRA 
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melindadodsonarchitects
MDa

Canberra Snapshot of Medium Density Compact Housing melindadodsonarchitects
MDa

NEAT Housing Competition

melindadodsonarchitects
MDa

ACT Government, 2009, Urban Form Analysis (PDF)

ACT Government, 2014, Streets For Community ‐ Places To Be, Walk, Cycle & Drive (PDF)

AIA, 2017, Housing Choice Canberra https://www.housingchoicecanberra.architecture.com.au/

AIA, 2014, NEAT Housing Competition http://wp.architecture.com.au/act‐awards/neat‐competition/

Dodson, M. 2014, Living Small? An Architectural Exploration of Occupant Behaviours and Community Preferences to Medium 
Density Compact Housing Precincts in Canberra (PDF)

Sarkissian, W. 2004. Social Issues and Trends Associated with Medium to High Density Urban Living ‐ LMC (PDF)

Williams, J. 2005. Sun, Surf and Sustainable Housing—Cohousing, the Californian Experience Int. Planning Studies (PDF)

Compact Housing + People‐Centred Design ‐ Links / Resources

To provide housing choice….the tradition of Canberra townhouses should continue……

melindadodsonarchitects
MDa

1. Compact multi‐housing or townhouses offers housing choice in Canberra

2. The people‐centred design of townhouses warrants architect involvement (see NSW Sep65)

3. Way Forward: rules focussing on site coverage and development envelope

4. Review RZ1 for block amalgamation, no. of dwellings, unit titling

To provide housing choice….the tradition of Canberra townhouses should continue……

Thankyou + Summary Position

Belconnen, RZ2 . 
Dickson, RZ2-4. • Hackett Townhouses, RZ2 

• Braddon Townhouses, RZ3 

Wybelena Grove, RZl• 
• Aubrey Court, RZl 

• Jerilderie Court, RZ4 

; ~mpbell Townhouses,RZl 

Yarralumla S~~J-~ 
Lakeview Townhouses, RZl • •• Park Terrace+ 

Forrest Townhouses, RZl The Elms, RZS 

Holder Townhouses, RZ2 • 

Fisher Housing Precinct, RZ2 • 

Urambi Village, RZl • 

Greenway, RZ2 . 

• Radburn Duplexes, RZl/2 

e swinger Hill Townhouses, RZ2 

• Mawson Townhouses, RZl/2 

• Torrens Townhouses, RZ2 

HOUSING CHOICE: J.t.iii.(_ ~~~!~~t ...M.V.11.... Architects 

CANBERRA 

HOU SI NG CHO ICE: J.t.iii.(_ ~uJt~!~~t 
...M.V.11.... Architects 

CANBERRA 
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APPENDIX K: 
UNIVERSITY OF 
CANBERRA
COMPACT HOUSE
DESIGN STUDIO

Lawson: Live Small, Live Close: Use Less?

Exploring Alternate Residential Typologies

Lawson: Live Small, Live Close: Use Less? ................Exploring Alternate Residential Typologies

Architecture Program: Design 2.2, 2011

Lawson: Live Small, Live Close: Use Less?

Exploring Alternate Residential Typologies1. Th
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3.

The author convened the Architecture 
Program Design Studio 2.2, 2011. Sponsored 
by the LDA, students designed hypothetical 
medium-density compact houses for the 
suburb of Lawson, in the form of  townhouses, 
terraces, courtyards or apartments. 

Following a shortlisting process, a housing 
case study brochure was produced in hard 
copy under the LDA’s sponsorship (extracts 
feature right and overleaf). 
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Lawson: Live Small, Live Close: Use Less?

Exploring Alternate Residential Typologies1.

1)Cobble stone road.
2) Solar panels.
3) Planting boxes/ wall 
dividers.
4)Stepped deck.
5) Hidden drive way.
6) Parallel parking

Site Plan
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Lawson: Live Small, Live Close: Use Less?

Exploring Alternate Residential Typologies

Floor Plans

2.

North Elevation

West Elevation

South Elevation

East elevation

1)Dinning room
2)Kitchen
3)Lounge/ Family 
Room
4)Study/Home 
office/Bedroom.
5) Bathroom

1

2

3

4

1) Mater bed rooms
2) Bathroom
3) Living room.
4)Veranders
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Lawson: Live Small, Live Close: Use Less?

Exploring Alternate Residential Typologies

Site Sections  

3.
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APPENDIX L: 
FIELDWORK DATA 
ANALYSIS THEMATIC 
CODEBOOK
Extract from the Codebook, a ‘live’ document 
developed from, and guiding data analysis, 
while informed by the literature.

POE user satisfaction / functional design criteria Criteria derived from literature 

Node Child node/ Child node Description of child node 
theme category /subcategory / focus prom pt 

LJ.J C Reasons tor Location Close to snops; c lose to Housing Cnoices 2017; Andrea Young Planning 
l.!) choosing the public transport (urban Consultants 2012; Easthope and Judd 2010; Sarkissian et a l. 
cl: Village versus suburban) 2004 ...J 
...J Bush Close to bush MacKenzie 2012; Elton Consulting 2011; Seddon 2005 > 

V etting Friends or fami ly Village Dodson 2014; Easthope and Judd 2010 
referra l (self-se lecting 
community) 

Size Of house Easthope and Judd 2010; Metzler 2005 
Step-free Single level liv ing (step L ivable Housing Austral ia; Austral ian Standards AS1428 

free) 2009; Sarkissian et al. 2004; AS4299 1995 
V Qualities o f Car-free Cars subordinated to Williams 2005; Metzler 2005; Gunn 1971 

the Village pedestrians 
Place Place; personalisation; Sarkissian 2013; Zeisel 2006; Metzler 2005; Sarkissian et al. 

territory; wayfinding 2004; Judd and Dean 1983 
Cohesive Cohesiveness of village Sarkissian 2013; Parolek 2012; Elton Consulting 2011; Judd 

character; street context and Dean 1983; Judd and Gamble 1993 
Individual Individual expression of Dodson 2014; Sarkissian 2013; de Botton 2006; L illey 2006; 

houses (legible front Bonnefoy et al. 2004; Sarkissian et al. 2004; 
doors) Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986 

Community Shared space. interaction Easthope and Judd 2010; Raman 2010; Metzler 2005; 
and soc ial contact design Williams 2005; Gwyther 2004; Mulholland Research 

and Consulting 2003; Day 2000; Woodward 1989; Cooper 
Marcus and Sark issian 1986; Jacobs 1961 

Communal Communal space as an Dodson 2014; Henderson-Wilson 2008; Metzler 2005; 
extension of house Williams 2005 

Security/ Passive survei llance / Cozens et al. 2015; Judd and Gamble 1993; Cooper Marcus 
safety perceived or actual and Sarkissian 1986; Judd and Dean 1983; McKay 1971; 

security / safety issues Paterso n et al. 1967 
L Reasons for Cars Carports separate from Cozens et a l. 2015; Easthope and Judd 2010; Metzler 

leaving the houses 2005; Williams 2005; Brunson et al. 2001; Devlin 1980 
V illage 

Privacy Proximity to neighbours / Raman 2010; Howley et al. 2008; Hunter et al. 2005; 
noise / unwanted Sarkissian et al. 2004; W ilson-Doenges 2001; Brunson 2001; 
interaction etc Kaplan 2001; Peper and Spierings 1999; Hughes et al. 1994; 

Rowe 1991; Yancey 1971 
Size Of house Housing Choices 2018; Al len 2010; Horne et al. 

2009; Pullen et al. 2009; Lilley 2006; W ill iams 2005; 
Metropolis Research 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Wulff et 
al. 2004· Steidl 1981 

LJ.J p Privacy Retreat Retreat space(s) for Dodson 2014; Drury and Somers 2010; James 2007; 
f,/) private usage ( ie; away Ishikawa et al. 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Mulho lland ::, 
0 from other occupants) Research and Consulting 2003; Evans et al. 1996 
J: Neighbour V isual/acoustic privacy Andrea Young Planning Consultants 2012; Easthope and 

privacy between houses Judd 2010; Howley 2009; Downto n 2008; Vischer 2008; 
Williams 2005; Foth and Sanders 2005; Sarkissian et a l. 
2004; Metzler 2005; Troy 1995; Judd and Gamble 1993; 
Judd and Dean 1983; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986; 
Cox 1983; New man 1983; Gunn 1971 

House privacy Front stage /back stage Easthope and Judd 2010 ; Bretherton and Pleace 2008; 
Sarkissian 2006; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Elton 2011; Zeisel 
2006 

Q Quality o f Light qualities Daylight; sunlight access Dodson 2014; Easthope and Judd 2010; Sarkissian et al. 
space (s) to soc ial spaces (indoor 2004 
w ithin /outdoor) 
dwelling Landscape Landscape connection Andrea Young Planning Consultants 2012; Downton 2008; 

(visua l / physical Bretherton and Pleace 2008; Williams 2005; Sarkissian et al. 
borrowed space) 2004; Beer 2003; Troy 1995; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 

1986; Cox 1983; Newman 1983 
Thermal Thermal comfort Dodson 2014; Easthope and Judd 2010; Sarkissian et al. 

2004 
E Sustainability ESD Energy efficiency, size NatHERS 2019; Byrne 2018; ASBEC 2010; Pul len et al. 2009; 

/ Affordable and orientation Horne et al. 2009; London and Anderson 2008; New ton 
2006; Metzler 2005; Williams 2005 

$$$ Affordable to buy o r to Demographia 2019; ACT Planning Strategy 2018; Sharam et 
run al. 2015; Netwon et al. 2011; https:/ /www .planning.act.gov.au 

/ topics/ affordable housing 
House Age-in-place Wide entrances; ha llways; Dodson 2014; Sarkissian et al. 2004 
Modificat ion wet areas (space) 

Room added Space added for growing Dodson 2014; Lo ndon and Anderson 2008; Mac ka y 2007; 
household Svme et al. 2005· 

I: F Flexib le Flexi room Flex ib le room usage Dodson 2014; Leupen 2006; Till and Schnieder 2005; 
0 house (hobby; tenant; office) Schnieder and Till 2005; Hertzberger 2005; Sarkissian et al. 
0 2004; Anderson 2002; Fuerst and Petty 1991 c:: 

Flexi house Designed for household Dodso n 2014; Mackay 2007; Syme et al. 2005; Ti ll and 
growth/ shrinkage Schnieder 2005; Schnieder and Till 2005;Troy 1996 

Flexi walls Removable / movable Till and Schnieder 2005; Schn ieder and Ti ll 2005; 
walls for open plan 

H Household Storage Indoor/outdoor st orage Dodson 2014; Easthope and Judd 2010; Sarkissian et al. 
amenity 2004 

No. Number of rooms Leupen 2006; Schaul 1993 
Size Size o f rooms Drury and Somers 2010; Bretherton and Pleace 2008 
Shape Shape/layout/furnishable Drury and Somers 2010 
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APPENDIX M: 
SAMPLE DESCRIPTIVE 
ANALYSIS OF 
FIELDWORK DATA Room

House

Garden (block)

Precinct

Establishing patterns of understanding 
from the descriptive coding. A point of 
visualisation during the second-cycle 
analysis using pie charts to compare issues.

,._ 
Village ·. Shared ·:. · 

qualities Space · 
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APPENDIX N: 
DESIGN AND USE 
PROJECT SUMMARY 
The Design Responses and Reflection 
chapter assessed three primary compact 
housing projects against key usability 
criteria derived from fieldwork findings 
and literature. This table offers a qualitative 
evaluation summary (below) to compare 
design, use and research interdependencies. 

User satisfaction/ functional Criteria derived from literature Molonglo NEAT Ginninderry 
design criteria Demonstration Housing Affordable 

Precinct Com petition Housing 
Terri tory and w.ayfinding Dodson 2014; Sarkissian 2013; de Botton 2006; Li lley x✓ ✓✓ x✓ 

2006; Bonnefoy et al. 2004; Sarkissian et al. 2004; 
Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986 

Flexible room usage (hobby; Dodson 2014; Leupen 2006; Till and Schnieder 2005; ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓ 
tenant; office) Schn ieder .and Til l 2005; Hertzberger 2005; Sarkissian et 

al. 2004; Anderson 2002; Fuerst and Pettv 1991 
Daylight ; sunlight access to Dodson 2014; Easthope and Judd 2010; Sarkissian et al. ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓ 
soc ial spaces (indoor-outdoor 2004; Schoul 1993; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986 
con nection) 
Designed for household Dodson 2014; London and Anderson 2008; Mackay2007; ✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓ 
growth/shrinkage Leupen 2006; Till and Schnieder 2005; Schn ieder and Till 

2005; Hertzberger 2005; Sa rkiss ian et al . 2004; Anderson 
2002; Fuerst and Petty 1991 

Retreat space (s) for private Dodson 2014; Drury and Somers 2010; James 2007; ✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓ 
usage Ishikawa et al. 2005; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Mulholland 

Research and Consulting 2003; Evans et al. 1996 
Landscape connection (visual; And rea Young Planning Consultants 2012; Downton 2008; ✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓ 
physical) Bretherton and Pleace 2008; Williams 2005; Sarkissian et 

al. 2004; Beer 2003; Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986 
Cars subordinated to Will iams 2005; Metzler 2005; Gunn 1971 X ✓✓ x✓ 
pedestrians 
Visual and acoustic privacy Andrea Young Planning Consultants 2012; East hope and x✓ ✓✓ ✓✓ 
between dwellings Judd 2010; Howley 2009; Downton 2008; Vischer 2008; 

Williams 2005; Fot h and Sanders 2005; Sarkissian et al. 
2004; Metzler 2005; Troy 1995; Judd and Gamble 1993; 
Judd and Dean 1983; Cooper Marcus and Sark issian 1986; 
Cox 1983; Newman 1983; Gunn 1971 

Cohesiveness of vil lage Sarkissian 2013; Parolek 2012; Elton Consult ing 2011 ; Judd ✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓ 
cha racter and Dean 1983; Judd and Gamble 1993 
Ind ividual expression of houses Dodson 2014; Sarkissian 2013; de Botton 2006; L illey ✓ ✓ ✓ 

2006; Bonnefoy et al. 2004; Sark issian et al. 2004; 
Cooper Marcus and Sarkissian 1986 

X Not achieved 

Discret ionary access to Dodson 2014; How ley 2009; Cooper Marcus 2003; Judd ✓ ✓✓✓ ✓ 
communal areas and Gamble 1993; Judd and Dean 1983 
Indoor and outdoor sto rage Dodson 2014; Easthope and Judd 2010; Sarkissian et al. ✓ ✓ ✓ 

x✓ Partially achieved 

2004 
Odd shaped rooms avoided Drury and Somers 2010; Sarkissian et al. 2004 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Achieved 
Visua l / acoust ic privacy to Easthope and Judd 2010; Bretherton and Pleace 2008; ✓ ✓ ✓ 
bathrooms Sarkissian 2006; Sarkissian et al. 2004; Elton 2011; Zeisel 

2006 ✓✓ Achieved with merit 
Wide entrances and hallways L ivab le Housing Austral ia; Australian Standards AS1428 ✓✓ ✓ x✓ 

2009; Sarkissian et al. 2004; AS4299 1995 
Removable walls for open plan Till and Schnieder 2005; Schnieder and Till 2005; X ✓ X ✓✓✓ Achieved with a high degree of merit 




